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Abstract
Concept maps are visual graphs, consisting of nodes, which represent concepts, and arcs,
which represent relationships between the concepts. Concept maps are used in a wide
variety of disciplines because of their ability to make complex information structures

explicit. There are a wide varïety of concept mapping languages ranging from informai to
formal; all share the same fundamental structure (nodes and arcs), but they Vary in many
ways, including degree of formality (typing), aliowable component rypes, component
graphical attributes, inclusion of contexts, and misceUaneous constraints. There is a large
design space in concept mapping languages and each design is difficult and time
consuming to implernent. A simple way to prototype new concept mapping languages
(and rnodifi old ones) would be a very useful tool.
Constraint Graphs is a system designed to address this problem. The idea is to define a
minimai concept mapping system, then let the end-user build a language based on these
fundamental cornponents. The base system is a very flexible concept mapping tool which
is unconstrained except for the very fundamentals of graph theory (even n-ary arcs are
ailowed). In addition to "vanilla" nodes and arcs the system has an "ka" arc type which
can be used to create a type lattice within the map. Constraints based on the type lattice
allow a user the flexibility to use informal concept rnaps, to use a wide variety of
formalisms, or to gradually constrain an informal concept map into a formai one.
The properties of such a "meta-visuai language" avails itself to a variety of new
applications including experimentation in concept map formalisms and powerful type
checking tools for visual notations such as are used in knowledge modeling and decision
making.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This thesis is about visual knowledge representation languages. in particular, it focuses
on a very flexible graphical language which can be constrained to model many other
knowIedge representation Ianguages.
This chapter begins by briefly describing visual languages and a general kind of visual
language: concept mapping languages. The many existing visual languages (and concept
mapping Ianguages in particular) are used in many different disciplines for widely diverse
purposes. Computer support of concept mapping languages ailows for easy editing and
provides computational facilities such as those for the enforcement of syntactic and
semantic constraints.

One of the probiems with visual languages is the effort involved in creating a program to
support each and every language.

This thesis introduces Constraint Graphs, a

computational environment to support the visuaI description of concept mapping
languages that aiso uses the description to yield an implementation of the target languageConstraint Graphs also addresses the problem of lack of formai specification in visud
languages. Several authors have addressed the specification issue, but have done so in a
textual, predicate logic formalism. Visuai languages should best be specified in visuai
languages. Constraint Graphs, by its own formai semantics and simple model, is a step
toward a visual specification of concept mapping languages.
The last section of this chapter gives an overview of the software engineering aspects of
the Constraint Graphs implementation.

1.1 A Note About Tetminology
Concept mapping is related to several distinct research areas, inctuding knowledge
representation (Sowa 1991), graph theory (West 1996), gaph grammars (Cuny, Ehrïg &
Engels 1994), and hypertext (Conklin 1987). Each of these areas deah with graphs

-

nodes with arcs that interconnect the nodes. Each of these areas is relatively independent,

and ail tend to use different terms for very similar, if not identicai, concepts. The term
node in concept mapping is called a verrex in ,orph theory, and a concept in many subdisciplines of knowledge engineering. The term arc is caiIed an edge in graph theory, a

relation in many sub-disciplines of knowledge representation, and a link in hypertext
theory .
It is often difficult or confusing, when describing these other research areas, to use nonnative ternis.

This thesis therefore uses the terms node, vertex, and concept

interchangeably, and does the same with arc, edge, l i n . and relation. The preferred
tems, however, will be node and arc.

The knowIedge engineering cornrnunity has developed a considerable number of formai
knowledge representation Ianguages including Ontolingua (Gruber 1995), CLASSIC

(Borgida et al. 1989), Conceptual Graphs (Sowa 1984), and KIF (Genesereth & Fikes
1992). Some of these have graphical foms, such as KDraw (Gaines 1991b), which
implements a completely visual version of CLASSIC.

The graphical foms have

considerable appeal because they present a relatively intuitive, two-dimensional view of
the knowledge. In contrast, the purely textual languages tend to be usefid only to experts
who have invested considerable effort in understanding them.

def ine-concept [bird,(PRIMITIVE CLASSIC-THING Bird) ] .
def ine-concept [ tubenose, (AND bird
(FILLS nostrils external-tubular)
(FILLS lives at-sea)
(FILLS b i l l hooked)) ] ,
def ine-concept [ fulmar, tubenose, fulmar] .
def ine-concept [albatross, (AND tubenose
(FILLS s i z e large)
(FILLS wings long-narrow)) ] .
define-concept [layson-albatross albatross j ,
define-concept[black-footed-albatross,
(AND albatross
(FILLS color dark)) 1 .
assert-rulerblack-footed-albatross,
(FILLS name Black-footed-Albatross) ] -

Figure 1: Part of CLASSIC knowledge base on bird identification

For example, Figure 1 shows part of a CLASSIC knowledge base on bird identification
that describes a section of the class-to-species hierarchy immediately above black-footed
albatross. Tt describes several observable amibutes that can be used to i d e n m an
observed bird successively as a tubenose @y having external, tubular nostrils; a hooked
bill; and living at sea), as an albatross (by being large and having long, narrow wings),

and finally as a black-footed albatross (by having dark coloration). To a non-specialist,

Figure 1 seems rather opaque. On the other hand, Figure 2 (described in Section 2.3.1 on
page 32), which is the visuai version of the same portion of the same knowledge base, is
more readily understood (Nosek & Roth 1990). Even a casual observer could guess that
the graphical version is composed of a classification hierarchy on the left side and

atmbutes of the of the classes on the right side.

The detailed meaning of the

classification may not be obvious to the casud observer; but to people knowledgeable in

CLASSIC, the two dimensional layout makes al1 the relationships immediately and
abundantly clear. Although the same information is conveyed by the textual version, the

reader must exert considerably more cognitive effort to match up al1 the identifiers in
order to mentally constnict the hierarchy and relationships that are obvious in the
graphical version.

COIOF-4dark 1

Albatross

Figure 2: Part of a KDraw knowledge base on bird identification

ïhere is stil1 Little hard evidence to support the value of graphical languages, or visual
languages as they are now popularly referred to. But Nosek and Roth have undertaken

empirical studies that indicate that (visual) semantic networks are more understandable
than (textual) predicate logic (Nosek & Roth 1990). There are also large numbers of
graphical, or visual, languages for a wide variety of purposes, including prograrnming,
program visualization,

design of various kinds, decision making, network control,

database query, and natural language generation and comprehension. Smith makes many
arguments about the psychological motivations for using visuai languages (Smith 1977)
(see Section 2.1.1 on page 19).

Visual languages are useful for many purposes other than knowledge representation.
Several authors (Myers 1990; Price, Baecker & Srnail 1993) have developed taxonomies

for the ever-increasing variety of visual languages. These taxonomies range not only over
the purpose of the visual languages, but d s o over their specification technique. This

thesis focuses on knowledge representation

- though it does diverge occasionally into
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other intended purposes. But this Ieaves still too wide a range of languages. So the focus
is nmowed to a (still very broad) subset of visuai languages, caiied concept maps.

1.3 Concept Maps
The term concept map is a generai term describing a type of visuai laripage. Concept
maps consist of labeled nodes with (possibly labeled) arcs connecting the nodes. They
are akin to graphs in mathematics.

There are a large number of concept mapping languages: of Myers' (1990) 14 taxonomy
categories of visual languages, 6 categories are concept mapping languages, Furthemore,
24 of the 39 visual languages Myers studied were concept map languages. Concept rnaps

have been used in many areas, including education (Lambiotte et ai. 1984; Novak &
Gowin 1984), management (Axeirod 1976; Hart 1977; Eden, Jones & Sims 1979;
Banathy 199l), artif~cialintelligence (Quillian l968), knowledge acquisition (McNeese et
al. 1990), linguistics (Sowa 1984; Graesser & Clark 1985), programming (Burnett &

Baker 1994), program design (Cox 1991; Booch 1994; Coad, North & Mayfield 1995),
and program visualization (Myers 1990).

Concept maps are not just unconstrained graphs. Concept maps extend over a wide range
of formality. Concept maps rnay be very informai and free form, such as "webs" used in
education to allow students to descrik their conceptuai knowledge to teachers (see
Figure 3, which shows a concept rnap developed by an unsupervised six-year-old boy
using a concept mapping software package). Informal concept maps are very easy for
people to create, because of the Iack of consbaints.

They are therefore useful in

education, in brainstorming, in the early stages of knowledge acquisition, and in any
situation where the effort of confonning to a formalism may be too costly or time
consuming, such as note-taking during a business meeting.
Concept maps may also be very formal and constrained. Figure 2 (page 4) is an example
of a formal concept map. Formai concept maps are not as easy for humans to create and

Figure 3: A concept map created by a six-year-old grade 1 student to describe his

usuaUy require some degree of expertise, but their fonnality allows them to be interpreted
by cornputers, which enables various f o m of computational support. For example,
formai concept maps are used to create expert systems (Gaines 1991b) and as complete
pro,oramming languages (Smith 1977; Lukose 1993).

The formality of concept maps is not a discrete classification, but a continuum from
informal to fonnal, with many shades of semi-formaf tanguages in between. Semi-formal
concept mapping languages strike a baiance between human comprehension and the
possibility of computationai support.

Examples of semi-formal concept mapping

languages are @BIS (Conklin & Begeman 1987), used in decision making, and objectoriented program design languages such as Booch notation (Booch 1994) and OMT
notation (Coad, North & Mayfield 1995).
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1.4 Supportt0ngConcept Mapping Tuok
Concept maps are dificuit to draw using pen and paper because the two dimensional
layout requires the author to predict the two dimensional extents in advance of srarting to
draw.

Furthemore, additions and modifications to a graph ofien entail moving or

rearranging large subsets of the map, which would mean much erasing and recopying if
done with pen and paper.

Computerized concept mapping tools help, not only by

facilitating easy copy and move operations, but by enabling a broad range of constraints

on layout, syntax, and semantics, depending on the Ianguage.

The previous section mentioned many different domains in which concept maps are used,
and in most of these domains many dBierent concept mapping languages are used. For
example, software engineering alone uses object mode1 notation, Booch notation, entity
relation diagrams, data flow diagrams, Rumbaugh notation, structure chats, Petri nets,

and othen. It is clear that there are a vast number of concept mapping languages (and
more to corne in the future). If aU of these are to be provided with computer support, it is

clear that it can not be in the form of individual, speciahzed prograrns for each concept
mapping language. The required software development effort is just too great. Many
possible languages would not have computer support7and those that do would not be easy

to modify in order to "evolve" the notation. Some way to ease the design of, development
of, and experimentation with concept mapping languages must be found if concept

rnapping languages are to fulnll their potential as an expression medium.
Myers (1990), in his oft-cited (and thee times published) taxonomy of visual languages,
points out several problems with visual languages. Among those problems are:
the difficulty in building editors and envîronments

a lack of formal specification
These problems will be addressed in this thesis.

1.5A Fast Frameworkfor Concept Mqping Lmtguages
It is not easy to mate a visual concept mapping language tool. The complex graphics,
direct manipulation user interaction rnodeI, object tracking, and constraint maintenance
add up to a very complex system that is clifficuit and time consuming to specify, design,

and build. The effort is not worth it for every potential visual language.
A framework for the fast development and modification of concept mapping languages

would be very useful. Among the potential benefits are:
fast prororyping: Concept mapping languages could be prototyped fast enough to
enable ernpirical experimentation without the large cornmitment involved in
specialized developrnent efforts.
fast development: Fully functiond concept mapping languages couid be developed

much more quickly by basing them on the framework than they could be using a fromthe-ground-up, custom develop effort.
intelligent support for users: "Intelligent" add-ons (such as predictive commands,
muIti-user interfaces, and error correction) could be embedded in the framework.

Such add-ons would be far too costly to develop for each and every individual custorn
development effort.
intelligent validation checks: Constraint checking and map validation can be bundled
into the framework. The otherwise prohibitively high cost of development of this
feature would be amortized over all the languages implemented in the fiamework.
common inte~aces:Al1 concept mapping languages implemented under a single
framework would exhibit similar interfaces. Such a similarity is good for users since
leaming to use one concept mapping ianguage would lead to positive learning transfer,
and ease the learning of subsequent concept mapping languages wtitten using the same

framework.

This thesis describes such a framework tool, calied Constraint Graphs. Constraint
Graphs provides an environment in which a large variety of concept mapping Ianguages
c m be described using a simpIe concept mapping language.

The new language

description aiIows Constraint Graphs to behave like a program custom-made for that
language, enforcing its syntactic (and some of its semantic) constraints.
Constraint Graphs is a distillation of many of the comrnon fearures found in concept
mapping languages. It is centered around a simple type theory. There are nodes and arcs
which are mutuaüy exclusive of one another. There rnay be any number of user-defined
subtypes of nodes and arcs. The end points (or rennimk) of arcs may be anchored on
nodes or other arcs (arcs between other arcs are rarely, but sometimes, used in concept
mapping languages). To describe an object type, the user mereiy draws it on the screen.
To make one object a subtype of another, the user just draws a special type of arc (an isa

arc) h m the subtype to the supertype object. The types of the objects at each of an arc's
terminais constrain ali its subtype arcs to terminate on only subtypes of the correspondhg
objects.

For example, one cm define a domain of carnivores and vegetanans, where both are
classified as subtypes of animal:

Here, the unlabeled arcs are isa arcs, representing the subtype relaîionship. In order to
describe the fact that carnivores eat other animals, one creates an eat relationship between
carnivore and a n i d by drawing in a new arc (labeled eut) between the carnivore node

and ihe animal node:

animal

carnivore

vegetarian

Given this simple definition it is legal to draw an eut arc between wolfand rabbit:

because wolf is a subtype of carnivore and rabbit is a subtype of animal. If the user
attempted to draw the arc in the reverse direction (from rabbit to wolfi, the system would
disallow it because rabbit is not a subtype of carnivore, and there is no other eat
relationship that is legal.

In addition to just evahating the legaiity of arcs, the system is capable of making type
inferences: in the example above, the user need only indicate an arc fiom wolfto rabbit;
the system can automaticdly type the relationship as eut because that is the only legal
relationship between those two node types in the domain. Constraint Graphs can also
associate attributes, such as surround shapes, colors, line types, and arbitrary user-defined
attributes with objects, and can propagate these attributes and their values through the
type (isa)hierarchy.
Using such simple techniques, Constraint Graphs can mode1 many different concept
mapping languages to provide a specialized interface for the target language. This ability

tu quickly prototype and implement visual languages shortcuts the expense of custom
development e f f o ~to alIow the design and implementation of - and experimentation
with - many new visual languages.
Chapter 6 describes many of the techniques used in Constraint Graphs for descnbing
visual Ianguages, and chapter 7 presents case studies of Cansm.int Graphs specification
of severai popular concept mapping languages (two knowledge representation languages
and a serni-formal decision making Ianguage).

1.6 Concept Map Specijicution
Myers' wish for formal specification of visual languages is addressed by Constraint
Graphs. Constraint Graphs itself is formaily specified in the Z forma1 specification
language (Hayes 1987; Spivey 1989). Chapter 5 describes Constraint Graphs' formal
specifcation. Constraht Graphs' formal semantics, together with its very simple model,
means that any language implemented on top of Constra.int Graphs is well specified. A
section in chapter 8 describes Constraint Graphs' ability to generate a Z specification of

any language implernented in i t
While Constraint Graph's formal specification does not necessarily constitute a useful

formal specification for Constraint Graphs-implemented languages, it does support the
work of Crimi, Guercio, Nota, Pacini, Tortora, and Tuccit (1991) and W a n g and Lee
(1993) in visual language formal specification. Crirni et al describe a relational grarnmar

fomalism which serves to s p e c e the syntax of a visual language. Wang and Lee
describe a formal semantics for an inferpretation that maps a visual language ont0 a
domain Ianguage. Constraint Graphs' structure is consistent with both of these works, so
avails itself to these formal descriptions as well.

Both the work of Crimi et ai and Wang and Lee are textual predicate calculus descriptions
of visual languages. However, it is intrinsically appealing to speciq visual languages in a
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visual Ianguage. Consüa.int Graphs, by its very nature, does just that: concept mapping
languages are described in terms of concept maps which have a formal definition.

I . 7 A Principled Approach to System Design
Adopting a principied approach to system design and implementation is particulariy
important for a project like Constraint Graphs because it is more than just a program: it is

a devdoping and evolving theory- For example, the first iterations of system design
invoIved o d y node, binary arc, and isa objects as primitives; but as the design progressed
it became obvious that the notions of n-ary (non-binary) arcs and contexts (graph
partitions) needed to be included in the system, and that they could be included in a
consistent manner. It seems inevitable that the need for other new faciiities wïiZ arïse as
more and more concept map languages are implemented on top of Constraint Graphs.

The Constraint Graphs program is an object oriented program wrïtten in C++. It has been
carefully designed to be very modular. It has a very distinct sepration between large
scale modules with a very defïned interface between hem: the Constraint Graphs
"engine" (that impiements the graph database and enforces constraints) is entirely
separate from the user interface that actuaIly draws the concept rnaps, The interface has
been used withour Constraint Graphs as a stand-alone, unconstrained, concept map

drawing program. When Constraint Graphs and its interface are used together, the two

components may be configured to run on different machines - due to the commandoriented interface between the two.
Constraint Graphs is designed for maximum flexibility.

'Et

is designed to run under a

windowing operating system, but the details of the operating system have k e n abstracted
away into a minimal windows library to enhance its portability.

Furthemore, the

interface is largely implemented within a "graphies" library, which allows a Constraint
Graphs program to be c o ~ g u r e das a stand-alone program; as a muiti-user, real-time
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interaction program; or as a plug-in component to World Wide Web browsers, such as
Netscape (again, either singie- or multi-user).
At a finer level of granularity, the classes have been designed to faithfdly confom to a
type lattice, and the recentiy emergent programming patterns paradigm (Gamma et al,
1995; Pree 1995; Buschmann et al. 1996) has been adopted to increase the
comprehensibihy of the program by other programmers.

Wherever possible,

functionality (including those of the patterns) has been abstracted into independent
classes and the "rnix-in" (multiple inheritance) paradigm has been used to combine
functionality.
Templates (type-parameterized classes) have been heavily used to abstract comrnonaiity
between similar (but type-distinct) classes. For example the command objects of the
command pattern (Gamma et al. 1995) have been implemented as a set of tempiates that
can carry any object type in a type safe manner. The ANSII standard C++ STL (Standard
Template Library) (Nelson 1995; Stepanov & Lee 1995) has also been extensively used
for type safe container classes.

1.8 Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to provide the basis for a concrete theory of
concept mapping language syntax by developing a software framework for the
development and implementation of concept mapping languages. The work will narrow
its focus somewhat to concentrate on knowledge representation languages.

The theory is a minimal, empirical theory. It is an empirical theory in that it attempts to

describe a significant subclass of visual languages known as concept mapping languages.
It is minimal in the sense that it attempts to describe a very broad range of concept
mapping languages without elirninating any languages unnecessarily - an attempt is made
to avoid "over-specializing" the description while still capturing al1 of the essentials of
concept mapping languages. It should be noted that the theory is meant to be criticized; it

should be extended to encompass more (and new) concept rnapping languages, and
simplifed to be as simple and as clear as possible. It is only one of many possible
theories of concept mapping languages (Chapter 9 ailudes to several other possible

theories).
The framework acts as a concrete mode1 of the theory, and should be flexible enough to
encompass the fundamental syntax (and some semantics) of a wide selection of
knowledge representation languages.

The theory and framework will

implementing language-specific environments for

be tested by

several existing howledge

representation languages. The framework-implemented language-specific environmenu
should automatically enforce syntactic (and some semantic) constraints in a manner
similar to the way a custom-coded environment would.
Since the concept mapping framework is intended to be a model of a developing theory, it
is critically important that the framework be clearly described and cleanly constructed.
This leads to two auxiliary objectives:
The design should be formai and rigorous where appropriate
The framework should be developed in a principled manner

To provide a fornial, rigorous, and unambiguous description, parts of the framework will
be formally specified in the Z specifcation language. Note that not al1 of the fiamework
should follow such rigor: the actual concept map drawing tools are not (and should not
be) a part of a theory of concept maps, so the effort of rigorous specification is
unwarranted,
It does no good to have a rigorous specification if the program developed fiom the
specification is not a reliable implementation of the specification.

It is therefore

considered important to develop the framework in a principled manner, taking advantage

of current technology such as design patterns (Gamma et al. 1995; Pree 1995) and the
C++ Standard Template Library (STL) (Nelson 1995; Stepanov & Lee 1995).

Furthemore, a seaighthrward correspondence between specification and implementation
is aIso considered important, which entails favoring implementation decisions which
enhance the direct correspondence to the specifcation over efficiency and similar

considerations.
Further details about these objectives may be found in Section 4.1 on page 56.

1.9 Summary
This chapter has briefly introduced visual languages and concept maps, especidy with
respect to visual knowledge representation languages. Concept mapping languages
comprise a broad subset of visual Ianguages, and are useful in many different disciplines
for many different purposes. Concept maps range fiom the informal (fiee-form for easeof-use) to the very formal (very constrained for cornputer support). Cornputer support for
concept mapping is a real need to allow for easy editing and for explicit enforcement of
syntactic and semantic constraints.
However, one of the problems with visual languages is the difficulty of writing programs
to support them.

Constraint Graphs addresses this problem by providing a visual

(concept mapping) environment in which new concept mapping languages cm be
described. Constraint Graphs can then use such a description to "implement" the new

language.
Another problem with visual languages is the Iack of fonnal specification. This problem

has been addressed by several authors but by using a textual predicate logic. Constraint
graphs addresses the specification issue by providing a simpIe "platform"theory that is
visually expressed in terms of concept maps.

Visual languages are probably best

specified in visual languages. Constraint Graphs is a start in this direction.
Since the Constraint Graphs program is seen as supporting an evolving theory, it is
critical that it be designed to be as flexible and easy-to-understand as possible. The
object-oriented software development paradigm, formal specification, and the recently

emergent programming pattern paradi,sm have been adopted to provide this flexibihty in
design and implementation.
The prirnary objective of this thesis is to develop a software framework for the
development and implementation of a variety of concept rnapping Ianguages. The
framework should be able to serve as a test bed for a developing theory of concept
rnapping languages. To accomplish this goal, the fi-amewodc must be ïigorously specified
where appropriate and implemented in a principled manner.

Chapter 2 describes visual languages and concept maps in detail and examines concept
mapping's relationship to several other areas of study such as relational grammars and

Chapter 3 deals with types and the object oriented programming paradigm, then shows
how these are related to concept maps. Concept maps as hypergraphs are discussed and
current work on flat-typed hypergraphs is slightly extended to exphin hypergraphs with
types arranged in a type lattice. There is a short section at the end of Chapter 3 on formai
specification by way of an introduction for the specification Iater in the thesis.
Chapter 4 describes the requirements analysis for the Constraint Graphs project Most of
this work deals with the abstract implementation of the Constraint Graphs database,
which is responsibie for the graph operations and constraint maintenance. The interface
requirements are also described, but only bnefly.
Chapter 5 deals with the formal Z specification of a Constrint Graphs system. Only the
abstract database and graph operators are specified: the interface specification is much
less formai since it is seen as just a replaceable component.
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Chapter 6 describes the actual implementation based on the specification. It describes the
separation of the main modules, the interface and actual Constraint Graph class iibraries,
the intended usage scenarios, and several important technical details.
Chapter 7 describes three concept mapping languages, and how they are implemented on
top of Constraint Graphs. The implementation of gIBIS, a very simple decision making
language, is described in detail. This serves to guide the reader through a very simple
implementation to gain a flavor of Constraint Graphs definitions. Subsequently, the more
complex and harder-to-implement knowledge representation languages, Conceptual
Graphs and KDraw are described, building on the previous language descriptions.
Chapter 8 describes Constraint Graph's Z translater (which c m translate a concept map
definition into a Z specification); the World Wide Web browser-embedded version of
Constraint Graphs; and a multi-user version of Constraint Graphs.
Chapter 9 is an evaluative conclusion and includes directions for future work.

Chapter 2

Background: Visual Languages and their Domains

This chapter focuses on visual languages; in particular, the field is narrowed (slightly) by
concentrathg on concept map-based visud languages. Here, a concept map consists of
nodes and arcs and possibly other constnicts, such as contexts. Thus, visual languages
based on matrices [spreadsheets), fonns (query by example), purely spatial relationships
(iconic sentences), and simple text Layout (outlining tools) are eliminated. Al1 of the
exarnple languages used in this chapter either fall into the category of concept maps, or
have concept rnap languages which implement them. For example, Conceptua1 Graphs
has both a graphical form (concept rnap) and a "linear form" (textuai); and Gaines
(1991b) has developed a visuai language for CLASSIC, called KDraw as part of his
Knowledge Representations System (KRS).
Although the focus of this thesis is on formal and semi-formal visual knowledge
representation, informa1 representations are not completely neglected, for they are often
useful (Kremer 1994; 1995):

in preliminary knowledge gathering where the appropriate formal structure is not
apparent,
when preliminary work is carried out by domain experts who are novices at knowledge
representation techniques, or
when the situation demands a relaxation of formai discipline (such as during an intense
meeting)
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In addition, Novak and Gowin (1984) describe the use of informai concept maps in
education.

2.1 Visual Lunguages
A visual language, as the term is used here, is any form of communication that relies on
two- or three-dimensional graphics rather than simply (relatively) linear text. Even pure

text is often supplernented with visud properties such as indentation and even font styIes
such as bolding and italics. For example, textuai programming Ianguages are far more

readable if indented to indicate the hierarchical structure; the following code:
void makeupper(charf bufl (char* i; for (i=buf; *i; i++) {*i
= toupper(*i); ) )

is much more difficult to comprehend than the same code with appropriate indentation:
void makeupper (char* buf )
C

char* i;
for (i=buf; *i; i++)
C
*i = toupper(*i);
1
1

In spite of the visual aids, this is still considered a textud language. Visual languages d l
involve pictures of some sort - whether as simple as nodes and connecting arcs, or as
complex as nested, multi-dimensional sentences of iconic pictures. Of course, visual
languages often involve text, but text's role is usually limited to labels or brief
explanations or annotations.

2.1.1 The Value of Visual Laquages
In certain circumstances, visuai representations have significant advantages over
(relatively) linear textuai representations. Besides the old adage "a picture is worth a

thousand words", Nosek and Roth (1990) have concludeci that semantic networks
(graphs) are more "computationally efficient" (understandable) than predicate logic
(Iinear text). Two dimensional representations of programs, such as flow charts and even
the indentation of textual programming languages, are extremely tielphl to aid program
understanding (Smith 1977).

There are many visual programming languages and

languages for program visualization (Myers 1990; Marks 1991; Price, Baecker & Small
1993) as well as large numbers of visual languages for other purposes such as decision
making (Conklin & Begeman 1987), knowledge representation (Sowa 1984; Gaines
1991a), geographic information systern queries (CalcineUi & Mainguenaud 1994;
Aufaure-Portier 1995), and database quenes (Constabiie & Catarci 1995), to name just a
few.
It cm be argued that not al1 people are good at reading graphical representations of data
and knowledge. The point seems obvious, but Petre and Green have found evidence that
"seeing" the information in a graphical display is an acquired skill (Petre & Green 1993).
In contrast to Nosek and Roth's study, Petre and Green's study found that subjects could
solve problems faster with their textual languages than with their graphicd Ianguages;
however, they conclude that although people seem to have to work harder to read
graphical information, the graphitai notations may prove much richer for expert users.
Indeed, there is still not sufficient evidence to evaluate the usefulness of visual languages.
Myers (1990) notes the lack of evidence:
There are not many Visuai Languages that would be generaUy agreed are
'successful', and there is little in the way of formal experiments or informal
experience that shows that Visual Languages are good. It would be
interesting to see experimentai results that demonstrated that visuai
programming techniques or iconic languages were better than good textual
methods for performing the same tasks. Metrics might inchde learning
time, execution speed, retention, etc. Fortunately, preliminary results are
appearing for the advantages of using graphics for teaching students bow
to program. (p. 117)
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Regardless of the lack of firm evidence, there is much intuitive appeai to graphicai
languages.

Smith (1977) describes the psychologicai motivations for using visual

languages for programs and data Among Smith's many arguments are:
There is evidence to support the notion that abstract reasoning is pictonai in nature.
The two- and tbree-dimensionai nature of visual reasoning may be more efficient than
Iinear verbai language.
Visual organizations are an extremely efficient "chunking" method to increase the
limit capacity of short-tem memory.
Thought operations may be transformations of images.
Images are usud anaiogous to ta&, while iinear Ianguages are mostly Fregean @ e u
no anaiogous relation to the task they describe). Analogicai systems are more accurate
than Fregean systems.
Sorne experiments indicate that the mind is capable of storing sensory data in great
detail.
One may also glean sorne empirical evidence for the power and convenience of visuai
languages from the expenence of Charles Sanders Peirce.

Sowa (1984) based his

Conceptual Graphs work on Peirce's rnuch earIier work:
"The standard notation for symbolic Iogic was developed by
rnathernaticians Iike Peano, Russell, aud Whitehead, who patterned it after
algebra But one of the pioneers of logic, Charles Sanders Peirce,
switched to a graph notation after making major contributions to the Iinear
form. His existential graphs, which he called 'the logic of the future,'
form the logicd basis for conceptual graphs." (p. 138)
While Peirce's graphicai notations (visual logic languages) have not k e n well-accepted
by mainstream logicians, his invention and use of them argue for their utility for this
"pioneer of logic". Peirce himself writes:

"1 do not think 1 ever r@ect in words: I employ visual diagrams, fmtiy
because this way of thinking is my naniral language of sekommunion,
and secondly, because I am convinced that it is the best system for the
purpose FIS
620, p. 81" (Roberts 1973, p. 126)

Roberts (1973), in his book about Pierce's existentid graphs, argues for the usefulness of
the visual logic language:
"Logic diagrams these days are cextainly less familiar than algebraic
notations of logic. But are they really too cumbersome? Wouid it be fair to
Say that they are "less perspicuous than the usual" notations, as some Say
of the Polish notation (Church 1956)? WeU, if a facile and perspicuous
notation is one that can be quickly learned and easily manîpulated, then
years of experience with university students have convinced me that EG is
the most perspicuous, and PNicipia notation the Ieast. The unusual ease
with which inferences can be drawn in EG is something of an unexpected
bonus." (p. 126)

The current popularity of direct manipulation interfaces (Shneideman 1986) is

completely compatible with visual languages since many are subject to manipulation with
a mouse or other pointing device.

2.1.2 The Meaning of Visual Languages
Like al1 languages, visud languages can only be reliably interpreted if they have a formai
syntax and semantics, though many visual languages lack semantics or both (Myers

1990). Visual languages seem to lag well behind textual languages in this regard. Most
formal textual languages (prograrnming languages) are well understood because of the

amount of work put into investigating their formal semantics. Little equivalent work has
been done for visual languages. This work is described in this section.
Crimi et al (1991) describe the application of relationai grammars to rnulti-dimensional

(visual) languages in order to define a visuai syntax. In their formulation, a context-free

where:
a

VT is a finite set of terminal symbols.
VN is a finite set of non-terminal symbols.
VR is a finite set of relation syrnbols, VR = (fil1

Ii Ik ) ; for each ri its arity a(rJ is

defined,
S is the stamng symbol.

P is a finite set of productions, where each production has the f o m A::=M,R where:
AEVN;M is a multiset of symbols in VN u VT;and R is set of constraints over the

symbols in M which must hold for a production to be applied.

R is a set of evaluation rules used to vaiidate constraints.
The constraints, R, in the productions, P, are defined by the evaluation d e s , R. For

exarnple, the set of ail possible untyped directed graphs is defined by (VN,VT,VR,G, P,

R), where ("O" represents a node and "+"represents a directed arc):

Figure 4: A directed graph and its parse tree (Crimi et al. 1991)

'roduction 1 says that a single node is a legal graph. Production 2 says a single node c m
always be added to a graph. Production 3 says a directed arc can only be added to a graph
if it starts and ends in the graph.

The evaluation d e s , R, speciQ how the start and end relations are to be interpreted.

They are defrned recursively in a Prolog-like language. For example, Rule 1 States that a
directed arc starts on G if G matches a single node (G
node (start(+,O)).

{O)), and the arc starts on that

Rules 2 and 3 state that a directed arc starts on GIif Glmatches

{O,&}and the arc starts on the node (start(+,O)) or on a node in G2 (star&(+,G2)).
Figure 4 shows a simple directed graph and its parse

tret

according to this relational

grammar.

In contrast, Wang and Lee (1993) do not concern thernselves with syntax, but go a s e p in
the direction of semantics. They describe a formai semantics for visual reasoning. In

their formulation, graphs are given meaning by an interpretation that maps the graphical
domain to an application domain:

ngraphical
- domain
f l

application dornain

1

A graphical signature, C,is a quadruple (Tl 5, F, ?) where:

(Tl I)is a partiaily ordered set of sorts

F is a set of function symbols of the form si x s2 x ...x s,

P is a set of predicate symbols of the form sl x sz x

+s, where siYs€T

...x s,,

where si€ Ï

Thus, T is the set of graphitai object types in the graphicd domain (e.g.: circle 5
closed-curve) ,and F and P are just the set of functions fe-g.: overlap: circle x circle +
closed-curve) and predicates (e.g.: overlapping: circle x circle) defined on them. A

C + &, defines
FI and P in C to the elements of ÏD,FD, and PD in &

domain language has a similar signature, &, and an interpretation, 1:
functions from the element of Ï,

respectiveIy (where each of the functions must preserve the partiai order, type, and
domain, respectively). Table 1 gives an example interpretation from a graphical domain
of circIes and points to an application domain of sets and elements.

2.1-3 Classification of Visual Languages
There are several taxonomies of visual languages, though most focus on specific
domains. For example, Price, Baecker, and Small (1993) focus only on prograrnming
visualization Ianguages. Myers (1990) concentrates on the area of visual programming
and program v i s ~ ~ ~ l ù a tand
i o ndescribes three separate taxonomies. Visual programming
is the specification of programs using graphical techniques while programming
visualization is using graphical techniques to explicate the structure of a (not necessarily
visual) program.

Myers' first taxonomy is about programming systems and is based on

the foilowing three dimensions:

visuai programming vs. not visual programming: differentiates m e visual languages
from traditional text-based Ianguages.

example-based programming vs. not example-based programming: differentiates
systems that attempt to infer programs from one or more examples fkom those that
require explicit specification.
interpretive vs. compiled: differentiates systems that can be directiy executed fiom

those that require an intermediate translation before they can be executed.
Myers' second taxonomy is of particdar interest to this work and classifies systems into
14 categories of specification techique. Table 2 lists Myers' specification techniques

showing the six types that are kinds of concept maps. It is interesthg to note that not
only are six of Myers' 14 classifications different forms of concept maps, but that M y 25

of his 39 non-textual-language examples fall into these six concept map categories.

Table 1: An interpretation from the grapbicai domain to the domain of set theory

z

&

T

Point,Circle

I

s < s for ali SET

?

ini:Point x Circle; inz:Circle x Circle

61

Element, Set

...
qb:Element, A,B :Set
E :EIement x

Set;

set x Set

Point + Element, Circle + Set
A+A,B+B,a+a,b+b
inl + E , in2 + &

Myers' third taxonomy divides program visuaiization systerns according to whether they
represent code, data, or algorithms.
There are other taxonomies of visual languages, but Myers' are the most well-known, and
the others tend to speciaiize within a specific area For example, Price, Baecker and
Srnall quantitatively grade their 12 example program visualization lanpages in each of
over 30 leaf-node categories arranged in a four level hierarchy (Pnce, Baecker & Small
1993).

Table 2: Myers' taxonomy of specification techniques (Myers f 990)

Fiowchart derivatives
Concept maps

Directed graphs

l

1
Graph derivatives
Matrices
Jigsaw puzzle pieces

IFomis1
Iconic sentences

1

Spreadsheets

I

1
Demonstrational

2.2 Concept Maps
Concept map is a very general term that describes a simple and intuitive type of visuai
language. For human users, concept maps tend to make the structure of a body of
knowledge much more saiient than other forms of knowledge representation such as pure
text and predicate logic (Nosek & Roth 1990). Concept maps have been used in
education (Lambiotte et al. 1984; Novak & Gowin 1984), in management (Axelrod 1976;

Hart 1977; Eden, Jones & Sims 1979; Banathy 1991), in artificiai intelligence (Quiliian
1968), in knowledge acquisition (McNeese et al. 1990), in linguistics (Sowa 1984;

Graesser & Clark 1985) and for many other varied purposes. Concept maps can (and
have) been used to represent knowledge at the very informai level, such as for
"brainstorming", as well as at the very forma1 level, such as executable expert systems
(Gaines 1991b) or graphic forms (Ellis & Levinson 1992; Eklund, Leane & Nowak 1993)
of Conceptual Graphs (Sowa 1984) (see also (Kremer 1994; 1995)).
Concept maps are graphs (in the mathematicai sense of the word) consisting of nodes
with connecting arcs, which represent relationships between nodes (Lambiotte et al1984). The nodes are labeled with descriptive text, representing the "concept", and the
arcs are ofteu labeled with a relationship type. Nodes may be represented using distinct
visual attributes, such as shape and color, to distinguish node types; arcs may be similady
distinguished. Thus, concept maps mode1 a simple graph theory. The notion of concept

map rnay be extended to include contexts, boxes that contain a subgraph (sub-concept
map) of the graph (concept map), which mo&ls parîitions in graph theory.
Fi,aure 5 5s an example of an informai concept map developed by a group during an
interactive brainstorming session about a new network in a large Company. In contrast,

Figure 6 (page 35) shows a formal concept map, called a Conceptual Graph (Sowa 19841,
which models the sentence "Tom believes Mary wants to marry a sailor" in a way that is
amenable to straightforward, unambiguous interpretation by a computer program.

considerations

Figure 5: A concept map developeà by a three member group brainstorming

network design (Kremer 1993).

Table 2 (page 27) shows where concept maps fit into Myers' taxonomy of visuai
languages, subsurning six of his 14 categories and constituting 24 of his 39 example
visual languages. Any of the various forms of concept maps may be described in tems of
Cnrni et al's relationai grammars (Crimi et al. 1991) in a manner very similar to the

exarnple given in Section 2.1.2. This example, however, only considers directed graphs,
while concept maps may contain directed, undirected, and bi-directional arcs - or a mix
of these. The exarnple is also overly simple in that it assumes only untyped nodes and
arcs, while concept mapping languages usuaiiy include typed nodes and/or typed arcs
where the rules include constraints on the interconnections based on type.
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In tenns of Wang and Lee's semantics (Wang & Lee 1993), the term concept map is too
general to be assigned a mapping to a specific application domain: there are many
concept mapping languages which each map to their own set of application domains.
However, one can describe the graphical signature, C,of concept maps at a high level
(top and null are the universal type and the absurd type,respectively):

C:

T

top, pos-int, graph, node, arc, nuli

I

graph Itop, node I graph, arc 5 graph, nul1 I node, nul1 I arc, pos-int I
top, null Ipos-int

?

+ node

r

anchored-to: arc x pos-int

P

anchored: arc x pos-int x node

This description specifies that graphs contain nodes and arcs, but no common subtype
between the two. It specifies that arcs may be connecteci only to nodes, but this may not

necessady be a restriction in ai1 concept mapping languages (arcs rnay sometimes
connect to other arcs). Furthemore,

C is

quite generai in that it ailows for arcs of

arbitrary arity, where most (but not ail) concept mapping languages restrict themselves to

binary arcs. The function anchored-to could be used to determine the node at the ith
terminal of an arc; the predicate anchored can be used to test whether the ith termina! of
an arc is attached to a certain node. If this description were to be extended to include

contexts, a (non-universai) common supertype of node and arc would have to be
introdrtced to allow both to be included in partitions.
Lambiotrte, Dansereau, Cross, and Reynolds (1984) classi@ "multirelational semantic
maps" into four categories:
Spatial layout and location systems: These systems rely on spatial proximity, spatial
relationship (cg.: above or below), or boundary lines to convey relationships among
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items. Layout systems are limited in complex domains because it is difficult to convey
more than a very few relationship types spatiaily.
Node based systems: These systems generaily use node attributes (e-g.: shape, color, or
style) to distinguish a variety of nodes types to convey information. If arcs are used at
dl, the relationship they represent is ambiguous, or must be inferred from the
adjoining node types.
Link-based systems: These systems convey almost al1 information in arcs which may
be IabeIed and/or otherwise distinguished by attributes such as style, thickness or coior

to convey their type either canonicaiiy (drawn fiom a set of predefined types) or
idiosyncratically (ad-hoc types). If nodes are present at dl, they contain only the data,
and are unifonn in appearance.

Kybrid systems: These systems take advantage of spatial layout, node type, and link
type to convey a rnuch richer set of semantic information.
The first category, spatial layout, niay not be considered a concept map at dl. The other
three categories constitute concept maps with typed nodes but untyped arcs, concept maps
with untyped nodes but typed arcs, and concept maps with both typed nodes and typed

arcs. Although spatial layout does not usually effect the explicit meaning in concept
mapping languages, it does have an effect on the understandability of a particular map.
Concept mapping languages with context do use spatial layout in that containment in
contexts usually conveys semantic meaning.
The remainder of this chapter focuses on examples of concept mapping languages. These
include two languages for knowledge representation and one language for decision
making.

2.3 Visual fiowledge Representation Languages
Aimost any language (including English) can be conceived of as a knowledge
representation language. But the emphasis here is on formal and semi-formal concept
mapping languages with (almost) unarnbiguous semantics. That is, this thesis does not
focus on natural languages (iike English), but instead concentrates on "artificiai"
languages iike CLASSIC (Borgida et al. 1989) and Conceptual Graphs (Sowa 1384)
whose primary intent is to render knowledge in a form arnenable to computationai
support. CLASSIC and its visual counterpart, KDraw (Gaines 1991b), seek to capture
knowledge such that inferences can be made to classify the domain elements. One of
Conceptual Graphs' goals is to represent naturai language expressions in a graphical form,
but sufficiently disambiguated so as to render the representations arnenable to cornputer
processing. These are "pure" knowledge representation languages. Also of interest are
languages with less lofty goals - some of these are discussed in subsequent sections.

In order to illustrate visual knowledge representation languages, this section describes
two very different visual knowledge representation languages: Gaines' KDraw, a visual

form of CLASSIC; and Sowa's Conceptuai Graphs, which has both a graphical and linear
(textual) form. Coincidentally, these two languages are both used as examples in Chapter

CLASSIC (Borgida et ai. 1989) is a textuai knowledge representation language in the KL-

ONE farnily of languages. CLASSIC is an "open world" database, as opposed to the
relationai data base mode1 which embraces a "closed world" assumption (if it is not in the
database it doesn't exist). Users can popuiate the CLASSIC database with concepts,
primitives, and individuais and assign roles (iike fields in relationai databases, or slots in

object oriented systems) to the concepts, primitives, and individuals. The roles can be
constrained as to type (concept conformance) and arity, and can be assigned values in the

f o m of individuals. For example, a user can add the concept CRIME to a CLASSIC

define-role [perpetrator]
define-roIe [victim]

..

de£ine-concept (CRIME,

crime)]

.

(AT-LEAST I perpetrator)
(ALL perpetrator PERSON)
(AT-LEAST 1 victim)
(AT-LEAST 1 site)
(AT-MOST 1 site))

CLASSIC works by classZying individwls as members of one or more concepts in a

concept hierarchy. Information about concepts and individuais is encoded as rules
(attributes or dots) and associated values. CLASSIC matches the roles and values of
individuals to infer which concepts an individual beiongs to. Once an individual has k e n
classified, mies associated with the concepts may be fued to further instantiate
knowledge about the individual (by ffing in roles and role values).
There has been extensive work on complexity of the subsumption aigorithms in KL-ONE
languages (Donini et al. 1995). The subsumption algorithm is important because
subsumption caiculation is the b a i s of a11 computation in EU-ONElanguages. It tums
out that extension of a base level version of KL-ONE(composed of conjunction, limited

negation, universal quantification, limited role existentid quantification, and numeric role
filler limits) Ieads to worst-case complexities of NP-hard or wone.

Fortunately,

subsumption seems to be computationally tractable in practicd situations.
Gaines has developed a visual version of the CLASSIC language, caiied KDraw in which
the user can specw and run a complete expert system (Gaines 1991b). A small excerpt

from a knowledge base about birds is iliustrated in Figure 2 on page 4. The ellipse with
tick marks identifies bird as a primitive concept. The unmarked ellipses labeled tubnose,

alba~oss,
filmar, layson albatross, and bluck-footed albatross represent subconcepts of

bird as shown by the directed arcs. The labels with no surround are roles and the labels

with rectangular surrounds are individu& which, in this case, are acting as values for the
roles. The interpretation is that an observed individual of type bird may be recognized as
a tubenose if it is observed that its nohZs

are extemal-tubular, it lives at sea, and its bill

is hooked. The class of the bird may be M e r refined by further observation as pictured.
If a bird is classed as the concept black-footed otbatross, then a d e is fued (rule1 in the

barred rectangle) which assigns "Black-footed Albatross" to its name role. A complete
KDraw knowledge base would have information about many other birds, descriptions of
the types of things that can play the value part for each role, and various other pieces of

information such as the mutual exclusion arnong certain concepts.

2.3.2 Conceptual Graphs
Another form of laiowledge representation is Conceptual Graphs (Sowa 1984).
Conceptual graphs were developed by Sowa based on Peirce's work (see page 21) on
existentid graphs between 1897 and 1906. Conceptual Graphs were originally developed
as graphs, although a text format (called "linear formy') has evolved for ease of use by

cornputer programs. Computerized graphicd editors now exist for Conceptual Graphs,
for example the GrlT (Ellis & Levinson 1992) system which provides a graphical
interface to the PEIRCE system, which is a Conceptual Graphs database and inference
engine.
Concepnial graphs are capable of cleanly representing an extremely wide range of
knowledge forms - from predicate logic to naniral language. For example, Figure 6 is a
conceptual graph representation of the surprisingly complex sentence "Tom believes that
Mary wants to marry a sailor." Conceptual graphs are bipartite, with squared boxes
representing concepts (and individuals) and rounded boxes representing relations between
the concepts (and individuals). The larger boxes in Figure 6 are also concepts but are a

special kind of concept called contexts. The outer concepts may be read as 'There is an

1 Figure 6: A concept map in the form of Sowa's Conceptuai Graphs describing

the

sentence "Tom beiieves that Mary wants to marry a sailor." (Sowa 19û4)

instance of a belief whose experiencer is the person Tom,and whose patient is a certain
proposition." The proposition is ''There is an instance of a want whose experiencer is a
person Mary and whose patient is a certain situation." The situation is 'Tùere is an
instance of marriage whose agent is something (T) and whose patient is some sailor."
There is aiso a coreference link (the dotted line) between the concept person: Mary] and
the concept [Tl. This indicates that [Person: Mary] and CT] are the same individuai,
which modifies the interpretation of the situation to be "There is an instance of mamage
whose agent is a person Mary and whose patient is some sailor."
The

of the conceptual

Figure

[BELIEF] (EXPR) -> [PERSON:Tom]
(PTNT) -> [PROPOSITION:
[WANTI (EXPR) -> [PERSON:Mary]
(PTNT) -> [SITUATION:

[=YI

-

(AGNT) ->
(PTNT) ->

1

[T:Maryl
[SAILOR]
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which represents the boxes (concepts) in Figure 6 with square brackets and the circles
(relations) with round parenthesis. The arcs have fairly obvious translations using "->"
and "<-",

Tùe one element that does not translate in a straightforward "graphical"

manner is the coreference arc (dotted arc); coreference is represented only implicitly by
the coincidence of the variable narne Mary.

The above example serves to show chat Conceptual Graphs can represent natural
langage sentences, but Sowa (1984) shows how Conceptuai Graphs can be used to
interpret naturai language and to generate natural language as well.

Furthemore,

Conceptual Graphs are shown to represent first order Io& (with an elegant set of visual
deduction mies) and mode1 Iogic.

The description of Conceptual Graphs given so far involves oniy the graphs themselves.
A cornplete Conceptual Graphs definition is a canon consisting of the graphs, a type

lattice (semantic net), the conformity relations (instance-of relations), and the formation
d e s . The graphs have already k e n discussed. The type lattice is a semantic net
describing the subtype/supertype relationships among the concept and relation types used
in the graphs. The conformity relations list descnbe the types of al1 individuals used in
the graphs, so are ordered pairs from individuais to the elements in the type lattice.

Fially, the formation d e s are:
Restricr specializes the type of concept
Copy: duplicates a graph.
Simplifjr: removes any redundant (identical) relations between two concepts.

Join: merges two graphs by unimng an identical concept node from each graph into a

single concept.
Other operators (such as maximal joUr

- joining

two graphs on as many concepts as

possible) are implemented in terms of these fundamental d e s .

There now exist several tools for the storage and manipulation of Conceptual Graphs.
These include PEIRCE (ElIis & Levinson 1992), Deakin ToolSet (Zukose 1991), and

CGKEE (Munday et al. 1996). These tools are ail based on the Conceptual Graphs h e a r

In addition, there have been several extensions to Conceptual Graphs. Lukose has
developed Model-ECS (Lukose 1993; Lukose 1995) which is an executable form of
Concepnial Graphs.

2.4 Other Concept Mizpping hnguages
Although visual knowledge representation languages are of primary interest in this thesis,

other types of concept mapping languages are of interest as welI. For example, @BIS
(Conklin & Begeman 1987) is a simple semi-formal language used in decision making

and represents issues, positions, and arguments. There are also a vast number of visual
progiLIIlIIUlOg languages which are, by definition, quite formal. These include OPAL
(Musem, Fagen & Shortliffe 1987) and Pygmalion (Smith 1977) and many others (Myers

1990). Closely related to visual programming languages are program visualization
languages (Pnce, Baecker & Small 1993) and languages used to design or represent
programs.

These include traditionai flowcharting languages, and the newer object

oriented programming notations such as Booch Notation (Booch 1994), Rumbaugh
Notation/OMT Notation (Rumbaugh et al. 1991), Coad Notation (Coad, North &
Mayfield 1995), and the more recent "Unified Method (Booch & Rumbaugh 1995).

Figure 7 shows a concept map that may be developed by the participants in a decisionmaking meeting. The visual language used in Figure 7 is a semi-fomalism called @BIS
(Graphical Issue Based Information System) (Conklin & Begeman 1987), which is an
easy-to-use semi-fomal language used for business decision making. Here, the ellipticai

Figure 7:A concept map ased to support a decision about buying a computer
nodes represent issues, the rounded-rectangular nodes represent positions taken on the
issues, and the rectanoph nodes represent arguments. The arcs connecting the nodes are
al1 labeled with relationship types.
The decision making process represented in Figure 7 shows a clear and clean structure
that would be quite difficult to represent using plain text, The relative linearity of text
would obscure the relationships among the individual arguments and the sub-set of
positions they relate to. To be sure, a two-dimensional table could clearly represent the
structure of most of Figure 7 (with the exception of the "standardization" part), but tables
quickiy become dificult as the compiexity of the situation increases. The flexible, twodimensional structure of the concept map is much more capable of clearly representing
complex knowledge structures.

2.5 Summary
This chapter has described visual languages as distinct from natural languages (such as
English) and other textual languages (such as traditionai progamming languages (like C
or Pascal).

Visual languages use pictures to convey meaning in a two- or three-

dimensional space. Visuai languages range from very informal and unstructured to very
forma1 and constrained. The value of visual languages is evidenced by the wide variety

and large number of visual Ianguages in existence, as well as by a number of compelling
psychological arguments and some empincal evidence.
The syntax and semantics of visual languages is as varied as visuaI Ianguages themselves,
but Crimi et ai ( 1991) have appiied relational grammars to visuaI languages to formalize
their syntax. Furthemore, Wang and Lee (1993) have addressed the semantics of visual
languages by formalizing a system to describe an interpretation from the graphical
(visual) domain to an application domain.
There exist several taxonomies of visual languages; however, Myers (1990) is the most
well known and most inclusive. Myers uses three separate taxonomies to classify

languages as pmgramming systems, by specification technique, and by what artifacts they
represent.
Concept rnaps are a general kind of visual Ianguage and are used for many purposes.
Concept maps are graphs with nodes, arcs that interconnect the nodes, and possibly
contexts which partition the map. Concept maps may be described in tems of Crimi et

al's relational grammar and in terms of Wang and Lee's semantic interpretations, but
concept map is too general a term to describe specific interpretations: interpretations must

be appIied to specific applications of concept maps.

Three specific concept mapping languages are described. Gaines' KDraw is an visuai
version of the CLASSIC knowledge representation language used in artificiai intelligence
applications. Sowa's Conceptual Graphs is also a knowledge representation language,

and is used in naturai language interpretation, natural language generation, and reasoning.
Finally, a very simple decision-support language, gIBIS, is described.

Chapter 3

Background: Types, Objects, and Specification

This chapter deals with the object oriented paradigm and specification. There is dual

motivation for describing the object oriented paradigm: The graphitai meta-language
developed in this thesis is an object-based system, and the language implementation and
design use the object oriented paradigm.
Several issues in the object oriented languages design space are covered as background to
issues that arise later in the development of Coostraint Graphs. These issues include the

classification of object oriented languages into class-based and object-based languages,

several different inheritance models, and covariance, contravariance, and invariance.
Furthemore, concept maps, which have already been discussed in chapter 2 are revisited
in this chapter in light of the inheritance and typing issues discussed here.
Finally, specification and the Z specification language are briefly introduced as

background to chapter 5.

3.1 Types, Classes, and Objects in the Object Oriented Paradip
The object oriented paradigm is an important part of cornputer proborarnrning. To quote
Abadi and Cardelli (1996) discussing the various progranunhg paradigms:
" ...the object-oriented approach has proven uniquely successful. It
manages to integrate analysis, design, and implementation techniques into
a relatively intuitive and uNfom framework." (p. 8)

There are a very large number of object oriented programming languages in existence
today, with varying degrees of acceptance and use. There are several schools of thought

on what constitutes an object oriented language; rnany of these schools would deny many
of the others the label "abject oriented". For example, the "strongly typed" school might

deny that (untyped) Smdtalk is an object-oriented Ianguage at all.

Most of the

differences pivot on the use and the conceptualizationof objects, classes, and types.
What is the difference between an object, a class and a type? There are many definitions.
Thought on the subject goes back to at Ieast Plato.

However, more recentiy, in

philosophy, Zalta (1988; 1993) defines abs~uctobjects (read "types") as encoding
properties, while ordinory objects (read "objects") as exemplifying properties. Zalta's
theory defines as many abstract objects as there are combinations (power sets) of
properties.

Thus, there are no two abstract objects (types) with exactly the same

properties (%(Ah

A

ti~(xF=q))~, where 9 has no free xs), but two ordinary objects

(objects) with exactly the same properties may be distinct. The set of ail abstract objects
(types) and the set of al1 ordinary objects (objects) cover the universe (Vx(0'x v Ah))
and do not intersect ( d ( O 'x A Ah).
Cardelli and Wegner (1985) view types as sers of values in their typed lambda calculus
Ianguagefun. Cardelli and Mitchell (1994) define objects and classes in this way:

Object-oriented programming is based on record structures (cdled objects)
intended as named collections of values (attributes) and functions
(methods). Collections of objects form classes. A subclass relation is
defined on classes with the intention that methods work 'appropriately' on
al1 members belonging to the subclasses of a given class. (p. 295)
In object oriented programming, Booch (1994) defines type,object and class:

1

Zalta's notation warrants explanation: besides the usud quantifiers, the symbol3,! is the
unique existentid quantifier. Not to be confùsed with the quantifiers are the symbols A!
and O! which represent predicates for "abstract type" and "ordinary type", respectively.
In addition predicates over abstract types are written with the arguments first (e.g. xF), as
opposed to predicates over ordinary types, which are written in the normal way,
arguments last (e.g. Fx).

+
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Figure 8: Type inference of the denotation or the expression do not necessady

arrive at the same conclusion (Wegner, 1988).

Typing is the enforcement of the class of an object, such that objects of
different types may not be interchanged, or at the most, they may be
interchanged oniy in very restricted ways. (p. 66)
A clsrss is a set of objects that share a common structure and a common
behavior. (p, 103)

An object has state, behavior, and identity; the stmcture and behavior of
similar objects are defined in their common class; the t e m instance and
object are interchangeable. (p. 83)
Hailpem and Nguyen (1987) list severai meanings for objects and classes: object is
merely a new name for abstract data type (ADT);objects and classes are a concrete form
of type theory; objecrs and classes are a way of organizing and sharing code.
Aithough these definitions are different, there is some common thread throughout.
Wegner (1988) sorts it out by subdividing the subject into four separate perspectives:
classification, inheritance, mathematicai, and philosophicai:

The classification perspective in biology and mathematics sees classes as equivalence
classes (or relations).

The kinds of equivaience relations are trmsformationai

equivalence, denotationai equivaience, and type equivaience, where

transformational equivalence Idenotational equivalence Itype equivalence.
Formalisms may infer the type of an expression either by determining the denotation
and then d e t e k i n g the type of the denotation, or by inferring the type in the typed
lambda cdcuIus. These two methods do not necessarily arrive at the same conciusion
(see Figure 8).
Classification in Iogic and computing can be by inference and unification, or by
abstraction and specification. Classification in programming languages is one of three
paradigms: state transition (statements), communication (objects), and classification
(classes). Classification is complicated by polymorphism in its various forms.

The inheritance perspective concems itself with inheritance in object oriented
progamming languages. Object-oriented programrning languages can be divided into
three categories, object-based languages, which have only objects; class-based
languages, which have objects and classes; and object-onented languages, which have
objects, classes, and inheritance. The combination of the first and Iast category,
object-based inheritance, is possible and is exemplified by delegation. Specification of
inheritance can be at three levels: signature (syntactic interface specification), types

(implementation-independent behavior specification), and classes (implementation
dependent specification by code).

Variations on inheritance include nonstrict

(behaviordly incompatible) inheritance, classless instance inheritance (delegation),
abstract interface inheritance, and multiple inheritance.

The mathematid perspective holds that types should be rnodeied by "establishing
that dgebras speciQ behavior while caiculi specify rules for computing" (p.536).
Types may be modeled by many-sorted algebras and subtypes may be modeled as
relations on algebras.

The philosophicai perspective holds that the definition of rype is different depending

on the perspective (system evolution, system programming, type-checking, type

inference, application programming, verification, implementation) taken. The nature
of computational reality can be examined fiom the point of view of two philosophical
dichotomies: objective (absolute) vs. subjective (relative), and reaiism vs. intuitionism.
The inhentance perspective is of pariicular importance in this thesis. Cook, Hill, and

Canning (1994) distinguish between inheritance and subtyping and identify three types of
inheritance: object inheritance (similar to C H s inheritance), class inheritance (simila. to
Smalltdk's metaclasses), and type inheritance. But Cook's "object inhentance" is quite

different from the inheritance in Wegnerfs object-based languages with inheritance. This
altemate mode1 of inheritance is c d e d delegation and is important to this thesis in the
Chapter 4. Delegation replaces the concept of a class with a protorype (Lieberman 1986).
Any object can act as a prototype. When an object receives a message for which it does

not have a method, it delegates responsibility to its prototype. Multiple inheritance in
delegate languages is made possible by maintainhg a Iist of prototypes for each object.
Lieberman shows that delegation is more powerful than inheritance by showing that
delegation implernents the functiondity of inheritance, but inhentance does not
implement d l the functiondity of delegation.

It should be clear that there are no clear and absolute definitions of, or distinctions
between, the terms type, class, and object. Class may not even be considered a primitive
definition at dl,as classes may be derived from objects (Abadi & Cardelli 1996). It al1

depends on one's perspective.

It is clear, however, that types provide intentionai

definitions for objects and that objects represent instances (that may exist in some real or
hypotheticd world) which may be categorized according to type. The definition of class
is far less clear: according to the prograrnming language, class is the same as type (as in

CH), or class is just an vehicle for ad-hoc inheritance and has nothing to do with type
(Wegner 1988) (as in Java). Some new languages do not even use classes, but use
prototypes instead and are still well-typed (Abadi & Cardelli 1996).
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3.1.1 Object Oriented Programming Languages
Object oriented programming languages are represented by both paradigm-specific
languages (Simula (Birtwistle et ai. 1979), Beta (Knstensen, Madsen & MoIler-Pdersen

1988), Smalltak (Goldberg 1983)) and languages that have evolved from languages in
other programming paradigms ( C t t (Stroustnip 1991), Modula-2 (Wirth 1988)). Objectoriented is an over-applîed term; many "object-orienter languages fail to provide all the

properties (objects, classes and inheritance) generally agreed upon as minimaliy defining
"object-orientedness". Wegner (1988) provides a classification of near-object-oriented

languages:
objects =

object-based

(Ada,Actors)

+ classes =

class-based

(au)

+ class inheritance =

object-oriented

(Simula, SmalltaIk, C++)

There are many differences among "object-oriented" languages; these differences
correspond to topics enjoying ongoing debate in the object-oriented progamming
community:

Typing. Object-oriented languages may be untyped (Smalltalk), declaratively typed
(Simula, Ctt), or inferentially typed (object-oriented extensions to ML (Remy 1994))
(Gunter & Mitchel 1994).

Type inheritance vs. code-sharing inhentance. Some languages do not enforce child
classes to be subtypes of the parent class: this non-strict inheritance replaces the isa
relation with the weaker like relation (Wegner I988).
Class-inheritance vs. prototyping. Languages without classes can use delegation in
place of class-inheritance.
(Lieberman 1986).

Delegation can be more powemil than inheritance
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Dynamic vs. static typing. Staticdiy typed languages do ail type checking at compiIe
time (but ianguages with inheritance polymorphisrn allow type-safe dynamic
(downward) resolution of method implementations).
Concession to users "breaking" the srpe system. Some languages allow users to
ovemde the type system, such as C++'s cast operator.
Single vs. multiple inheritance. The debate about whether the complexity of multiple
inheritance is worth the effort continues to thrive.
Exposure of instance variables. Classes have two types of clients for which they often
want to provide different interfaces: the users of the class's objects, and the subclasses
of the class. While it is generally accepted that classes should not provide outside
users with direct access to instance variables (aithough many languages allow it), it is
debated whether or not such direct access should be p n t e d to the subclasses (Snyder

1988).
Abadi and Cardelli (1996) take a very wide view in their anaiysis and formalization of
object oriented languages, encompassing typed and untyped languages, class-based and
object-based languages, and embedding and delegation languages. They start off with a
simple, untyped, non-inheriting record calculus. Objects are considered primitive and
consist of a collection of methods (fields are modeled as just methods with no parameters

- which implies that the language has method updates).

From this simple calculus, they

show how classes and inheritance can be modded in tems of objects. Thus, they show
clearly that objects can be taken as the primitive of object oriented programming.
Abadi and Cardelli model almost al1 the object oriented programming languages using
their simple object calculi. Object oriented languages may be divided into class-based
languages and object-based languages. In this model (unlike Wegner's), inheritance can
occur in object-based languages. In class-based languages, classes act as templates for
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instantiating objects; in object-based languages, prototypes (concrete and fully functional
objects) take the roIe of classes, and objects rnay be instantiated from them by cloning.
The inheritance roles in object-based languages are termed the donor (the "parent") and

the hosr (the "child). Object-based languages rnay be divided according to how they
incorporate artributes of the donor object into the host object

- either implicitly or

explicitly, or, orthogonally, ernbedded or delegated. Implicit inheritance incorporates a11

atîributes of the donor into the host, while explicit inheritance incorporates only specified
attributes (but some languages rnay ailow inheritance of groups of attributes, which
impiies that implicit/explicit inheritance is a continuum, not a bipolar qudity).

In

embedded inheritance the donor attributes are copied into the host (although
optirnizations rnay blur this model); in delegate inheritance the donor attributes remain
with the donor and the host accesses them as needed via a reference. Multiple inheritance
is easily implemented by having each object maintain a list of donors.

Classes can be modeled on top of object-based languages merely by making host objects
non-concrete, and differentiating the inheritance relationship between isa and instance-of
for subclassing and object instantiation respectively. Furthermore, inte@aces (as per
Objective-C and Java (Arnold & GosIing 1996)) are easily modeled as class-objects
whose attributes include only method descriptions and no fields.
Abadi and Cardelli (1996) aiso make a contribution by clearly elucidating the constraints
on method overriding and fields (amibutes) in subtypes.
subsumption ((a:A

A

It is a consequence of

ASB) * xB) that method arguments are contravariant and return

types are covariant. That is, any method that overrides a method of a parent type rnay
generalize (but not specialize) the arguments and specialize (but not generaiize) the return
type. Furthemore, it is also a consequence of subsumption that record (or object) fields
are aiways invariant. That is, a subtype rnay not change the type (generalize or specialize)

of a supertype's field that rnay be publicly updated. In spite of this, some languages (for
example, Eiffel (Meyer 1992) and Beta (Kristensen et al. 1988)) still d o w covariance in

method argument types.

Beta uses mn-time checks to catch emrs resulting from

covariant arguments.

3.2 Types and Concept Maps
Although many concept mapping languages are not programming languages per se, their
typing can be understood with reference to the object oriented paradigm.

3.2.1 Concept Maps as Hypergraphs
Concept rnaps are graphs, in the general graph theory sense, where nodes and arcs may be
labeled and annotated with a type. Furthermore, if one does not make the restriction that

arcs must be binary, but allows arcs to have arbitrary arity, then concept maps are
hypergraphs. Hypergraphs are just graphs where the arcs can terminate on any number of

nodes (Drewes & Kreowski 1990).

A graph (in the graph theory sense) is just a

specialization of a hypergraph where every arc (or edge) is binary (has an arity of 2).
If concept maps are to be modeled using either Crimi's relational grammars or Wang and

Lee's semantic interpretations, then the obvious choice is to aUow concept maps to be
hypergraphs, since neither Crimi's nor Wang and Lee's formalisms assume binary
relations (see Section 2.1.2). Furthermore, generality alone argues for a hypergraph
interpretation. There is also the compelling argument that some situations are difficult to
mode1 without non-binary relations, for example, b e ~ t e e n(Sowa 1984):
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Here, BTWN is just the label on a trinary arc. It c m be argued that non-binary arcs can

be replaced by nodes with special restrictions (for example, the trinary between arc in the
preceding example could be replaced by a node which is restricted to have one incoming

and two outgoing arcs).

But such a mode1 can often lead to compIex semantic

restrictions. The more general, hypergraph, interpretation is taken as the superior because
such a concept mapping system cm subsume boih between models.

3.2.2 Concept Maps and Relations
If one models general concept maps as hypergraphs, it becomes easy to map between
concept maps and relational structures just as Crimi maps between generd visuai
Ianguage and relations to apply relationid grammars, and Courcelle (1990) maps between
hypergraphs and relationai structures. Corrandini et al (1994) show how labeled graph
grammars can be used to s p e c e entity-relationslip diagrams where the type of the arcs
(relations) restricts the node (entity) types on which the arcs may teminate. Thus, the
definition graph,

Plofessor

Lechire

aœ

Hall

will restrict an arc (relation) of type gives to connecting only a node (entity) of type
Professor to one of type Lecture, and will restrict an arc (relation) of type rakes place in
to connecting only a node (entity) of type Lecture to one of type Lecture Hall. Corrandini
et al work oniy with graphs (and not hypergraphs), but the principle projects to
hypergaphs in a straightforward manner. As a case in point, Crimi's relational gramrnar
for visual syntax is very similar, but works with hypergraphs (see Section 2.1.2).
Both Corrandini et al and Crimi's work is applied to labeled (hyper)graphs. But it is a
simple matter to extend this work to deal with typed hypergraphs.

Here, labeled

hypergraph is taken to be a special kind of typed hypergraph where the types of nodes and

(b)

(a)

Marnrnal

Bird lnsect

/-\

Plant

I

Figure 9: An example of (a) a flat type lattice as might be used in a U e l e d
hypergraph, and (b) a type lattice as might be used in a typed hypergraph

arcs are taken from a fiat type lattice: there in no subtype/supertype relaîionship between
the different types (other than the universal and absurd types). In conuast, in a typed
hypergraph the types of nodes and arcs are taken from an arbitrary type lattice: there
exists a subtypehpertype rel&ionship between the different types (see Figure 9).
Typed hypergraphs make Corrandhi's arc constraints slightiy more complex because
subsumption must be taken into account. Take, for example, the foUowing definition
graph under the typing of Figure 9 (b):

Plant
In a flat-typed (labeled) world, this definition allows an object of type animal to eat a
plant:

but it wouldn't allow a more specific (specialized) animai to eat the sarne plant:

1

Mammal

~-Q-/q

because Mammal isn't the same label as Animal. Clearly, knowing more about Clyde's
type shouldn't necessarily bar him from eating. ln a typed hypergraph world Clyde can
eat: Informally, the type of the node at an arc terminal is iegal if and only if it is some
subtype of the type of the node at the corresponding terminal in the arc's definition. In
other words, it's legai to put a Mmnmal node a? the start of an eats arc because Animal
subsumes Mammal.
But there cm be a type lattice for arcs as well as nodes (for example, eats may be a
s u b w e of consumes, which may be a subtype of effects). Therefore, the reference to an
arc's "definition" in the previous paragraph needs to be replaced with a reference to an
arc's "supertype": The type of the node at an arc terminal is legai if and only if it is some
subtype of the type of the node at the corresponding tennind in alI of the arc's supertypes.
In more forma1 terms, one needs to discuss instances and types separatefy. If one is
discussing instances, the arcs can terminate on subtypes of the definition-aliowed nodes
due to subsumption (e-g. (Mamrnal c:Animal A C1yde:Mammai) s C1yde:Animal). If

one is discussing types, arcs are covariant in the node types that they may terminate on.
This is easy to see by noticing that the type of an arc may be considered to be the product

of the types of the nodes on which it c m legally terminate. For example, if binary arcs of
type A are restricted to terminate on nodes of types X and Y, then A =d,f X x Y. Abadi
and Cardelli (1996)offer a proof that product types are covariant:
A pair <ab> with left component a of type A and right component b of
type B, has type AxB. if A c: A and B <: B', then by subsumption we
have a:A' and b:B' , so that ca,b> has also type Am'. Therefore any pair
of type AxB has also type A m ' whenever A<S' and Bc:B1. In other
words, the inclusion AxB c: A m ' between product types is valid
whenever A<:A' and BcB'. (p. 20)
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Since arc types are product types, and product types are covariant, taen arc types are
covariant on their "argument." (the types of the nodes on which they may legaily
terminate).
Thus, the relational grammar approach of Cnmi, and the labeled p p h grammar approach
of Corrandini et al can be applied to typed hypergraphs (and concept maps in particular)
with only a srnaII addition to account for subsumption and covariance.

3.3 Fonnal Specifiation and Z
Software formai specification has spread from the acadernic environment

CO

industry.

Craigen, Gerhart, and Ralston have conducted detailed studies of twelve large industrial
software development projects in cornniercial, exploratory, and regdatory domains
(Craigen, Gerhart & Ralston 1993; Gerhart, Craigen & Ralston 1994). They concluded
that, though formal methods are still not mature, they "are beginning to be used seriously
and successfully by industry to design and develop cornputer systems" (p. ii). Formai

methods are being applied to large-scale projects, and are used primarily for system
assurance, domain analysis, stakeholder communication, evidence of best practice, reengineering, and system certification. While tool support was found to be lacking,

Craigen, Gerhart, and Ralston (1993) found tooI support to be "neither necessary nor
sufficient for successfirl application of formai methods" (p. 70); but rather, successful
application depends on local skilis, sustained guidance by an expert, management
support, and technological change providing an impetus for adoption of formal methods.

Many of Craigen, Gerhart, and Ralston's case studies used Z or Z-derived methods as the
formal specification notation. Z is a relatively simple algebraic notation based on set
theory which makes heavy use of schemata to block structure the specification. Z has
been used to mode1 a wide range of applications. Hayes' (1987) book contains case
studies of Z specifications of the UNIX file system, teiephone networks, data dictionaries,

assembler Ianguages, user name authentication, time services, reservation services, and
various parts of the CICS operating system. Craig (1991) describes an extended Z
specification of the blackboard architecture commonIy used in AI applications, as well as
the related CASSANDRA architecture. Halasz and Schwartz (1990) use Z to specify a

hypertext architecture, which has k e n extensively adopted and extended (Gronbaek et al.
1994; Gronbaek & Trigg 1994; Hardrnan, Bulterman Br Rossum 1994).

One of the attractive features of Z is its compatibility with the object-oriented paradigm
(Craig 1991). Classes in object-oriented programming languages are based on block

structure records (Madsen 1988) which maps directly ont0 Z's schemata. Classes form
the types of object oriented programming languages, and objects are instantiated from

cIasses - just as schemata form the types of Z and variables are instantiated from
schemata Furthemore, class inheritance is considered fundamental to object-oriented
programming and design (Pree 1995; Kristensen, Madsen, Moller-Pedersen & Nygaard
1988; Snyder 1988; Wegner 1988) and is partiaily modeled in Z: schemata may be
inchded in other schemata. This simple inclusion scheme allows Z to mode1 both single
and multiple inheritance. (In addition, schernata may be combined by various operators
such as conjunction, disjunction, and sequential composition; this powerful tool has no
mapping in the object-oriented paradigm.)

This chapter has dealt with the object oriented paradigm and its relevance to concept
maps. It also briefly introduced specification and the Z specification language.
Pivotai to the object oriented paradigm are the notions of type, class, and object.
Unfortunately, there are no clear definitions or sharp distinctions between these terms.
Types intentional1y describe objects, which are more-or-less concrete instances. But the
definition of class is more cornplex, sometimes k i n g taken as the same as type,
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sornetimes being taken as just an implementation vehicle. Both the notion of types and
classes is clouded by the notion of meta-types and rneta-classes.
Several relevant issues in object onented languages are discussed. These will be of
importance in chapter 4. There are many ~Iassificationsof object oriented languages:
typed vs. untyped, type inheritance vs. code-sharing inheritance, class-inheritance vs.
prototyping, and dynamic vs. static typing to name just a few. Of particular interest is
class-inheritance vs. prototyping: prototyping blurs the distinction between type (or class)
and object because a fuliy-functional object can act as a "type" or class when an instance
is cloned from it. Prototype languages with no classes may also use inheritance in two
ways: by ernbedding (copying attributes) and deIegation (reference to the original donor).
Concept maps can be rnodeled as hypergraphs, where the arcs need not be binary, but
rnay be of arbitrary arity. In this modeI, concept map arcs can be mapped ont0 relations
and can be dedt with using the semantics of relational grammars (Courcelle 1990) and
hypergraph grammars (Corrandhi et al. 1994). Using these grammars, arcs c m be easily
constrained as to the type of the nodes their terniinds may be anchored to. This work al1
deals with "flat" type lanices for node and arc types, but it is easily extended to an
arbitrary type lattice mode1 by using subsumption and Abadi and Cardefi's work on
covariance in object oriented language theory.
The role of specification is also brietly outlined- Specification and specification tools

have moved from academia to industry. Z is a popular and simple specification fanguage
based on set theory. A didect of Z is used to specify Constraint Graphs in chapter 5.

Chapter 4

Requirements Analysis

This chapter describes the objectives and requirements for the Constraint Graphs visual
meta-language system. The system is inended to be a platform in which one can easily
prototype a wide variety of visual Ianguages, and visual knowledge representation
languages in particulm. The generic visud language type is called a "concept map",
which includes a wide varïety of visual languages.
Although the presentation of the requirements in this chapter makes it appear that the
requirements were developed before the specification and software were begun, this is not
the case. Like most software developrnent efforts, the detailed design, implementation,
and testing stages uncovered m e r requirements that were not apparent during the initial
andysis. For example, until it was found that individuals' visual attribute inheritance
from concepts lead to some unexpected properties in implementing the KDraw language,
the designer was unaware of the need for multiple type lattices. At that point the
requirements were revisited to add Requirement 18 to the list of requirernents: the new
requirement was woven into the specification, and the new feature was added to the
implementation.
The requirements were fmt derived by studying several concept mapping languages KDraw and Conceptual Graphs were fmt studied before the specification and
implementation were begun.

Once the fmt working implernentation was produced,

Constraint Graphs was tested by applying it to the definition of other languages such as
gIBIS and several object oriented design languages. Although these tests produced no
significant changes to the requirements (probably owing to their relative simplicity
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compared to knowledge representation languages), more detailed implementations of the
original two languages, KDraw and Conceptuai Graphs, produced sorne very interesting
results. For example, a reformulation of the implementation of Conceptuai Graphs to
take advantage of arc constraints could yield a much more powerful system with
considerable semantics checking (see Section 7.2). In addition, the post-impIementation
detailed implementation of KDraw, adding visual attribute inheritance from concepts,
produced some unexpected new requirements as mentioned above.
There is no reason to believe that the set of requirements listed here will remain static.
But rather, it is expected that the requirements (and the theory) should evolve
dynamicaliy over time - as more and more languages are implemented under Constraint
Graphs.4.1 Objectives

4.1.1 A Framework for Visual Knowledge Representation
The basic objective of this work is to develop a concept map framework under which one

may easily build various formai and informai visual knowledge representation notations.

1

Objective 1

I

1 Develop

a general and flexible concept rnap framework for visual

knowledge representation.

Ideally, one should be able to create new graphical knowledge representation Ianguages in
a recursive fashion by using concept maps themselves to specify the features in the new
language. An obvious corollary is that the framework should be able to irnitate existing
knowledge representation languages, and this is where most of the emphasis will be
placed, since it avoids the trap of creating a language with features specific to a paaicular
rnodel.

Examples of knowledge representation languages to be captured by this

1

I

Figure 10: A typical node h m Object Model Notation
fiamework are Gaines' KDraw (Gaines 1991b) and Sowa's Conceptual Graphs (Sowa
1984).
Since this objective emphasizes generality and flexibility, it is also appropriate to choose
examples of graphical, semi-formal, non-knowledge representation languages to
generalize the test applications. Exarnples of such languages are -1s

(Conklin &

Begeman 1987) for decision support and Object Model Notation (Coad, North &
Mayfield 1995) for object-oriented program design.
The objective does not imply that the implementation is intended to exactly match the
target visuai languages. For example, Object Model Notation uses nodes with three
distinct sections (see Figure 10); for the purposes of this impiementation it will be
considered adequate to simpli@ by avoiding the double border and use semicolons in
place of the separator lines.
On the other hand, certain natural extensions to existing notations should be considered
appropriate for the implementation.

For example, Conceptual Graphs rely on an

associated semantic net, composed in a separate notation, to spec* the type lanice. The
examples in Sowa's 1984 book (Sowa 1984) use the textuai notation in the appendix as
their associated semantic net. For the purposes of this work, it is a reasonable (and
compelling) extension to allow both the Conceptual Graph and semantic net to be
combined in the same graph.

4.1.2 Forma1 Basis
Since this work is intended to be a framework used as the base for other systems and as a
mode1 for the theory, the structure of its design must be very ciear and unambiguous.
One appropriate path to this end is to use forma1 methods, since forma1 methods wili
provide a logically precise design and serve as a reference point to resolve ambiguities.
However, software engineering principles dictate that wholesaie application of formal
methods may be inappropriate since over-application of formal methods will increase the
required effort of the project beyond reasonable levels (DeMarco 1982). The "engine"
component of the framework is deemed appropriate for forma1 specification, while the
user interface is viewed as an add-on (replaceable) component that would be
inappropriate to formally speciQ. It is the engine component of the framework that
rnodels the theory and needs to be unambiguous and ngorous if it is to show its accurate
modeling of the theory.

1

Objective 2

I

-

-

- -

--

The design should be formai and rigorous where appropriate.

4.1-3 Principled Development
Formai methods will be used for the core pam of this work that are most subject to
arnbiguous interpretation. This does not imply that the rest of the work should be done
haphazardly: the entire work, from design to coding should be done a principled way.

Both the parts that are f o d y specified and the parts that are not should be properly
designed, documentai, and coded taking advantage of standard class libraries and
techniques. A clear and principled design and development process will contribute to the
confidence in the accurate correspondence between the software h e w o r k and the
theory.

(

Objective 3

1 The

I

target system should be developed in a prïncipled rnanner.

A recent approach to principled software development is the explicit use of design

patterns (Gamma et al. 1995; Pree 1995), which provide detailed, semi-formal

documentation of design concepts that have proven track records in past projects. One of
the advantages of design pattems is that they provide a vocabulary and starhg point for

design, and many of them c m be encoded as generai-purpose classes in object-oriented
cIass Iibraries.

In addition, this work should take full advantage of existing principled tools.

For

example, the C u Standard Template Library (STL) (Nelson 1995; Stepanov & h e
1995), is a container iibrary which has been developed and documented in a principled
way.

4.2 O v e d Requirements
The first requirement is that there must be a clear separation between the part of program
that enforces the rules of layered visud languages (the constraint graph) and the part that
implernents the visual ,graphies and accepts user commands (the user interface).

1 ~ e ~ d e m e1n tI
1

The syatern should have a clear separatian between the conrtraint
graph engine and the user intexface.

This requirement addresses Objective 1 (flexibility and generality) by allowing
conQurations

with differing constraint graph engines and user interface engines. Such a

I

I
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design yields high flexibility and generality. A monolithic system may not be suficiently
flexible. This requirement also supports Objective 3 (principled development).
As an example, one might consider the choice of implementation languages. The
constraint graph system and the user interface system differ in their computation attribute
considerably: The constraint graph sub-system is likely be to quite computationally
complex (since it is known many type systems have polynornial or exponential
complexity), whüe the user interface sub-system (graphical drawing) is not likeiy to be a
computational bottleneck because the reasonably simple drawing operations are very fast
compared to the interaction rate of the human user. Furthemore, the constraint graph
sub-system, since it has nothing to do with the user interface, is Iikely to be easily
portable between operating systems (if written in a reasonably portable language), while
the user-interface is not likely to be easily portable between operating systems because its
many graphical input/output operations wilI be implemented quite differently on the
different operating systems. The two parts of the program differ in computational
complexity and in ease of porting to another operating system. C or CU would be a
reasonable language choice to address the computational complexity of constraint graph
sub-system, but, on the other han4 the limited portability of user interface libraries does
not address the concems of the user interface sub-system. Java is a cross-platform
portable language, which addresses the user interface sub-system, but, on the other hand,
it is relatively slow, and will not perform weii as the language of the constraint graph subsystem. Since the two sub-systems differ remarkably in their feature profiles, it may
make good sense to impIement them in different languages. Only a clean separation
between the two will yield the flexibiiity to do this.

4.3 Constraint Graph Requiremenb
A Constraint Graph is defined here as a very abstract gztph, in the graph-theoretic sense,

that contains the usual nodes and arcs, In addition, it enforces a strict typing on the nodes
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as defrned by a speciai arc type, cailed isa- Severai other forrns of constraints are aIso
applied, as detailed below, in order to satisfy Objective 1, a framework in which to
emulate and experiment with visuai knowledge representation systems.
The Constraint Graph itself will have no user interface of its own (see Requirernent 1).
However it will have an interface to other pro-

that can impiement an interface on its

behalf.

4.3.1 Same Interface for Ontology and Domain Notation
Many graphical knowledge representation systems, whether forma1 or informal, use
separate and/or non-graphical notational mechanisms to represent the type lattice of
graphical components. Two examples are Accord (Krerner 1993), which uses a complex
dialog box to edit its type hierarchy; and Conceptuai Graphs (Sowa 1984), which uses a
separate and distinct semantic net to present its type lattice. This is not unexpected: there
is a firm distinction between types and objects. In philosophy, Zalta (1988; 1993) defines
abstract objecrs (types) as encoding propeaies and ordinary objects (objects) as
exemplifying properties. But there are many definitions of types and objects (see Section
3. l), depending on one's perspective.

On the other hand, other languages such as UASSIC (Borgida et al. 1989) and KDîaw
(Gaines 1991b) cleanly integrate the ontology (type relationships) graph with the domain
graph. This makes for a clean and clear representation of knowledge without forcing the
user to leam several different tools or sub-forrnalisms.
Constraint Graphs should cleanly integrate ontology and domain data in a single graph.

1 Requiremont 2 I Ontology graphs should be cleanly integrated with domain graphs. I

This integration is necessary to support integrated languages like KDraw. Furthermore, it
does no damage in representing languages like Conceptuai Graphs because the ontology

is a clean "add-on" that c m be ignored by traditionaiïsts. Requirement 2 supports

Objective 1.
In the case of Constraint Graphs, where the objectives include both flexibility and rigor,
one must be very careful. In many cases, the user will require Zalta's ngorous distinction
between type (astract objects) and objects (ordinary objects); but in other cases this ngor

may be damaging to the flexible support of multiple visual languages. For example, one
may buiid up layes of ontologies upon one another. It is not always clear to the user
which is a type and which is an object; it depends on the user's perspective. For example,
one may have a "universal" ontology (representing "thing", "physical-thing" ,
"intangible-thing", etc.), and use the universal ontology as the bais for an ontology of
machines, and use the machine ontology as the bais for an ontology about photocopy
machines, and use the photocopy machine ontology as the bais for an ontology about the

Xerox-9000 line of photocopy machines, and findly use the Xerox-9000 ontology as the
bais for a domain graph about specific photocopy machines on the third floor of the

library. Each successive ontology behaves as though it were a domain based on the
ontology above it. Furthermore, although the chah of ontologies appears to terminate
with the specific machines, this is not necessarily the case. One could use the specific
photocopy machine domain as an ontology for a domain about the machine variants
caused by engineering updates to the machines (where the type changes over time, but not
identity).
Another case where the distinction of type and object becomes blurred is in deding with
metaclasses. A class defines the properties of an object, but a metaclass defines the
properties of a class. For example, the metaclass might define a superclass, a name
identifier, a Iist of attributes, and a list of methods.
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The point is that Constraint Graphs needs to use a typing system with a great ded of
flexibility: there isnrt always a clear distinction between type/class/concept and

instance/object/individual, and some entities may have to viewed sometimes as an type

and sometimes as an instance.
This notion of not cleariy recognizing the distinction between type and instance may seem
somewhat heretical, but it is not without support in other systems.

Object-based

languages do not contain the notion of class, but many of these languages c m support a
form of inhentance through prototypes (fully b c t i o n a l objects used to "template" new
objects) and either embedding or delegation (see Section 3.1.1).

Abadi and Cardelli

(1996) make a very good argument that "objects are more primitive than ciasses and

should be understood and explained before classes" (p. 49) and that classes arise out of
objects. Furthemore Lieberman (1986) shows that delegation is more powerful than

class-based inheritance.
It therefore makes good sense in Constraint Graphs to refuse to recognize as primitive the

ciifferences between type and instance:

If a system needs to distinguish between types and instances (as in KDraw's concepts and
individuals)one can do it by tagging a parent type of the "instances" with a constraint (see

Requirement 15) such as "no subtype may itself have any subtypes"

Figure 11: The base type lattice for Constraint Graphs

4.3.2 Maximize Simplicity / Miaimize System Types
A good rule-of-thumb for any software engineering project (and for any undertaking
whatsoever) is "keep it simple". It follows that the base type system for Constraint
Graphs should be as simple and succinct as possibIe.
4.3.2.1 The base type lattice

Graph theory dictates that at least a node type and an arc type are required. Node and arc
are mutually exclusive. Since type theory is also supported, a means to represent the type
hierarchy is also required.

This can easily be accomplished by using a specialized

directed arc type called isa,which is, itself, a subtype of arc.

In addition, some mechanism for grouping and nesting is required. Concepnial Graphs
uses contexts to group sub-graphs into "possible worlds".

Examples of Conceptual

Graphs contexts are NEGATION, PROPOSïïiON, and SCENE. Contexts are strictly
nested, and so form a hierarchy of sub-graphs. While contexts are not used in CLASSIC,
they are used in KDraw (which is based on CLASSIC) as a u s e u visual aid to the user
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(there is no associated semantics)-

Since contexts are used exactly as nodes in

Conceptual Graphs, contexts shouid be a subtype of the node type. One could argue that
contexts are relaeed to arcs since they "connect" or group other objects, but this argument
is not sound because arcs form ordered collections and have no hierarchy, while contexts
f o m unordered collections and are hierarchicai (see Section 4.3.2.4). The base type
lattice for Constraint Graphs is given in Figure 11.

1 Requirement 4 1 ï h e base type lanice should be "content < node < top > arc > isa", 1

1

I

where node and arc are rnutually exclusive.

I

43.2.2 Arcs

In mapping fiom Conceptuai Graphs to Constra.int Graphs, Conceptual Graphs' relations
map to Constraint Graphs' arcs quite naturally. (One could also map relations ont0 nodes
and make specid bipartite d e s . ) Since Conceptual Graphs reIations are of arbitrary arity

(but not zero), Constraint Grapbs is compelled to make arcs have arbitrary arity. See also
Section 3.2.1.

1 Requirement I
5

Arcs are n-ary, but must have arity greater than zero.

While binary arcs are by far the most common in visual languages, Sowa (1984) makes
compelling arguments to support n-ary relations. For example the between relation is
very hard to represent using only binary arcs. Ordered lists can also be conveniently
represented as openended n-ary arcs.

I
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Many visual Ianguages contain directed as well as undirected arcs. Both types cm be

easily simuIated by keeping the terminais of arcs ordered,

1 Require-t

6

I Arc's terminals are ordered.

I

Many visual Ianguages are "kst-order" (drawing a paralle1 to predicate caiculus) in that
they ailow arcs oniy between nodes (and not other arcs). But sorne visual languages are

"higher-order" in that they do alIow arcs between arcs. This dictates that Constraint
Graphs must support arcs between arcs.

1

Requirement 7

1 Arcs may temiinate on objects of type node or arc.

This feature is also used to form a type lattice of arcs (Requirernent 9) which serves to
restrict arc terminais (Requirement 14).
4.3.2.3 Isa arcs

It has aIready been established that isa is a subtype of arc. But the semantics of isa still
needs to be specified. Isa arcs are directed, binary arcs. (The "directed part cornes for
free since arc terminals are ordered as per Requirement 6.) Isa arcs are constrained to be
binary since there is no semantic difference between a cornponent inheriting from two
supercornponents via a singIe (trinary) isa arc, and inheriting from the same two
supercomponents via two distinct (binary) isa arcs. AUowing higher-arity isa arcs only
introduces unnecessary redundant methods and complicates specification and
irnpIementations.

1

1

1

Requirement 8 ( Isa arcs are strictiy binary.

One should be able to just "draw"in an isa arc between two objects to establish the
subtype/supertype relationship between them. The type system shouid work on the basis
of isu arcs, and either accept or reject modifications based on the lattice formed by the isu
arcs (including the insertion and deletion of isa arc).

The type system accepts or rejects graph

between objects,

1 modifkation based on the lattice of isa arcs within the graph.

I

I

4.3.2.4 Contexts
Contexts are speciakations of nodes that "contain" subsets of the graph.

-

1 nodes.

-

-

-

---

are a subtype of node and so behave in the same manner as

Arcs can terminate on contexts, as well as on objects

1 contained within contexts.

Contexts constitute partitions on a graph; that is, contexts represent subsets of the
cornponents of a graph.

N-ary arcs may also be considered as representing graph

partitions, but one must be careful to distinguish between n-ary arcs and contexts:
contexts are set-like, so their referents are unordered with respect to the context; n-ary
arcs are sequence-like, so their referents are ordered with respect to the arc.

I

Requirement 11 Contexts contain sub-graphs of the graph; the components of the subgraph are unordered with respect to the context.

Contexts f o m a strict hierarchy of subsets of a graph; they canot overlap+ This is in
concurrence with Sowa's Conceptual Graphs. Logically, contexts differ from arcs in that
they form a hierarchy, and objects they "refer to" form an unordered colIection.

1 Requirement U 1 Contexts are strictly nested: they f o m a hierarchy.
One could argue that there is no inherent reason to make contexts hierarchicd; after dl,
one of the objectives is to make the system as flexibIe as possible. It might make sense to
allow partiaily overIapping contexts, then constrain p h a l overlaps away when necessary
(as in the case of modeling Conceptual Graphs).

Unforhinately, when one starts

considering the physical layout of context boxes that contain subsets of each others'
graphs, things quickly get out of hand. Two context boxes sharing a cornmon sub-graph
is not very difficult to draw, but the problem gets exponentially more difficult with more
context boxes sharing arbitrary sub-graphs. For exampie, Vein diagrams work well for
two or three sets, but the geometry gets increasingly diffmlt

when one adds more sets.

Even certain combinations of five sets are impossible to draw using contiguous twodimensional shapes.
This Pandora's box is best avoided by simply confonning to Conceptual Graphs'
hierarchicd contexts. When sub-graphs must be shared between contexts, it can be done
using coreference arcs as per Sowa's Conceptual Graphs.

I
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4.3-3Maximize Fiexibility
In support of Objective 1, the design of Consrraint Graphs must strive to be as flexible
and powerfuI as possible in order to support representation of a large number of visual
languages. It should also be easy to use.

1 Requkment 13 I The
1

1
1

graphical syntax of cornmm visual languages should be

1 implemeatable

in

the

system

without

excessive

low-level

The next two requirements are corollaries of Reqnirernent 13.

The basic syntax of concept mapping languages is primarily concentrated on restricting
the types of arcs that may be drawn between abjects based on the objects' type. This c m
bc accomplished naturally (and graphically) by use of the subtype relationship among
arcs. As show in Section 3.2.2, arc types are covariant on the types of the nodes on which

they may legaIIy terminate. That is, any subtype arc may specialize the legal node type on
which any of its terminais anchor. This may be reworded the other way around as

Requirement 14:

Requirement 14 An arc rnay terminate oniy on objects that are subtypes of the
corresponding termina1 in all the arc's supertypes.

For example, in order to restrict the mother relationship arc to be between abjects of
person and type female-person, one oniy need create a prototype arc ( h mtype person to

I
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femle-person) and derive all mother arcs fiom this prototype. Figure 12 shows a simple
ontologyldomain describing the concepts person, female-person, and male-person
together with the individuals Sully and Joe. Isa arcs are s h o w as unlabeled, directed
arcs. A labeled binary directed an: is drawn ftom person to fernale-person (which is the
prototype mother arc) to restrict the type of the terminal objects. Finally, a new arc of
type morher (aiso labeled mother) is drawn between Joe and Sally. This arc is Iegal

because Joe isa person and Sally isa fernale-person. The arc could not be drawn in the
other direction because Joe does not have typefemale-person.
A problem may arise in the situation in Figure 12. Note that Requirement 14 talks about
corresponding arc terminais, but does not restrict the addition of arc terminais (i.e.,

increasing the arity of an arc) in a subtype. This is as it should be. But occasiondy one
may want to restrict the arity of ail subtypes of an arc. In the case of mother, this

probably rnakes sense.

It tums out there are a large variety of restrictions that are necessary to emuiate other
visual languages. Some examples are:
Conceptual Graphs has quite a bit of syntax associated with the concept labels.

KDraw carries syntax on the label of its constraint nodes.

c
lQ
pcrson

1

Sally

bother-1

Joe

1

Figure 12: Restricting the inother relationship terminais

KDraw requires prevention of mu1tipIe inheritance through certain types.
KDraw requires objects of type Individuaï (but not Individual itself) to not have any
subtypes.
To enumerate al1 of these possibilities is probably not possible for ail conceivable visuai
languages. It makes sense to allow some mechanism for the user to easily extend the
system to handle these cases.

Requirement 15 Some mechanism must exist to allow the user to "program" arbitrary

I

1

constraints. These ad-hoc constraints could be collected in a Iibrary
for easy use.

I

4.3.4 Strong Typing
The type system should be maintained at al1 times. That is, modifications to the graph
should be disallowed if they vioIate constraints.

1 Requiremeat 16 1 Strong typing - ail objects and types should conform to al1 their, and I

I

1 their supertypes' constraints.

This means that whenever any object in the graph is modified, created, or deleted, the

entire graph must be checked for consaaint violations. In practice the entire graph does
not have to be checked since there is a limit to the effect of a change. Changes will only
affect objects below the changed object in the type lattice (subtypes), but al1 constraints of
objects above each affected object (every supertype) will have to be checked against the
affected objects. In addition, object modification will force constraint checks in their

I
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adjacent objects (for changed arcs, terminal objects; for di objects, the arcs that terminate
on them). Requirement 15 (arbitrary constraints) c m cause this constraint checking
scheme to fail.

4.3.5 Incompleteness - Danghg Arcs
During the development of visual gaphs there are always intervds where some part is
inconsistent due to incompleteness. For example, while drawing a binary arc in singlestep is an easy task (usudly elastic line dragging), it is not so easy to draw a mnary arc in

a single step. Instead, it makes more sense to allow the creation of the trinary arc with
"dangling" terrninds, and let the user "aitach"the terminais as a separate operation.
The system must make some trade-off between always maintaining completeness and
usability.

Some constnicts are not possible without temporary incompfeteness or

incorrectness. In general, simply allowing for dangling arc tenninals is sufficient.

Requirement 17 The systern should alIow for incompIeteness (cg. dangling arcs)
when the graph is in an intermediate state.

Dangling arc terminais shouid aiways be considered a stand-in for an object of the correct

type.

In this respect, dangling arc tenninals are analogous to nul1 pointers in

prograniming languages.

4.3.6 Multiple Type Lattices

I

Figure 13: A fragment of a gDraw Specincation using Constrauit Graphs

An interesting problem arrises when mapping KDraw to Constraint Graphs. In KDraw
and CLASSIC (Borgida et al. 1989) a distinction is made between concepts and
individuals (unlike Constraint Graphs). The fact that individu4I.s can't have subtypes is
easily handled by a constraint (Requirement 15). But both the subtype (concept-toconcept) and instance-of (individual-to-concept) arcs seemed best rnodeled as subtypes of
the base isa arc used by the Constraint Graphs' type system (see Figure 13). This allows

an object of type individual to inherit attributes and constraints from its supertype
concepts, as it should. But it also causes the individual to inhent properties (such as
being the root of a has-mle arc) that violate the syntax of KDraw. Clearly, this indicates
two separate (but closely related) type Iattices superirnposed on the graph. One of these
lattices is the KDraw syntax and the other is the domain model. The two are exactly
identical except that the instance-of arc is an isa arc in the domain model iattice, but not
in KDraw syntax lattice.

Requirement 18 The system needs to support overlayed (but distinct) type lattices. Isa
arcs can be tagged with the set of type lattices to which they apply.

I

KDraw's individuaVconcept problem is solved using a filter on the subtypes of instanceof arcs to distinguish the two separate Iattices. Isa arcs are tagged with the set of type

Iattices to which they apply. The type inference system can use the KDraw syntax

ontology Nter (which w o n r see the isa arc between an individual and a concept), while
the attribute resolution system uses the domain mode1 filter (which does see the isa arc

between an individuul and a concept).
Most isa arcs are tagged with the universal set.

4.3 -7Attributes
In the interests of supporting an independent user interface (Requiremeat 1)- the
Constraint Graphs system must be able to cleanly cary information on behalf of the user
interface. This information should be associated with the objects (nodes and arcs) in the

graph. Furthemore, this information should be inherited by subtypes of objects. In short,
the objects in the constraint graph need inheritable attributes with values. Inheritance is

standard with almost any object oriented system, but specificaily, this system uses
delegate inheritance (see Section 3.1.1) which means that not only attributes and their
types are inherited, but so are their values because the slot for the attribute is stored not in
the host (subtype) but in the delegate (supertype). If attribute is not found in the host, it is

searched for in the deIegate(s). This is simüat to inheriting a "default" value with the
annbute, but the "default" can change if its changed in the parent.

Requirement 19 Al1 objects in the graph will have associated attributelvalue pairs that
are inherited (delegated) through the type lattice.
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Delegation of attributes does not imply that an atttibute value cannot be overridden. This
is normally done by placing a slot in the host (subtype), thereby avoiding searching for
the attribute in the delegate (supertype).

Reqnirement 20 Attributes and their values are inherited, but may be ovemdden.

Although attribute values may be ovemdden, the attribute type may not be overridden or
specialized in a subtype. Attributes that can be updated turn out to be invariant (neither
covariant or contravariant). Abadi and Cardeiii (1996) offer a proof based on pairs whose
components can be updated (operator " + "):

if Ac:A1 and B<:B1,c m we covariantly aiiow A+B <: A'+ Bq?If we adopt
this inclusion, then from p:A+ B we obtain p: A'+ B' and we can perform
setL,ft(p,al) for any ai:A'. M e r that, getlft(p) might r e m an element of
type A' that is not an element of type A. Hence the inclusion A*B c:
A'+Bqis not sound.
Conversely if A"<:A and BW<:B, can we contravariantly aliow
A+B<:AW+B"? From p:A+B we now obtain p:AN+B", and we can
incorrectly deduce that getLft(p):Am.Hence the inclusion A + B <: A + B "
is not sound either. (p. 21)

Requirement 21 is therefore necessary:

1 Requirement 21 1 Amibute values should be typed, and the attribute value type cannot 1

1

be ovecriciden by a subtype.

It is aiso sometimes necessary to prevent a subtype from changing the value of an
attribute. For example, in KDraw, a concept is always represented by an elliptical
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surround; to override this attribute would render the -p,h

unreadable.

Preventing

overriding is analogous to the const tag in C and C++.

( Requirement 22 I It should be possibk to prevent ovemding of an attribute's value.

I

4.3.8 Ontological Levels
As discussed in detail for Requirement 2, there are usually severai ontological levels;

this is particularly tme for as system such as Constraint Graphs where one has a base
level (arcs and nodes), then defines a formaiism (such as KDraw or Conceptual Graphs),
then defines an ontology (or several levels of ontology), then defines a domain. It makes
good sense to be able to group ail the objects into their respective leveIs.

1 Requirement 23 I Graph objects should be partitioned into ontological levels.
The levels can then be used for various purposes. For example, the end user (the one who
works on the bottom-level domain) does not often want to be concerned with anything
but the lowest-level ontology. Therefore, choices the end user rnakes about type can be
restricted to just that specific ontology level. Likewise, inferences the systern makes
about possible object typings can be restricted (and often cornpletely disambiguated) by
searching only in resmcted levels.

4.3.9 Levels of Fonnalization
Although the constraint graphs system is intended to be a forma1 system, it is also
intended to be a useful and usable system. Usefulness and usability imply that the system

I
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must be able to handle situations in which users fmd it inconvenient or impossibIe to
enter complete and correct graphs (Kremer 1994; 1995).

1 Requirement 24 I Support for varying levels of fomalization.

I

While Requirement 17 addresses incompleteness, Requirement 24 is a more general
statement which d s o encompasses incorrectness. One possibihty for addressing this
requirement is to allow the constraints (Requirement 15) to be tagged witb an urgency
value, which would ailow the type system to violate constraints if the user so desired.

4.4 User Integrne Requirements
The user interface is not a central focus of this thesis, but it is criticd to the usefuhess
and usability of this system. This section therefore briefly describes the requirements for

a user interface to be used with the Constraint Graph system.
Besides the obvious requirement of being a flexible and extensible system that c m cd1
into the Consaaint Graph system and receive update messages from it, the interface
elements rnust conform to foilowing fist of requirements.

1
l

1

Repuirement 25 Interface nodes should be labeled or unlakied with linle or no

1 restriction on the characten in the label.

I
I

Requirement 26 Interface nodes should have a reasonably rich set of visual attributes,
including, but not restricted to, node shape, fiIl color, border color,

I

1 and text color

I

4.4.2 Arcs

I

-

-

Requirement 27 Interface arcs must be able to be visually anchored to nodes, contexts
and other arcs and to track them when they are moved

1

Requirement 28 hterface arcs should be Iabeied or uniabeled with little or no
restriction on the characters in the Iabel.

Requirement 29 Interface arcs should have a reasonably rich set of visuai attributes,
including, but not resvicted to, label shape, fil1 color, border color,

and text color; line coior; arrowhead style and color.

Requirement 30 Interface arcs should have arbitrary arity. They must also have some
method of visuaIly disthguishing the order of the terminals.

4.4.3 Contexts
Requirement 31 Interface contexts should be labeled or udabeled with little or no

restriction on the characters in the label. They must be capable of
visuaily containhg subsets of the graph.

Requirement 32 Interface contexts should have a reasonably rich set of visual
attributes, including, but not restncted to fül color, border color, and
text color.

I

I

Requirement 33 There should be some mechanism in the interface were contexts may
be restricted to be independent or nested, but not partially overlapped.

4.5 Summary
This chapter has detailed the objectives and requirements of the Constra.int Graph system.
The primary objective is to produce a powerfuI and f'iexible system in which one can
describe and implement a variety of visu1 language formalism. The complete list of
objectives is listed below:

1

Objective 1

1

Develop a general and flexible concept map framework for visual

I

Objedive 2
Objective 3

( The design should be formal and rigorous where appropriate.
The targec system should be devebped in a principled manner.

The complete List of Constraint Graph requirements is listed below:

Requirement 1
-

~

- -

--

Requirement 2
Requirement 3

The system should have a clear separation between the constraint

1 graph engine and the user interface.

1ûntology graphs should
-

-

-

be cleanly integrated with domain graphs.

The system shodd enforce no intrinsic distinction between types and

1 instances.

Requirement 4

The base type lattice should be "context < node < top > arc > isa",
where d e and arc are mutuaiiy exclusive.
--

-

Arcs are n-ary, but must have arity greater than zero.

Requirement 6

Arc's terminais are ordered-

Requirement 7

Arcs may tenninate on objects of type node or arc.

Requirement 8

Isa arcs are strictly binary.

Requirement 9

The subtype/supeaype relationship is established by drawing isa arcs
between objects.

The type system accepts or rejects graph

modification based on the lattice of isa arcs within the ,-ph.

Requirement 10 Contexts are a subtype of node and so behave in the same manner as
nodes.

Arcs can terminate on contexts, as well as on objects

contained within contexts.

Requirement 11 Contexts contain sub-graphs of the graph; the components of the subgraph are unordered with respect to the context,
-

-

-

--

Requirement 12 Contexts are strictly nested: they form a hierarchy.
Requirement 13 The graphical syntax of cornmon visual languages should be
implementable in

the

system without

excessive

low-level

prograrnming.

Requirement 14 An arc rnay terminate onLy on objects that are subtypes of the
correspondhg terminal in all the arc's supertypes

Requirement 15 Some mechanism must exist to allow the user to "program" arbitrary
constraints. These ad-hoc constraints could be collected in a library
for easy use.

-

- -

.

-

--

Requirement 16 Strong typing - all objects and types should conform to a l i their, and
their supertypes' constraints.

Requirement 17 The system should ailow for incompleteness (e-g. dangling arcs)
when the graph is in an intermediate state.

Requirement 18 The system needs to support overlayed (but distinct) type lattices. Isa
arcs can be tagged with the set of type Iattices to which they apply.

Requirement 19 Al1 objects in the graph will have associated attribute/value pairs that

are inherited (delegated) through the type lattice.

1 Requirement 20

Attributes and their values are inherited, but may be overridden.

Requirement 21 Attribute values should be typed, and the attnbute value type cannot
be ovenidden by a subtype.

1 Requirernent22
1 Requirement 23
-

-~ -

It should be possible to prevent ovemding of an attribute's value.
- -

-

--

Graph objects should be partitioned into ontological levels.

I

Requirement 24 Support for varying levels of formalkation.

The complete list of interface requirements is Listed below:

Requirement 25 Interface nodes should be labeled or unlabeled with little or no

I

1 restriction on the characters in the label.

I

1 Requirement 26 1 Interface nodes shovld have a reasonably rich set of visual attributes, (
including, but not restncted to, node shape, fil1 color, border color,
and text color.

Interface arcs must k able to be visually anchored to nodes, contexts
and other arcs and to txack them when they are moved,
-

-

- -

--

- - ---

-

Interface arcs should be Iabeled or unlabeled with Iittle or no
restriction on the characters in the label.

I

Requirement 29 Interface arcs should have a reasonably rich set of visual attributes,
including, but not restricted to label shape, fiil color, border color,

and text color; line color; arrow head style and color.

Interface arcs should have zrbitrary arity. They must aIso have some

r
r
I

methoci of visud distinguishing the order of the terminais.

Requirement 31 hterface contexts should be labeled or unlabeled with Iittie or no
restriction on the ctiaracters in the label. They must be capable of

visuaily containing subsets of the graph.

Requirement 32 Interface contexts should have a reasonably rich set of visual
attributes, including, but not resmcted to fil1 color, border color, and

text color.

Requirement 33 There should be some mechanism in the interface were contexts rnay
be restricted to be independent or nested, but not partially overlapped.

Chapter 5
Specincation

This chapter describes the specification of the Constraint Graphs systern based on the
requirements Iisted in the previous chapter. The design is split very finnly between the
semantic engine (or abstract consmint graph), which is the heart of Constraint Graphs,

and the user interface as per Requirement 1 (see Figure 16 on page 113). It is only the
semantic engine (the Constraint Graph itself) chat is specified here. There is no formal
specification for the user interface, although it is described in the foiiowing chapter.
The Constraint Graphs system is specified in a diaiect of the specification language Z
(Hayes 1987; Spivey 1989) cailed ZSL (Jia 1995). Z was chosen pnmarily because it is
simple (based on set theory) and popular. Since the implementation paradigm is objectoriented programming (the system is implemented in C u ) , one of the object-oriented
enhancernents of Z (Stepney, Barden & Cooper 1992a; 1992b) would have been more
appropriate. For exarnple, inheritance polyrnorphism is extremely awkward to express in
plain 2. Unfortunately, a good type checker for object onented Z notations was not
available at reasonable cost at the time of specification.
ZTC (Jia 1995) is a type checker for Z that is available in the public domain. It can take

several syntactic dialects of Z as input: two Latex versions, and a pure ASCII text version-

The pure text version is particularly appealing as it can be easily incorporated in standard
HTh4L documents. Due to a serendipitous coincidence of compatible syntax, 2°C will
even type check an HTML document with embedded ZSL.
The following description of the specification is in bottom-up order. This is necessary for
a type checker, since terms need to be defined before they are used. Unfortunately, this is

rather awkward for people. Nonetheless, the description will follow the bottom-up order
necessitated by the Z type checker. To mitigate this problem, an overview (Section 5.1)
is provided to introduce the specifïcation.
A more serious problem is bat of modeling inheritance in 2. When modeling the

supertype/subtype relationship, the definition of the supertype is usually given fmt. This
can be done in Z by including the supertype schema in the subtype's schema definition.

But since Z is not object oriented, it does not embrace inheritance. Thus, if there is a
scherna A, the definitions

do not imply B<A (B is a subtype of A) or CcA. Furthemore, vaiues of type B and C
cannot be referred to using the cornmon type. To get around this problem, inheritance is
modeled in an "upside-down" way using free type definition. In the example above, AO,

BO and CO are defined fmt as stand-ins for A, B, and C; these contain the definitions one
would expect in A, B and C. Then a free type definition is used to capture a common
reference for BO and CO:

A can now be defined using A0 and a new attribute called Role which can reference

objects of type BO and CO:

---A- -----1
1

AO;
Role: A-types

Finally, B and C can be defined as just A's with a restriction over the Rcle attribute:
B =^= [A
=^= [A

C

1 Role
1 Role

GraphO
Content

-

COMPONENT
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t
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4

Name
Value

r

Attributes
Constraints

niority

t
/

R8gs
3

\

CONTExrNTD(TCOMPONENT

ISA_COMPONENT

Contents

Figure 14: A simplifieci and idealized overview diagram of the Constraint Graphs
specification

Although this technique is awkward and rather opaque, it does capture the typing that
inheritance would yield (B and C are just specialized A's), and it passes the Z type
checker just as though it where a true inheritance situation.

5.1 Overview of the Specijïcation
Figure 14 is an idealized diagram of the Constraint Graphs specification presented in this
chapter. It is idealized because it shows an inheritance structure that is not possible to

mode1 directly in the Z specification language. Nonetheless, Figure 14 is very useful to
explain the structure of the specification.
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The five component "schemata"
form a Iattice dmost identicai to
that of specifed by Requirement

4 and diagrammed in Figure 11 on
page 64 (the only thing missing is
the specific disjoint between the
node and the arc types).
Contents

COMPONENT is specified as
having

a

Name,

a

Level

(Requirement 23), Attributes (Requirement 19) and Constraints (Requirement 15).
Names support human usabîlity and aren't really used for anything in the specincation or
the implementation, except to make things easier for the user to understand. Levels
divide the components of graphs into categories. In general, lower-numbered levels
contain the "primitive" components while successively higher-numbered levels contain
progressively higher-order cornponents. Levels are useful for severd purposes, such as:
A layered system (sucb as a user interface) may need to infer possible component types

(such as the type of an arc between two nodes or the possibilities for a uew node type).

By restricting the "new" components to be fiom a certain set of levels, the visual
language designer can limit the search space to a reasonable subset of the worid
A visual language designer may want to hide certain constructs from an end user (such

as low-level ontological details). This rnay be done simply by placing the hidden

constructs in a separate level, and hiding the level.
A visual language designer rnay want to lock out the end user from changing certain

"fundamental" constructs in order to prevent the end user fiom disrupting the integriv

of the visual formalism. This can be done by placing the Iocked components above a
certain level, and preventing any edits above that level.

5.1.1 Nodes
NODE-COMPONENT speciaiizes COMPONENT, but does not particularly extend it,
NODE-COMPONENT is nonetheiess essentiai because COMPONENT is a "virtual"
type which is never directly subclassed (except type NODE-COMPONENT and
ARC-COMPONENT).

The rule that NODE-COMPONENT and ARC-COMPONENT

are mutuaily exclusive could not be enforced without NODE-COMPONENT.
CONTEXT is a simpIe extension to NODE-COMPONENT which contains a subgraph of
nested components. In fact, Figure 14 itself is drawn using Constraint Graphs, and the
labeled boxes are CONTEXTNTEXTCOMPONENTS
that contain subgraphs: in this case, just
simple NODE-COMPONENTS (with no shape surround).

ARC-COMPONENT

specializes

COMPONENT and extends it with

a

sequence of Terminais which cm, together,
be physicaily represented by n-ary connection
Iines between components. Ai1 the arcs in
Figure 14 are binary arcs, but higher-order

arcs could be represented by forked lines of
l

'

various

sorts.

BA-COMPONENT

specializes ARC-COMPONENT by adding an ontology filter in support of Requirement

18. ISA-COMPONENT also adds further constraints on isa arcs, such as "isa arcs are
binary", which dont show up in the diagram but do show up in the specification.
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Components have

sets

of

attributes as

per

Requirement 19 which consist of an attribute name,

an arbitrary value of any type (but there are constraints
to do with inheritance, Requirernent 21),a priority to
disambiguate in multiple inheritance situations, and
some fiags used to support Requirement 22
(preventing overriding of attribute vdues).

5.1 -3Constraint Graphs

2

GraphO
Conte

GraphO is the basis of Constraint Graphs, and
primariiy acts as a container for the components. It

.
I

among

the

contained

c~

t

Typcd Gmph

also has responsibility to maintain a number of
invariants

COMPONENT
Namc
Level
Attributes
Constmints

J

2

I

1

components.

TypedGraph is a specialization of GraphO which adds to GraphO the ability to enforce
constraints in the components. GraphO could not do this itself because consû-aints cannot
be fully defined before GraphO is defined.
Figure 15 shows a rnuch more accurate depiction of the specification than does Figure 14.
Since Z does not handle inheritance, it must be imitated in a ratfier opaque manner as
described in the introduction to this chapter. Figure 15 shows the Z nesting (or incIusion)
of specifications. The important inheritance relationship between COMPONENT,
NODE-COMPONENT and ARC-COMPONENT has been tumed into a COMPONENT
with a free type definition, called "Role", which is defined as one (of any) of the subtypes
in the Figure 14 model.

This section has provided an overview of the structure of the Constraint Graphs
specification. The remainder of the chapter is devoted to the specification proper.

COMPONENT

1

'm
1-

Terminais

Direction

Figure 15: A simplified, but more accunite diagram of the Constraint Graphs

specification

ATTRIBUTES are used to tag graph components with application-specific attributes

(Requirement 19). For example, the amibute "Shape" (Name) might describe the
surround of a graph node with values (Value)such as "rectangle"or "ellipse".Amibutes
are rneant to be inhented through the type system. The Priority field is used to arbitrate in
the case of conflicts arising from multiple inheritance of an attribute. The Flags field is

used to tag attributes with specid properties such as CONSTANT, which prevents
subtypes from ovemding the value of the attribute (Requirement 22), and PRIVATE,

which prevents subtypes from king able to "see" the attribute.

[char, ATTRIBUTE-NAME ]

1

attribute-value

ATTR-FLAGS

::=

: ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

CONSTANT

1

% generic

=lue

PRIVATE

---ATTRmUTE------------------------------------------------------------1 Name: ATTRIB13TE_NAHE;
1 Value: ATTRï3üTEUTEVALüE;
1 P r i o r i t y : 2;
1 Flags r P ATTR-FLAGS;

The ATTRIBUTEUTEVALUE
specification above is not intended to be an inclusive set of
type possibilities: The implementation would be expected to extend the types as
necessary.
MaiceAttribute is a convenient fùnction to create a new attribute.

1

M a k e A t t r i b u t e : ATTRIBUTE-NAME

1
1
1
1
1

MakeAttribute =
( lambda n :ATTRIBUTEENAME ; v :ATTRIBUTE-VALUE ; p :Z ; f :P ATTR-E'LAGS
(mu a:ATTRï3UTE 1 a.Name=n / \
a.value=v / \
a.Priority=p / \

!

1

& ATTRIBUTE-VALUE

-->

&

Z

&

P ATTR-EZAGS

ATTRIBUTE

@

a.Flags=f

Ontology fdters support the ability to overlay multiple ontologies within a single graph

(Requirement 18). Recall fiom ReqWrement 9 that type lattices (or ontologies) are
fomed by k a arcs between the graph's components. By tagging isa arcs with information

as to whether it applies to a particular ontology, one can examine any particular ontology
by merely ignoring al1 the isa arcs that are not applicable. This is done with ontology
filters.

To begin with, assume that each ontology has a unique identifier:
( ONTOLOGY-ID ]

An ontology filter is then just a set of ontology identifiers:

Thus, when one is examining a type lattice, one need only check to see if each of the
defining isa arc's ontology fdters contains the ontology identifier of the ontology (or
ontologies) of interest. Note that there is no reason to focus on any particular ontology
identifier, but rather a set of ontology identifier may be compared against a filter.
The above description is a bit over-simplified. Quite often, one wants to check a
component's ancestry over any ontology, so one uses the set of ail ontologies (the
universal ontology) as the ontology of interest,

This is simple enough, but it is possible that, even when using the universai ontology,
there may be a chah of isa arcs that cannot be followed. For example, in the following
diagram,

the isa arcs are labeled with the set of ontology identifiers, and X and Y are distinct
ontology identifiers. Naively, one rnight assume chat CcA (C is a subtype of A), but this
is not so. Since X and Y are distinct, C is not related to A at ail. Even when one starts
out from C with the universal ontology as the ontology set, the ontology set should be
restricted by the frlter on the C+B isa arc,
ontology nfilter(C+B) = UniversalO.ntology n {Y}= {Y}
which causes the B+A isa arc to be ignored:

(Y}n filter(B-iA) = {Y}n {X}= 0
The foiiowing relation captures this concept:

%% inrel accepts

1 -

accepts - : OFilter <-> O F i l t e r
[--------------A-------1 f o r a 1 1 £, f2 ; O f i l t e r @
I
(f accepts £21 <=w ((f && ~ 2 )/ = O )

Both the set of interest ontologies and the filter are considered ontology fdters.

5.4 Basic Cumponenfs: Nodes and Arcs
COMPONENTO is the cornmon part of both the graph nodes and the arcs among the
nodes. Ail components have:

a level (to be described later, Requirement 23),

a set of ATiTRlBUTEs (Requirement 19), and
a set of VALIDATORS (Rquirement 15).

COMPONENT is a specialization of COMPONENTû that is meant to be the supertype of
nodes, arcs, isa-arcs, and contexts (Requirement 4), but one needs to first define arcs,
isa-arcs and contexts (since they al1 refer to COMPONENTs). Therefore COMPONENT
is pre-declareci here.

CONTENTS is the contents of a node, which wiil be left up to the application and so is
just defined generically. But CONTEXT will be a sub-type of node, and its contents will

be a set of other cornponents; so this is explicitly mentioned as a possible CONTENTS
type-

NODEO is the node-specific extension to COMPONENTO. It has some unspecified
contents.

Arcs take a little more work to ~ c i @
than nodes. Arcs are very general in this
specification: they have an arbitrary arity (they need not be binary, Requirement S), are
ordered (Requirement 6), and they may terminate at an arbitrary component (either
nodes or other arcs, Reguirement 7). The tetminals of an arc have direction besides a
reference to the anchor component. AU arcs must have at Ieast one terminal
(Requirement 5).
DIRECTION ::=

FROK

1

TO ] BIDIRECT

1

NONE

ARC0 is the extension of COMPONENTO for arcs.

5.5 Isa
Isa arcs are a subtype of arc with an ontology filter (Requirement 18) and a restriction
that they be binary (Requirement 8).

5.6 Component
Finaiiy, the parts can be brought together to define a component. The basic components
of a graph are nodes, arcs, and isa arcs. A COMPONENT is the base, COMPONENTO

(name, level, and attributes) together with the NODEO,ARCO, or ISAO extension.

NODE-COMPONENT,

ARC-COMPONENT,

ISA-COMPONENT,

and

CONTEXTXTCOMPONENT
are simply conveniences to refer to arcs, nodes, isa arcs, and
contexts. Contexts are just nodes that contain other graph components (Requirement 10

and Requirement 11).
NODE-COMPONENT =^= [COMPONENT [ Role in ran nodel
ARC-COMPONENT =*= [COMPONENT

1

Role in ran arc]

ISA-COMPONENT =^= (COMPONENT

1

Role in ran isa-arc]

CONTEXT-COMPONENT =^= [COEGONENT 1 Role in ran node I\
(node-Role).Contents in ran membersl

NULLCOMPONENT is a specid value used to represent "dangling"arcs (Requirernent
17).

5.7 Some Convenient Functions
MakeTerminai is a convenience function to create a terminai:
[ MakeTerminal: COMPONENT

I_--------_-----

h

DIRCCTION --> TERMNAL

/ MakeTerminal = (lambda c:COMPONENT; d:DIRECTTON

1

(mu t :TERMIMLT,

1

@

t .Anchor=c / \ t ,Direction=d})

The functions Terminal and TerminalDir are conveniences to extract individual terminais

and direction of individuai terminais from arcs.
GetTerminal: ARCCCOMPONENT & N +-> COMPONENT;
GetTerminalDir: ARC-COMPONENT & N +-> DIRECTION;

--------------

fora11 a:ÀRCCCOMPONENT; n:N 1 n <= a (arc-(a.Role)) .Terminal~@
GetTerminal(a,n) = (((arc-(a.Role)).Terfninals)(n)).Anchor / \
GetTerminalDir(a,ni = [ i (arc-(aAole) ) .Texminals) (n)) -Direction;

The GetFilter function is a convenience to extract the fdter from an ISA-COMPONENT .
[ GetF'ilter:

ISA-COMPONENT --> OFilter;

[---------me---

[ forall a: ISA-COMPONENT @
[
GetFilter (a) = ( k a - a x c - (a.Rolei i .Filter;

The incontext relation is a convenience to determine whether or not a particular
component is a member of a context.
%% inrel incontext

[

- incontext -

:

COWONENT c-> CO--COMPONENT

i-------------1 forall c :COMPONENT; x: CONTMT,COMPONENT
[

B

c incontext x c = > c in rnembers- ( (node-(x.Rolei ) .Contents)

5.8 A Basic Graph
So far,the discussion has centered around the parts of a simple graph; however, the intent

is to describe typed graphs. Nodes and arcs al1 have one or more supertypes In this
specification, types are just other components of the graph (Requirement 2 and

Requirement 3). A type or object is a subtype or instance, respectively, of another by
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virtue of king comected to it by a special arc type called BA-COMPONENT

(Requirement9).

The parts of a graph (nodes, arcs, isa arcs, and contexts) are themeives type objects in
this theory. A node is c d e d "Node", etc.
1

Node,Arc, I s A , Context ,T : NAME

The four components (plus the defining isa subtypes between them) all reside uniquely in
the highest type level (level 1). A graph always contains the basic components: node, arc,

context, and isa.
Within a graph, one can describe the traditional subtyping relations. Here the relation
parentof refers to only immediate parents, while the relation ancestorof is the normal

proper supertypdsubtype relation. Isa is as expected: just the same as ancestorof except
that identity is included Note that the direction of the isa relation is the reverse of the
other two!
%%

inrel parentof

%% *el
%%

ancestorof

Znrel isa

There are several constraints on a GRAPHO:
Node, Arc, Ira, and Context are the only level 1 objects.

There are no cycles in the isa relation.

Everything is uniquely either a node or an arc (which means nothing has an isa arc
chah to more than one of the two basic types; nodes and arcs are mutually exclusive,

Requirement 4).
Contexts can only contain components that are part of the graph (Requüement 11).

In order to more conveniently tallc about isa chains, it is necessq to define a parh. A
PATH is a sequence of COMPONENT pairs (together w i h the relevant filters) that leads

from any COMPONENT to an ancestorPATR == seq

(

(COMPONENT & OFilteri

&

COMPONENTI

PATH is used in the definition of the function, paths_btwn, which wilI be used to
examine ancestry relationships between components.
Finally, the definition of GRAPHO follows. Note that this definition is incomplete
because it does not include anything about constraints (which are cailed for by

Requirement 15). This is because the definition of constraints (next section) requires the
definition of a graph. The definition of a graph can be extended from GRAPHO after
constraints are defined in terms of GRAPHO.

1
I
[

LevellObjects: P COMPONENT;

- parentof

-

:

COKPONENT

&

OFiïter <-> COMPONENT;

1 ,ancestorof - : COMPONENT & OFiltar c-> COMPONENT;
1 - isa - : COMPONENT & OFilter <-> COMPONENT;

I

i

% these next 3 awkwardly shadow the above due to syntax constraints

1

isaO : COMPONENT & OFilter <-,

1 parentof0 : COHPONENT & OFilter c-> COMPONENT:
1 ancesrorof0 : COMPONENT & OFilter c-> COMPONENT;
COKPONENT;

I

i

paths-btwn : COMPONENT & COMPONENT
[ get: N1 >+> Contents;
1 getID: Contents --> NI;

&

OFilter --> P PATH;

{TOP, NODE, ARC, ISA, CONTEXT] = ~evell~bjects;
<=>
fora11 c,p:Contents; o:OFilter @ (p->O)->c in parentof0
(p->O) parentof
c;
forall c,p :Contents ; O :OFilter 4 (p->O)->c
ancestorofO
(p->O) ancestorof c:
foral1 c ,p :Contents ; O :OFilter @ (c->O ) ->p in isaO
c=>
(c->O) isa
p;
LevellObjects subseteq Contents;

1
1
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
1
1
I
1

1
I
1
1
1

%
%
%

- parentof -

: a little complicated because we need a special case
for ISA-COMPONENTs to preveat endless recursion of k a ' s

(fora11 p,c:Conte.ts; 0:OFilter 1 p / = ISA 4
(p->O) pareutof c c=>
(exists a : I s A - c o m o m 1
a in Contents / \ GetFilter(a) accepts O B
GetTerminal(a.2) = p / \ GetTemhal(a, 1) = c) l

/\

(forall p,c:Contents; o:OFilter 1 p = ISA @
(p->O) parentof c <=> (c.Role in ran isa-arc / \ p /= c / \
not (exists a:ISA-CûMFONENT ]
a in Contents / \ GetFilter(a1 accepts O B
GetTenuinal(a,S) = p / \ GetTermixlal(a.1) = c)));

: enumerates al1 the paths batween a child and an ancestor
fora11 c,prContents; o:OFilter
paw-btwn(c.p.o) = (s:PATH 1
first(first(s(1)) ) = c / \
(forall i:1-.Cs B
s(i) in ( - pareritof ,) / \
second(s[i)) = (if i=#s then p else first(first(s(i+li)))/ \
second(first(s(i)i ) = (if i=l then O else
Intersection k 0 F i l t e r [ (exists j :1 - .i-1 @
x = second(first(s(jll))}l)};

% paths-btwn()

%
%

- : recursively accents the g a r e n t o f - relation while
accumulating a more restrictive filter

- ancestorof

%

forall c,p:Contents; o:OFilter P
(p->O) ancestorof c c=> paths-btwn(c,p,o) / = O ;
%
%
%

-

isa

-

:

simply the disjunct of the -ancestorof- and
identity relationships

fora11 p,c:Contents; ozOFilter B (c->ol isa p c=>
( I p = cl \ / ( ip->O) ancestorof cl 1 ;

1
1
1

% details of the level 1 components
TOP-Name = T;
TOP .Level = 1;

1

NODE .Name = Node;
NODE-Level = 1:
NODE-Role in ran node;

1

1
1
I

ARC .Name = Arc;
ARC-Level = 1;
#(arc-(ARC-Role)) .Termirials = O;
ISA-Name = ISA;
Is~.Levei = 1;
GetTerminaï(ISA.1) = TOP;
GetTerminai (ISA,2) = TOP;

i

1
1

CONTEXT .Name = Context;
CONTEXT .Level = 1;
members- ( (node-(CONTEXT.Role)) .Contents) =

{1;

%CONTEXT has no members

I

i

1
1

% the type hierarchy for the l w e l 1 components
TOP->Universalûntology parentof NODE;
TOP->Universalûntology parentof AELC;

1

NoSelfReference: VALIDATOR

1

,--------------

forall apply, owner: ARCCCOMPONENT; g: GRAPHO; o:Ofilter
apply in g.Contents / \ owner in g-Contents @
NoSelfReference(apply,owner,gro) =
if (forall t:second(l (arc-(apply.Role1)-Tesrninals 1 )
apply /= t.Anchor)
then PASS
else FAIL

1
O

The following VALIDATOR template restricts the arity of an arc. It is actually a function
that takes a positive integer argument and r e m s a VALIDATOR that restncts the arity

to be equal to the value of the argument. This c m be easily implemented as a C++

function object (with state - the argument). Simüar functions could easily be defined for
g r e a t e r - t h , l e s s - t h , etc. ImpIementations should contain these in a validator iibrary.
ArityEquals: NI
---------------

-->

VALIDATOR

forall n: NI @
ArityEquals (n) = (mu v:VALIDATOR 1
fora11 apply, owner: ARC-COMPONENT; g: GRAPHO; o:OFilter
apply in g-Contents / owner in g-Contents O
~ ( a p p l yowner,g,
,
O) =
if ( # ( (arc-(apply-Role)1 .Terminais) = n)

1

then PASS
else FAIL)

The Directed VALIDATOR specifies a binary from-to arc. This wiil be used to restrict
the isa arc (Requirement 8).
Directed: VALIDATOR
-------------forall apply, owner: ARC-COMPONENT; g: GRAPHO; ozofilter
apply in g.Contents / \ owner in g .Contents Q
Directed(apply,owner,g,O 1 =
if (ArityEquals(2)(apply,owner,g,o)=PASS / \
GetTerminalDir (apply,11 = FROM / \
GetTerminalDir [apply,2 1 = TOI
then P U S
else FAIL

1

The Upward VALIDATOR is a specialization of the Directed VALIDATOR that must be
from an object at a level lower or equal to the level of the to side. Also, the level of the

k
z arc itself must be the same as that of thefrom side.

Upward: VACIDATOR

--------------

fora11 apply, owner: ARC-COHPONENT; g: GRAPHO; ozofilter 1
apply in g-Contents / \ owner in g.Contents @
Upward(apply.owner,g,o) =
if (Directed(apply,owner,g,O =PASS
/\
(GetTerminal(apply,1)) .Level >= (GetTerminal[apply,2
apply - L w e l <= (GetTerminal(apply,1)) -Level)
then PASS
else F A U

)

.Level / \

An arc cannot refer to anything outside the graph it is contained in. This validator is
related to the NoDanglingTerminais validator but diows dangling terminais and explicity
checks for graph merubership. (NoDanglingTerminals does not.)

1

ConfinedToGraph: VALIDATOR

i

fora11 apply, owner: ARC-COMPONENT; g: GRAPHO ; O :ofilter 1
apply in g. Contents / \ owner in g.Contents @
ConfinedToGraph (apply,owner,g,O) =
if (fora11 i:N 1 ic=# (arc-(apply-Role) -T-ls
@
GetTerminal (apply,i in (g.Contents [ 1 (NUUCOMPONENT) 1
then P U S
else FAIL

1
1
1
1
1
1

A component cannot override a CONSTANT attribute (Requirement 22).
NoConstAttrOverrides : VXLIDATOR
-------A------

forall apply, owner: COMPONENT; g: GRAPHO; o:OFilter 1
apply in g-Contents / \ owner in g-Contents @
NoConst~ttrûverrides(apply,ownes,g,O ) =
if {.€oral1 a:apply.Attributes @
not (exists c2 :g.Contents 1 (c2->O) ->apply in g.ancestorof0 @
forall a2 :c2.Attributes [ a2 .Name = a.Name @ CONSTANT in a2 .Flags))
then PASS
else FAIL

Arcs must confom to their parents' arcs; that is, the child's arity must be greater than or
equal to the arity of the parent, and ail terminating objects in the child must be sub-types
(or equal) of the comesponding (and non-missing) types of the parent's terrninating
objects. This restriction is a corollary of Requirement 14.

ArcConformance : VALIDATOR

--------------

foral1 apply, owner: ARC-CO~ONENT; g: GRAPHO; o:OFilter [
apply in g-Contents / \ owner in g-Contents @
ArcConformance (apply,owner,g, O =
if (forall c2 :ARCCCOEIWNENT 1 c2 in g-Contents / \
(c2->o)->apply in g-ancestorof0 @
% subtypes must have equal or more terminals
#(arc- (c2.Role)1 .Terminais <= Biarc- (apply.Role)) .Tenninals / \
% subtypes must type-conform at each terminal
(fora11 i:Z 1 i<=#(arc-(c2.Role)) .Tezmbals 63
(GetTerminal(apply,i)->O)- > G e t T d a l (c2,il in g. isa0))
t h e - PASS

else FAIL

Contexts are strictly nested and no component may be a member of more than one
context (Requirement 12). Note that the previous smtement is a bit redundant: since

contexts are themeives components, it is sufficient to Say no component may be a
member of more than one context. This rule will be added to the definition of a

NestedContexts: VALIDATOR
[-------------1 forall apply. owner: CONTEXTNTEXTCOMPONENT;
g: GRAPEO; O :Ofilter 1
apply in g-Contents / \ owner in g-Contents @
[
[
NestedContexts (apply,O-,
g,O ) =
1
if (fora11 c:g.Contents @
1
% no component is a member of more than one context
1
c in members- [ (node-(apply.Role)) .Contents) =>
1
( forall c2 XONTEXT-COMPONENT [ c2 in g-Contents / \ c2 / = apply @
not (c in members- ( (node-(c2.Roiel .Contents)1 1 1
1
1
then PASS
I
else FAIL

Al1 k a arcs must have a fiiter that is a subset of each of its supertype isa arcs. The
resmction is necessary to support Requirement 18, overlayed type lattices.

1

IsaSubtypesElaveSmallerFilters : VALIDATOR
[-------------[ forall apply, owner: ISA-COIQONENT; g: GRAPHO; orOFilter [
1 apply in g-Contents / \ owner in g-Contents B
1
IsaSubtypesHaveSmallerFi1ters(apply,orner.g,O ) =
1
if ( foral1 p :ISA-COMPONENT 1
1
p in g .Contents / \ (p->UniversalOntology)->apply in g .ancestorof0 @
1
GetFilter (apply) çubseteq GetFilter (pl1
1
then PASS
I
else FAIL

An arc with the NoDanglingTerminals contraint must have al1 its terminals linked to a

valid object in the graph (none can be uninstantiated or "danghg"). Natureally, this

constraint appiïes to ail isa arcs. Note that this is related to the ConfinedToGraph
validator: ConFrnedToGraph allows dangiing terrninals whiIe this constraint does not.
Also, NoDanglingTerminals does not expiicitiy check for membership in the graph.
N o D a n g l i n g T e n i n a l s : VAt IDATOR
--------------

foralf apply, owner: ARC-COMPONENT;
g: GRAPHD;
o:Ofilter 1
apply in g-Contents / \ owner i n g-Contents @
N~DéLnglingTermuials(apply,owner g, O ) =
if (fora11 i:N [ i<=#(arc-(apply.Role)).Terminals B
G e t T e r m i n a l (apply, i) i n g.Contentsi
then PASS
else F A U

.

The following validator is not required by the specification, but it serves as an example of
how to restrict graphs in ways that are commonly required by various graphitai

NoArcBtwnArcs disdlows arcs between arcs (except ARC itseIf and ail ISA arcs). This
validator c m be used at the ARC level to force first order graphs.
N o A r c B t W c s ; VALIDATOR

--------------

f o r a l l apply, owner: FRCCCOMPONENT; g: GRAPHO: o:OFilter [
apply in g.Contents / \ o w n e r in g-Contents @
NoArcBtwnArcs (apply,owner,g, 01 =
if ( ( (apply->O)-rg.ARC in g-isa0 / \ apply / = q.ARC / \
not ( (apply->O)- > g * ISA i n g. isa0 i => (fora11 t :TERMINAL
t i n ran ( a r c - ( a p p l y - R o l e ) ) .Terminais @
[t.Anchor->O)->g.NODE in g-isa0))
then PASS
e l s e FAIL

1

Now that vdidators have been specified and several instances of validators have been
defined, a TYPED-GRAPH c m be described. A typed graph has severai constraints over

The reason for CONSTANT flag on attributes can now be realized: a locked
attribute/value pair is simply one that cannot be overridden (Requirement 22).

No arc or isa arc may have a tenninal pointing at itself.
No arc or isa arc may point outside the graph.
Ali arcs' and isa arcs' terminai objects types must conform to its parent's corresponding
terminal: each tenninal type must be a subtype of its parent's corresponding terminal

type (Requirement 14).

Al1 isa arcs must point upward (this implies they are also binary and directed); that is,
level of the object at the from temiinai must be less than or equd to the level of the

object at the to terminal.
Ali of the above rules are appiied as constraints (VAUDATORS) on the four basic

components in the graph. Furthemore, al1 these validators must be satified for every
subtype of the four basic components; and since everythhg is a subtype of one or two of
these, the entire graph is appropriately constrained-

I
1
1

1

% an isa arc is binary upward-directed arc [recall that ISA isa ARC, and
% 'inherits' its constraints)
{Upward, NoDanglingTexminals) subseteq I S A , C o n s t r a i n t s ;

I
% context restrictions

{Nestedcontexts1
subseteq CONTEXT .C o n s t r a i n t s ;
% a l 1 components satisfy their constraints
exists g:GIVLeEIO 1 g-Contents = Contents @
forall c,p:g-Contents [ (c-~UnivessalOntology)isa p O
( forall s :patb-btwn (c,p, OniversalOntology) @
fora11 V~VALIDATOR 1 v in p.~onstraints@
v(c,p,g,second(first(s(#s)1 ) 1 = PASSI

I\

(forall vrVALIDATOR f v in c. Constraints @
v (c,c,g,Universalûntology} = PASS)

The following is a consistency corollary of the above TYPEI-GRAPH schema and can
easily be proved from it- Every component is the same top-Ievel type as aii of its
supertypes.
fora11 g:TYPED-GEtAPH B fora11 cl, c2 :g.Contents 1
(cl->UniversalOntology)->c2 in g.isa0 B
(cl->UniversalOntology)->g.NODE in g.isa0 <=:,
(c2->UniversalOntology)-7g.NODE in g.isa0 / \
(cl->UniversalOntology)->g.ARC in g.isa0 <=7
(c2->UniversalOntology)-7g .ARC in g .isa0

5.11 The Operators
This section lists operators on graphs.

5.1 1.1 Attribute Operators
The folIowing functions determine the value of a particular attribute given a

TYPW-GRAPH, a component, and an attribute name. The first function, getAttr
searches for an attribute - looking fust in the actuai component, then attempts to select
the highest priority attribute that is not hidden by an intervening attribute. Note that

locked attributes are already taken care of in the TYPED-GRAPH schema. Note aiso that

this function is not necessarily detenninistic: this problem will have to be addressed in the
future.

1 getAttr: TYPED-GRAPH
I--------------

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

&

COMPONENT

& ATTRI3üTE-

-->

GETATTLRESiiLT

forall g:TYPED-GRAPH; c:COMPONENT; a:ATTRIBUTE-MLEZE 1 c in g.Contents @
getAttr(g,c,a) =
if a in ( a l : A T T R I B U T E U T E1 ~ exists at:c.Attributes @ al = at.Name)
% c actually has the attribute
then (mu x:c.Attributes
(a = x-Name))
else if (x:GETATTFt-RESDLT ]
fora11 c2 :g.Contents [
(c2-zUniversalOntology)->c in g-parentof0 @
x=getAttr (g,c2,a)1 = [ 1
% attribute not found
then NUUr
% attribute found Ln one of the ancestors:
else (mu x:ATTRïBüTE 1 fora11 c2rg.Contents [
(c2->Universalûntology)->c in g .parentof0 / \
(exists y:ATTRIBüTE @ y=Attr- (getAttr(g,c2,a)1 ) @
exists y:ATl!RiBUTE 1 y=Attr-(getAttr ( 9 . ~ ,a)
2 1 @
fora11 c3 :g .Contents 1
(c3-~UniversalOntology)
->c in g .parentofO / \
(exists z:ATTRIBUTE @ z=Attr- (getAttrCg,c3,a) 1 / \
(not ( (c3-~UniversalOntologyl
-zc2 in g.ancestorof 0)1 / \
(not ( (c2-sUniversalûntology)->c3 in g-ancestorof0)1 @
exists z:ATTRIBüTE 1 z=Attr-(getAttr(g, c3 ,a)) @
y.Priorityc=z.Priority / \ x=yl

The getValue function is simiIar to the above function, but simply retums a value if one
cari be found.

1

getVaiue

1

forall g:TYPED-GRWK; c:COMPONENT; a:ATTRIBUTE-NAME 1 c in g.Contents @
getVaïue(g,c,a) = if getAttr(g,c,a)=NCJLLr
then NoUv
else (Attr-(getArtr(g,c,a)) 1 -Value

I-------1
1
1

: TYPED-GRAPH

&

CûMPONENT

&

ATTRIBUTE-NAME --> GETVALüE-REÇULT

setAttr takes a component and an attribute and merely adds the attribute to the
component's set of attributes, reptacing any attributes whose name rnight have matched.

---seattr---------------------------------------------------------------[ D e l t a TfPED-GRAPK;
[ c ? : COMPONENT;
1 attr?: ATTRIBüTE

i

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

c? i n contents;
Contents' = [Contents \ (c?)1 1 1 { (mu c2:Contents
c2.Name = c?.Name
/\
c2.Level = c?.Level
/\
c2.Role = c?.Role
/\
c2 .Attributes = ic? .Attributes \
Ca:c?.Attributes ( a.Name = a t t r ? .Name) 1
Cattrîf 1 3

1

11

5.1 1-2 Graph Modifving Operators
Its a simple procedure to add a node to a graph:

Note that, due to the invariants on the graph, the node cannot have any non-ISA arcs in
the graph that refer to it immediately after its insertion. Note also that, by virtue of the
definition of NODE-COMPONENT,the new node is a subtype of NODE (and therefore
there exists an chah of ISA links irom the new node to NODE.

It is just as simple to add a new arc:

.--ad&c----------------------------------------------------------------Delta TYPED-GRAPH;
arc?: AEC-COKPONENT;
type? : ARC-COMPONENT ;
O?:

OFilter;

--------------TYPEDGRApH ' ;

type? in Contents;
not((arc?->UniversalOntology) isa ISA);
not (arc? in LevellObjects);
Contents ' = Contents 1 1 {arc?, (mu a: ISA-COMPONENT f
GetTerminal(a,l)=arc? / \
GetTer~ninal(a,2)=type?/ \
GetFilter (a)=O? 1 ) ;

But note that there is more going on here than meets the eye. Because of the constraints

on a typed graph, the arc must refer o d y to nodes that are already members of the graph
contents.
It must also be possible to change the type of node or arc. However, since this system
uses multiple inheritance, "changing"the type makes little sense. Instead, one can set an
object to be some type (by adding an isa-arc). Removing a type from a component's set

of parent types is just a matter of deleting a particular isa arc and cm be accomplished by

using remove, as shown below.
.--setCompon~tType------------------------------------------------------Delta TYPED-GRAPH;

c?: COMPONENT;
newType? : COMPONENT

--------------TYPED-GRWH ' ;

(c?->UniversalOntology) isa NODE / \
(newType?->UniversalOntology) i s a NODE) \ /
( (c?->UniversalOntology) isa ARC
/\
(neme?->UniversalOntology) isa ARC 1 ;
c? in (Contents \ LevellObjects);
newType? in Contents;
Contents ' = Contents 1 1
{ (mu a: ISA-COMPONENT 1 ~etTermina1
(a,Il =c? / \
GetTerminal (a,2 1 = n e m e ?1 1 ;
(

Removing any component from a graph entails removing al1 references to it from arcs
(including isa arcs) and contexts. One problem is that if the removed node was a
supertype of some existing component, then the subtype component will be left with a
dangling isa c h a h This is prevented by disdowing it în precondition.

[ TYPED-GRAPH ' ;

1 c? in (Contents \ LevellObjects);
1 not (exists c2:Contents B (CS->UniversalOntology) isa c?) ;
1 % the target is removed
1 Contents' = Contents \ [c?) ;
1 % either arcs are dangling or removed
1 fora11 a,oa:ARCCCOMPONENT 1
1
oa in Contents / \ a in Contents' / \ a.Name=oa-Name @
foral1 i:N 4 GetTermuial (oa,i ) =c? => G e tTerminal (a,i 1 =NULLCOMPONENT ;
1
1 % the removed component is deleted from any enclosing context
1 forail cxt ,ocxt :CONTEXfT-COMPONENT 1
1
1

c? incontext ocxt / \ ocxt.Name=cxt.Name

[o

not (c? incontext cxt);

5.12 First-order Typed Graphs
It is not particularly common in visual graph languages to allow arcs between arcs, and
this resîriction may easily be applied to this typed graph theory. Such a graph is called a

FIRST-ORDER-TYPEDGRAPH,

and is just

a constraint on an ordinary

TYPED-GRAPH: al1 arc tenninals must refer to nodes only. Note that this does not
constrain the type system, as isa arcs can refer to nodes or links (or other isas).

FIRST,ORDERERTYPEDEDGRAPH="=

[TYPED-GRAPH

1

(NoArcBtwnArcs) subset ARC. Constraints
1

This schema demonstrates just how simple it can be to constrain a graph to a particular
syntax.

This chapter has described the specification of the Constraint Graphs system. The
Constraint Graphs system consists of a TypedGraph which acts as container of graph
COMPONENTs.

A Typed Graph also has the responsibility to maintain various

invariants among its components. Every graph component has a narne, a Ievel, a set of
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attributes and a set of constraints. There are four types of components: nodes, contexts,
arcs, and isa arcs. Attributes are named values where the type of the vaiue is left open;
however, while the vaiue of an attribute can be ovenidden when it is inherited, its type
cannot be changed.
The specification given in this chapter is a clear and unambiguous description of the
theory and the framework and supports Objective 1 and Objective 2. This is an
important result of the specification, but equaliy important, the specification was used
during the development of the theory to work with the various possible variants before
committing to an implementation. The cost of backtracking to design during the
irnplementation stage is often prohibitively expensive (so it not always done when it
shouId be, compromising the software design). Working with the specification, and
ironing out as many problems as possible in the specification minimizes the commitment
to a particular design, encourages backtracking to design, and therefore can lead the a
better final design.

During development, several inconsistencies and possible

generalizations were detected at the specification stage; the minimai commitment at this
stage made it easy to backtrack to the preliminary design to correct the errors. For
example, early versions of the theory had a rnuch less clean fundamental type lattice (isa
was not originally a subtype of an ordinary arc), but the specification made the

sirnilarities and the (now-obvious) subtype relationship clear, and this observation was
propagated back into an improved theory. Many iterations of the specification lead to a
much stronger theory and final design of the framework. The specification will continue
to be used as pre-implementation testing ground for framework design and theory
changes.
The drawback of the specification is the time and effort it takes to produce a
specification. The process of creating a specification can involve nearly the effort it takes
to produce a prototype-level implementation.

This is particularly tme when the

specification language is not a perfect match for the domain (as happened with the Z
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language and the convoluted way ui which one has to specify inheritance reiationships -

see the introduction to this chapter). However, for a research area in which the direction
is not clear, the cIarity and unambiguous nature of the specification seems well worth the

effort (as it was in this case).This chapter does not describe the interface or any kind of
user interaction. That is a separate Iayer, and is discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter 6
Design and Implementation

The previous chapter presented a formal specification of the theory behind the Consr.ra.int
Graphs system. This chapter describes the design and implementation of one particular
program that fulfiis that specification. This chapter also extends the description to
include a user interface, which is a separate Iayer within the systern as per Requirement

1 (see Figure 16 in Section 6.1). Due to space limitations and its subservient focus, the
user interface design is only superficially described in Section 6.2 (and is not fomally
specified at dl); but an earlier version of the user interface is documented elsewhere
(Kremer 1993). The actual C++ implementation from the specification in chapter 5 is
described in Section 6.3. The implementation is a collection of related C++ classes, each
corresponding to a component of the specification. W l e the description of the class
libraries gives the reader a very good idea of the software design and structure, it does not
shed much light on how the tool is used in a practical sense. Section 6.4 describes how
the software can be used to implement a visual language using a type lanice, arc
termination constraints, and ad-hoc constraints, as well as how to use the ontoIogica1
levels to improve the user interface. Finally, Section 6.5 is a catch-all which describes
some of the interesting technical details in the implementation.

6.1 Independence of User Interface and Consfraint Graph
In the overall structure of the design, there is an abstract Constraint Graph (described in
chapter 5) which implements al1 of the requirements of Section 4.3. Wide this abstract
graph presents a very specific software interface, it implements no user interface at alI.

-

state information
4

*

siate changing
commands

Interface
(view)

Abstrétct Constraint
Graph (document)

1

Figure

abstract

interfaces

information

and state-changes rommands.

There is a separate and independent user interface (see Figure 16) which is soleIy

responsibIe for
1. drawing a version of the abstract graph on the screen,

2. collecting input from the user,
3. translating the input into operations on the abstract graph, and

4. updating the on-screen version of the graph to reflect any state changes resulting from

graph operations.
The design closely tracks the Model-View-Conrroiler pattern described in (Buschmann et
al. 1996) and used in the Smaütalk class library; however, the View and Controller are

bunded into a single role (often caiied the Document-View variant), which is not
uncornmon (Gammaet al. 1995). This pattern has several advantages, for exampIe:

Many different interface packages may be layered on top of the abstract constraint
graph.
Severai different sub-views (or "iïiters") of the abstract constraint graph may be
implemented on a single abstract graph (see Figure 17).
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The constraint graph is responsible for aii information about relationships between
components (the coUective name for nodes and arcs), incIuding the type lattices. It is d s o

responsible for maintaining arbitrary information about ail components in the form of
attributelvalue pairs associated with each component. Attributelvalue pairs are inherited
though the type lattice. The constraint graph is nor responsible for maintainhg physicai
information about components such as physical size and location; it is only responsible
for relationships. However, a view may store some physical information (color, for
example) in the consmint graph's components' attribute/vaiue pairs list if this information
is intended to be global between views and is intended to be inherited by subtypes. Size
and location are attributes that should be neither global between views nor inherïted by

subtypes: The sarne component in more than one view may not necessarily occupy the
same coordinates. Furthemore, inheritance of location may lead to the absurd situation
where every object occupies the same default location, since every component is a
subtype of T (top).
Views, or interfaces, are responsible for physical information such as location and size of
node. As already mentioned, views may store some physical information in the constraint

Figure 17: A single abstract graph with mdtiple sub-views in the interface.
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graph's components' attnbute/vaIue pairs, provided the information is intended to be
view-global and inherited through the type lattices.

The independence of the abstract constraint graph and interface is reflected in the storage
format as described in Section 6.5.1.

6.2 The C M q CZass Libnuy
The previous section described the independence of the graphical user interface and the
abstract constraint graph. This section fiils in details of the stnicture of the independent
interface layer and how this independence in achievedAn independent graphicd class library was built to support drawing concept maps on the

screen. The class library is called CMap (for Concept Map), and was tested by building a
simple stand-alone concept map drawing program c d e d KSIMapper. KSlMapper is only
usehl as a drawing tool and does not support constraints of any kind. It does no more
than provide a basic windowing and interface event environment in which the CMap
class library objects can operate.
A slightly simplified version of the CMap class iibrary is show in Figure 18. Graphical

objects are divided into visual graphics and behavioural graphics.

All behavioural

graphics implement interface behaviours and are never directly drawn to the screen (they

are controllers in the model-view-controller pattern). Behaviourai graphics all delegate

drawing to an object which is a subtype of visual graphic (the directed arc tabeled "refersto" in Figure 18). Since all programmatic references are always to behavioural graphics,
this scheme allows graphical objects to alter the specific drawing class without destroying
the integrity of any enclosing structure. For example, a Node may use an EllipseShape or

the RectangleShape (both subclasses of Shape) as its visuai delegate, but a user cm easily

swap between the two because no object (other than the Node) refers directly to the
delegate.

Hehavioural
Graphic

Relationable
Ielationable
Graphic

SRGraphic

Shape

4

Figure 18: A simplified version of the CMap class iibrary. Abstract classes are
pictureà with grayed boràers; concrete classes are pictured with solid black

The horizontal directed arc labeled "refers-to" in Figure 18 represents the actual delegate

pointer between behaviowal graphics objects and their delegate visual graphics.
However, specific concrete behavioural graphics demand references to specific subtypes
of VisaulGraphic. The uniabeled directed horizontd arcs in Figure 18 represent these
"virtual"references between specific behavioud graphics and specific visual graphics.

The

behavioural

graphics ail use the

more general delegate pointer in

BehaviouralGraphic, but always access the visual graphiiic through a local method which
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Figure 19: The observer pattern (Gamma et ai. 1995)
ensures the type safety of the reference. For example, Node never uses the delegate
pointer BehaviouralGraphic::Visuai, but instead uses its local method,
Shape* Node ::getShape ( )

which does the necessary run-time type checks and dynamic type caste to ensure the type
safety of any operations.
There are specific behavioural classes which map onto the base types in Constraint
Graphs: CMap's Nodes, ContextBoxes, and SMapIets (Figure 18) map ont0 Constraint
Graphs' Nodes, Contexts, and Arcs (Figure 11 on page 64). There is no need for a special
CMap class to mode1 Constraint Graphs' Isa arcs: plain SMaplets will do.
Every component of the CMap graph is an observer of the corresponding component in
the Constraint Graphs graph (Figure 20) according to the Observer pattern (Gamma et al.
1995) shown in Figure 19. Whenever a component in the Constraint Graph changes in

any way, it calls its NotifyO methoti, which sen& the UpdateO message to each of the
CMap components which are observing it.

In this way, the visual image of every

constra.int Graphs component is always easily and efficientiy updated to reflect state
changes, even if there are multiple views (CMap graphs) or multiple occurrences of the
image of a Constraint Graphs component on a single view.

observes

I

observes

~bstlactCon*
Graph

4terface
(display)

Figure 20: Interface elements are obsemers of corresponding components of the
abstract coiistraint graph. Although only observations of nodes are pictured here,
arcs a h observe the correspondingarcs in the constraint graph.

6.3 The Constraint Graphs Class Eierarchy
This section describes the class hierarchy used in the ConstraÎnt Graphs irnplementation
based on the specification in chapter 5. Figure 21 is a diagram of the class hierarchy.

The central part of Figure 21 is the sub-graph consisting of the isa tree rooted at the
ComponentO class:

Lcgend

. /

absîrad

.

dass

Figure 21:The class bierarchy for the ConstraintGraphs implementation

which is a close match with Figure 11 on page 64 (the base type lattice) and also very

closely tracks the Z schemata in Sections 5.4 through 5.6. Technicdly, there is no reason
why Arcû and NodeO have to exist: the two classes should normally be removed and their
functionality moved to ArcComponent and NodeComponent respectively. However, the
constraints of the Z specification language require their existence (see the introduction to
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chapter 5), and the design merely m k s the specification's stnicture in this case. Having
the class structure of the hplementation mode1 the structure of the specification also
heIps the hypermedia documentation (Section 6.5.4) in that one can hyperiink between
corresponding sûuctures in the specification and implementation-

6.3.1 CornponentO
ComponentO forms the base class for ArcComponent and NodeComponent and maps to
Component in the specification (Section 5.6). As such, CornponentO must have a name, a
level, a set of attributes, and a set of constraints (or vaiidators). Both name and level are
left out of Figure 21 to avoid clutter. The constraints are aiso conspicuously absent: the
implementation differs from the specification in that the implementation considers a
constraint to be just a particular type of attribute/value pair. In other words, instead of
having a specific constraint list, this implementation merely looks up the attribute
"constraints" to fmd the constraint list.
ComponentO's attributelvaiue pairs are implemented as

an STL set containing references to elements of the
Attribute class, which is merely an attribute label
(modeling attributes without values).

<ReM(Atàibutc>,

I

The Attribute

-tbibutyl
class is itself subclassed by a ternplate which extends
t

the base attribute to include values which are strictly-

typed, according to Requirement 21. Variably-typed attributes are very diff~cultto
express in 2,so this detail is giossed over in the specification.
An obvious alternative design is to implement attribute/value pairs as an STL map from a

class string to a vdue class; but this design does not easily address the problem of type
restriction on the value parts without breaking encapsulation.
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In addition, Figure 21 shows ComponentO as having two
relationships which do not appear in the specification.

First, ComponentO is a subtype of the subject class, which
makes it's objects "observable" by other observer-class
objects in the interface according to the observer pattern
described in Section 6.1. SecondIy, ComponentO has a member, "Id, which is a unique
identifier used to identify the object as a specific individual. In the Z specification, the
identity function is implicit- Implementations often use the memory address as identity;
but this implementation rnakes no such assumptions about address space because
objects may be copied and stiU main their identity (cornmon in STL contaiuers), and
objects may migrate among address spaces and among machines (see Section 8.3).
Thus, a unique identifier is required for every component. The identifiers are only unique
within a single Constraint Graph, and the TypedGraph class is responsible for generating
them.

C
I
6.3 -2 Nodes

The NodeComponent class iiself does not do a lot. It is

ComponentO

not much more than a placeholder in the type lattice for a

1 specialization
Component

1

of a CornponentO that is mutuaiiy

exclusive from an ArcComponent NodeComponent can
be subclassed to provide specialized behaviour. A case

in point is ContextComponent.

ContextComponent

is

a

subclass

of

NodeComponent which extends it by adding the
ability to contain sub-graphs (coIlections of
other components). This is done by specializing

an STL Iist of ID-types, which constitutes a list

I

of references to other components. The list is
restricted to contain only valid identifiers of components of the same graph which the
ContextComponent object is a part of, as per specification Section 5.8. In addition, the
list must not contain any unique identifiers that are contained in any other
ContextComponent objects, which forces the ContextComponents to be strictly nested as
per specification Section 5.10.

6.3.3 Arcs

' *Y

vedor

The ArcComponent class is another
ComponentO

subtype of ComponentO, and extends it
by adding an STL vector of Tenninals.
The Terminai

class

is simply an

association of a cornponent reference (a
unique identifier) and a direction as required by the specification in Section 5.4.
The IsaComponent class extends ArcComponent by

adding an ontology filter as per the specification in

Section 5.5 and Requirement 18. The ontology
filters are implemented as a long integer and are
treated as a bit vector. This treatment is detailed in
Section 6.3.4.
IsaCornponents are also restricted to be binary and directed (Section 5.5 and

Requirement 8).

6.3.4 Typed Graph
The TypedGraph class is the implementation

of the TypedGraph specification in Section
conte

5.10. In fact, it is the merge of both the

TypedGraph specification and the GraphO
specification in Section 5.8: Declaration
dependencies could not be accommodated in
the specification

as easily as in the actual implementation. The TypedGraph class is

prïmarily responsible to be a container for al1 the graph components. It does this using a

STL map member that maps between ID-type (unique component identifiers) and
indirect references to the correspondhg components.
Since the TypedGraph class is frequently used to look up components by their unique
identifien, the choice of data structure here is critical. An STL map is a good choice
because it is a fast version of a balanced binary tree - a red-black tree (Nelson 1995).
Binary tree lookups and insertions have 0(log2n) complexiv. This is worse than a
vector's constant complexity, but a vector is not appropriate because unique identifiers
(the logical index) cannot be re-docated after a component is deleted (since this may

confuse external references). A graph implemented with a vector may eventudy end up
with much more empty space than actual data At the other end of the spectrum is a list,
but its linear lookup complexity is not efficient enough for the fiequent lookups required.

An STL hash table rnight be a better choice than a map, but hash tables are not yet part of
the STL (Barreiro, Fraley & Musser 1995).

The TypedGraph ciass is dso responsible for rnaintaining the invariants given in the
specification in Sections 5.8 and 5.10. Also, as per Section 5.8, aU typed graphs always
contain the Constraint Graph base types (Node, Arc, Context, and Isa), as well as the isa
arcs that constitute their type lattice (Figure 11 on page 64).

The specification deals with the ontology
tags on isa arcs in a very abstract marner.
The implementation has no such luxury.
In

the

implementation,

IsaComponent's ontology tag set

the

is

implemented as a simpIe long integer
which is treated as a bit vector. This is definitely not appropriate for the user, for the user

wilI want ontology names to be strings instead of bit offsets. But string narnes are far too
inefficient - both in terms of time and space

- to

tag on each IsaComponent, The

compromise is to use bit vectors internally, but translate them transparently to strings for
the user. This is one of the responsibiiities of the TypedGraph class.

In order to do the translation, the TypedGraph class relies on the OntologyNames class
which keeps a table of ontology names. This table is implemented as a simple STL
vector of ontology names (as strings), where the index is the bit-offset of the
IsaComponentfsontology tag bit vector.

6.3-5 Attribute Access Function Templates
Figure 21 shows severd function templates: MaiceAttribute(), getAttributeValueO,
getVaIueIndirect0, and getVaiue(). These template functions specialize on the type of an
attribute value. Recall from Requirement 21 and the discussion in Section 6.3.1 that the

type of the value in an attributelvalue pair is arbitrary, but is stricdy fured when the
attribute/vdue pair is inhented. The ternplate functions provide type-safe access to these
indetenninate types at run-the:
MaiceAttribute() is responsible for creating and associating an Attribute-subtype object
with a component.
GetAttributeVaiueO is more primitive than getVaueO and getValueIndirect0 in that it
is passed a component and an attribute name and extracts a particular attribute vaiue
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from the component, provided its type matches the expected type (an output
argument).
GetValue() is passed a graph, a component ID, an attribute name, and an output type
argument. It uses GetAttributeVaIueO to return the value if it exists and if it exacdy
matches the output argument type.
GetValueIndirectO is sirnilar to GetVaIue, but uses indirection in its output argument
to allow the retm of any subtype of the output argument type.

The previous sections in this chapter described the structure and design of the Constraint
Graphs software. This section describes some of the pragmatic aspects of Constraint
Graphs: how to use it. The next chapter will detail use of the tool M e r by describing
how severai other graphical fonnalisms are implemented in Constraint Graphs. In the
interests of brevity, this section does not describe the details of the basic %aph drawing
interface; the interested reader is referred to the documentation on Constraint Graphs'
predecessors (Gaines 1991b; Kremer 1993).

6.4.1 Creating a Type Lattice
In order to impose a type Iattice on top of constra.int Graphs graph, it is only necessary to
draw isa arcs arnong the relevant components. For exarnple, the simple ontology of
Section 4.3.3.1 is easily created by drawing isa arcs between femab-person and person,
and between male-persan and person:

This world mode1 can be just as easily extended to inchde some individuals:

Multiple inheritance is also allowed: one can draw more than one isa arc from a
component. Furthemore, unlike some graph systems, arcs are first-class objects that may
be the tenninals of other arcs (this is illustraîed in the next section). For Constraint
Graphs, first-class arcs are a necessity: since isa arcs are subtypes of arcs, one could not
create a type lattice of arcs unless arcs could terminate on other arcs.
As already described (Reqnirement 19, Section 5.1 1.l), attributes are inherited through

the type lattice. One may edit arbitrary attributes via the attributes dialog box. For

example, in the above example one might want to visudly distinguish Sally and Joe as
individuals instead of types by giving them rectangular surrounds and coloring them
differently. An easy way of doing this to invent a new type called "individual", giving
this the required visual attributes, and then having Sally and Joe multiply inherit €rom

individual. The new component, individual, is created and assigned the appropriate
attributes using the attributes dialog box as in Figure 22.
Attributes are annotated with a priority to disambiguate conflicts. In this case, Sally and
Joe wilI inherit a shape value of "ellipse" from person, and a conflicting shape value of

Figure 22: The CoaSftaint Graphs attributes dialog box
"rectangle"fiom individual. One can resolve the conflict in favour of "rectangle"by
assigning the shape attribute of individual a prïonty value less than that of person.

Finaüy, isa arcs can be drawn h m Sally and Joe to individual:

1

Joe

1

The inherïtance system (Section 5.11.1) ensures that the visual attribute values of Sally

and Joe are automatically changed. The observer pattern (Section 6.2) ensures that those
values are automatically and immediately updated in the display.

6.4.2 Constraining Arcs
Most graph-based visual language's syntax constraints revolve around constraining the
component types on which arc types may tenninate.

Consequently, one of the

fundamental operations in Constraint Graphs is restricting the component types on which
arcs of particdar types may terminate. This is quite easy to do in Constraint Graphs.
Recail that there is no real difference between a component (object) and a type (class) in
Constraint Graphs. It is therefore a simple matter of using the defining arc as the
prototypical arc and comecting each of its terminais to components representing the rnost
general legal types on which they may tenninate.

The Arcconformance validator

(specified in Section 5.9) assures that no subtype can have a terminal on any component
that is not a subtype of the component at the correspondhg terminal of the supertype.
Assurning the person ontoIogy of the previous section, if one wishes to create an
appropriate constra.int reIationship called "mother", one need only draw in a mother
reIationship between person andfemale-person:

mother
female
1

1

This autornatically constrains any subtype of the mother arc to run between some subtype

of person and subtype of female-persan. For example, one might want to declare that
Sally is the mother of Joe:

mother
male

female

Sally

othe

Joe

It wouid not be possibk to draw the mother arc in the reverse direction because Joe is not
a sub-type of femle-person: the Constraint Graphs system would reject the transaction as
shown in Figure 23.

C
persan

Figure 23: An attempt to draw an erroneous arc
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6.4.3 Ad-hoc Constraints
Constraints on arc terminais are not the only constrahts that &se in visual languages.
Arbitrary constraints, such as the "tlrst-order" constraint where no arc rnay terminate on

another arc (described in Section 5.12), often arise. Other common "ad-hoc" constraints
include:
Arc arity constraints, where the number of terminais rnay be restricted to a specific
number, or greater than or less than some number. Binary (anty equal to two) is by far
the most common.

Terminais of an arc rnay not be left dangling. (By default, tenninals rnay be left
dangling.)
A particular component type rnay not participate in a multiple inheritance relationship.

A component is considered an "abject", and rnay not be a supertype to any other
component.
A component's label (or name) rnay be restricted to some particular syntax.
addition, many other ad-hoc constraints (cailed Validators in the specification) that are

used in the Constraint Graphs specification are described in Section 5.9.

It is likely not possible to express a l l conceivable constraints in the graphical syntax. It
easy to argue that one shouid not attempt to: That would make the graphical syntax far
too complicated to be useful.

Furthemore, since future constraînts rnay not be

predictable, one would need the full expressiveness of a general-purpose programming
language.
Therefore, arbitrary constraints are treated as arbitrary Boolean function objects which
retum false if the constraint is violated, and true otherwise. Constraint function objects
c m be wrïtten in the native language (C++) by a programmer and placed in Constraint

Graphs' constraint library (see Section 6.5.2).

Figure 24: The Coastraint Graphs CO-t

editor

A visual language designer (who isn't necessarily a C++ programmer) c m choose

constraints out of the constraint library and associate them with particular components
(see Figure 24). Because the constraint function objects, like ail functions objects, can

have persistent state, constraints c m have parameters.

The selected constraint,

ArityLess(n), in Figure 24 is an example: when the user presses the "Add" button, a
dialog box will prompt the user for the parameter value. Each constraint may implement
its own parameter dialog, so parameters may be arbitrarily complex, ranging from a

simple integer pararneter (for an arity consaaint), to a set of regular expressions (for a
label syntax constraint),to a script in a general-purpose programming language.
A constraint function object is called a Validator and has the following interface:

class Validator
C
public:

Validator ( { 1
Validator (const Validatorr& al { 1
virtual bool operator0 (Component0& apply,
Component Oh owner,
TypedGraphL g ,
const OFilter& f=UniversalOntoiogy,
unsigned long flags=O);
virtual Validator* clone ( ) const;
virtual int operatorc (const Validator& r);
virtual const string name0 const;
virtual const string specName( 1 const;
virtual const string doc ( ) const;
virtual const string s p e c 0 const;
virtual unsigned long applicability (1 const;
virtual bool primitive0 const;
virtual ostream& printûn(ostrearn& o) const;
virtual istream& readfrorn(istream6c il;
1;

Al1 validators that take parameters are known as EditableValidators. They extend the

Validator interface:
class EditableValidator

:

public Validator, public EditableObject

C

public:
EditableValidatorO;
EditableValidator(const EditableValidator6c a);
virtual Validator* clone ( ) const;
virtual int edit ( ) ;
1;

Constraints are attached to individual components and are checked whenever the
component changes state. But it is not only the individual component's constraints that
must be checked: both the constraints of al1 supertypes and of ail subtypes must be
checked to ensure they have not been vioiated. In addition, adjacent (as defined by arc
connections) components must be checked, since a state change of a node may effect the
legality of an attached arc and vice-versa. The actual check occurs whenever a state-

'New"Menu hantevdr (

1

min

max

t )3

Figure 25: An excerpt hom the options dialog box showing the level options
changing method is cailed; and if any consmint fails, the operation is undone. In this
way, constraints always maintain the consistency of a graph.
Constraints implemented in this way are reasonably efficient. They are efficient enough
that they are used to implement most of the inherent conditions on constraint graphs, such

as the binary, directed, and "upward" restrictions on isa arcs (see specification Section
5.9).

6.4.4 Using Levels
Levels are described in Requirement 23 and in specification Section 5.1. This section
illustrates some of the utility of ievels. Figure 25 shows an excerpt from the options
dialog box where a user may manipulate level options.
Since Constra.int Graphs accepts any object as a potentiai type description, a user
interface typically c m display al1 of the existent components as potentiai initial types
when the user requests creation of a new component. Clearly, this possibility is normally
not what is wanted. Instead, the visual language designer would prefer to have rile
selection list come from a "primitive" set of potentiai types. in addition, the designer may
wish to hide certain primitives (which are important to the system design but not relevant
for the end user). Both these goals can be easily accomplished by lirniting the potential
creation types to a range of levels. An enample case might be the person graph of this
section, where the designer wishes to put the concepts (components) person, female-
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person, and male-person in the list of possible types, but wants to avoid doing the same
for individuaIs (which the designer does not consider types) Sally and Joe. Thus a "new
node" menu might look like this:

This c m be done by setting the level of person, female-person, and male-person to 3,
setting the level of Sally and Joe to 5, and limiting the range for "new" menus to include
level 3 but not level 5 or level 1 (which includes the actual node type itself). The first
line of Figure 25 shows how this is accomplished.
Visual Ianguage designers may also wish to lock out end users fiom editing fundamental
constnicts and accidentally disrupting the integrity of the language formdism. The
following two figures show popup menus for person (level 3) and Sally (Ievel 5) that
result from level option settings shown in the last line of Figure 25 (where Ievel 3 and

beIow are locked):

s1.- L
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Attributes...
S&~YP=
&c From/To,.
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F
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Since person is a member of a locked level, it cannot be edited (except superficially), so
its popup menu has been reduced to eliminate al1 modiQing commands. On the other
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hand, Sally is not a member of locked level, so aii commands are enabled on its popup
menu.

6.5 Technical Details
The previous sections of this chapter discuss the structure of the Constraint Graphs
impIementation and the fundamentah of how it can be used to describe visuai
formalisms. This section is a catch-al1 which describes some of the more interesting
technical details of the design and implementation. The topics include the flexible
storage format, the flexibility and extendibiliîy made possible by use of the librarian
pattern, the cache optimization, and the hypermedia documentation.

6.5.1 Storage Format
The storage format is based on muiti-part MIME (Borenstein & Freed 1993). A frle (or
network strearn) is encoded as a simple multi-partMIME document where each part is a
self-contained document describing a concept map. A primary advantage is that many
concept maps may be stored or transmitted in a singIe file or Stream.

The main

disadvantage is a significantly less compact format than is theoretically pcssible.
Just as Constraint Graphs is carefuily kept independent of the interface, the Constra.int
Graphs data is kept separate €rom the interface (iayout) data This is accomplished by
storing the Constraint Graphs data in its own multi-part MIME section with its own

MIME type (called "appIication/x-ConsrraintGraphs"),and the interface data in a separate

MIME part (called "appIication/x-CMap"). See Figure 26. This scheme allows a great
deal of flexibility, since not only may multiple x-ConstraintGraph/x-CMap pairs be stored
in the sarne file, but also several separate x-CMap parts may follow a single xConstraintGraph part, which corresponds to severai views of a single Constraint Graph.

In addition, the multi-part MIME format ailows for annotation with cornments and a huge

Content-Type: mdtpadmixed

111.1

Content-Type: appiicaaonlx-ConstraintGraph

Figure 26: A schematic view of the Constrsint Graphs storage format
variety of multimedia parts without disturbing the simpIe layout. {A Constraint Graphs
program rnay simply ignore MIME parts for MIME types it does not understand.)
The multi-part MIME format also makes it easy for other programs to read CMap data up
to the Ievel that the "foreign" program may understand. The simplest case in point is
KSIMapper (Kremer & Gaines 1996) that reads x-CMap data as its native storage format.

It cm easily read a ConstraintGraph file just by ignoring the x-ConstraintGraph MlME
parts. KSIMapper cannot understand the x-ConstraintGraphs part, but there is enough
information in the x-CMap part to allow it to do a very good job of displaying the data.
Programs that read part of the data in this way should not be able to edit (and write back)

the data as they cannot h o w of interdependencies within the data

The reader may wonder how the x-CMap interface can infer the individual associations
between components in the interface and components in the Constraint Graph. The
answer lies with the x-CMap format: the x-CMap format allows each component to be
tagged with an extension that may be ignored if not understood by the reading
application.

In this case the extension is merely the identification number of the
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Figure 27: The abstract factory pattern (Gamma et el. 1995)
corresponding component in the Constraint Graph. See Kremer & Fiores-Mendez (1996)

for a complete explanation.

6.5-2Flexibility and Extendibility: the Librarian Pattern
The Constraint Graphs software is not only a stand-alone program, but is also a
framework (Ree 1995) that may be easily extended to impiement other, unforeseen,
applications. As such, it must be extremely flexible with respect to the exact classes it
handles. The design restricts the superciass of al1 Conscraint Graphs (and CMap) objects,

but the Iayered application may dictate the exact classes (types) of alrnost al1 of the
objects.

Thus, a layered application can mod@ and extend object behaviour and

functionality.

An obvious way to achieve this flexibility is by use of the abstract factory pattern as

shown in Figure 27 (Gamma et ai. 1995). Abstract factory is used in several places in the
Constraint Graphs implementation. However, the abstract factory pattern relies on
concrete classes being avaiiable at compile time; whereas there are several cases in

Constraint Graphs where the exact type of an object to be created is not known until mn
time. Examples include:

-

prototype

ment
Operationo o

. Rototype
Clone0
I

1

I L

I

return copy of self

rem copy of seIf

Figure 28: The prototype pattern (Gamma et al. 1995)

The exact type of a Constraint Graph component is not known until it is read in fkom a

file or a stream at

nui

the. The name of the exact class is read in with each

component's record.
A simiiar situation arises when both CMap's behaviourai and visual graphics objects
(see Section 6.2) are read in from a file or stream.

A CMap behavioural graphic may be required to change the type of its delegate visual

graphic object (Le.: it must discard the visual object in favour of a new visual object)
at mn time. Typically, this event happens in response to the user selecting a new type

in a dialog box. The new visual object must be dynamicaliy constructed based on the
text string supplied by the selection.

This problern is addressed by a new pattem called the library pattern.
The library pattem is an extension of the prototype pattem (see Figure 28) documented by
Gamma et ai (Gammaet al. 1995) and is used extensively in the Constraint Graphs

implementation. The library pattern extends the prototype pattem by replacing the client's
direct reference to the prototype with a container (ObjectLibrary) which a m as an
intemediary (see Figure 29).

The ObjectLibrary container bol& any number of

prototypes which are indexed by string names. Instead of the client directly cloning a
prototype, it asks the ObjectLibrary to do the cloning on its behalf, passing a string

Rototype* find(suing)

r e m find(s).prototype.CloneO
r e m copy of seif

return copy of self

Figure 29: The Library pattern
parameter to specify the prototype object it needs. It is easy for the implementation to
initialize the ObjectLibrary's contents at run t h e .

One danger with using the Iibrary pattern as show in Figure 29 is that the client may
expect the returned object to conform to a specific type specification. But there is
nothing in the figure to restrict the type of the cloning object (beyond being a Prototype).

In order to ensure type safety for clients using ObjectLibraries, the library pattern is
implemented as C t t template (see Figure 30). Thus, a client using an ObjectLibrary of

type ObjectLibrarycVisualGraphio can always be guaranteed to reaieve an object of
type VisudGraphic*.

6.5.3 Optimization: Caching
An interesting aspect of implementing Constraint Grapbs from the specification is the
structural differences between the specification and the implementation. There are, of
course, differences that sprïng from the inclusion stnicturing of the Z specification

- . -

template cclass T, int hasDefault=l>
class ObjectLibrary : public mapcstring,Tf,lesscstring> >
C
public :
T* makeCopy(cons t string& x) C
T* ret = access (x);
if (retl ret = ret->clone ( 1 ;
return ret; 1
T* access (const string& x) {
iterator i;
T* ret = NULL;
if ( (i=find(x)) !=end0 1
ret = (*i).second;
!=end())
else if (hasDefault && (i=find("defaultn))
ret = (*i).second;
return rst ;)
pairciterator,bool> insert(const string& x, T* t) {
return mapcstring, T*,
lesscstring> >::insert(paircconst string, T* > ( x , t )); )
pair<iterator,baol> insert(Tf t) {
return map<string,Tf, less<string> >::insert(
paircconst string, T* >(typeid(*t).nameO,t));}
1;

Figure 30: The Library pattern template
language versus the object-oriented inheritance structuring of the C u programming
language. This is detailed in the introduction to chapter 5. But there are dso efficiency
considerations which dictate style differences between the specification and the
implementation. Unfortunately, these differences tend to cloud what should othenvise be
a

tidy

one-to-one correspondence between the

specification structures and

implementation structures. Nonetheless, these differences cannot be avoided.

As a case in point, the algebraic style of the specification is easily translated to C++ code,
but leads to extremely ineficient C u code. For example, the specification of the
operator ancestorof is specified as
fora11 c,p:Contents; o:OFilter @
(p->O) ancestorof c c = > paths-btni(c,p,o) / =

{) ;

which would lead to some fairly inefficient C++ code: A direct translation would be a
double-nested for loop iterating the entire contents of the graph n2 times (assuming n is
the number of component in the graph).

Furthemore, the code would cornpute

paths-btwn0 n2 times; since the literal translation of paths-btwn0 is itself an polynomial
function, the time complexity of ancestorof is very high.
An initial implementation which factored out paths-btwn(), but used the double-nested

for loop, took close to a fulI second to cornpute the ancestorofo function for a reasonably

large graph. An optirnization which cached the parentof relationship as local pointers

(and used t h s relationship instead of paths-btwno) could perform the same operation on
the same graph in less than 0.001 second.

This ciramatic increase in eficiency comes at the cost of corresponding alienation

between the specification and implementation. As the appropriate optimizations are
applied to the implementation, there cornes to be a less and less clear correspondence
between the specification and implementation. Thus, the formal specification gradually
becomes less and less usefbl as a documentation source or as guide to code maintenance.
This problem cm be partidly mitigated by the use of hypennedia documentation,
described in the next section.

6.5.4 Hypermedia Documentation
The previous section discusses the problem of alienation between the specification and

implementation; this section explores at least a partial solution. The Constraint Graphs
specification is written in the form of an HTML document as described in the
introduction to chapter 5. To enhance the correspondence between specification and
implementation, each part of the specification is tagged with a hypertext anchor. HIML
markup tags are added in comments in the C++ source code and header Mes of the
implementation. Thus, both the specification and implementation files can easily be
given hypertext links that iink to the corresponding passages in the implementation or

specification. For example, the implementation of the TypedGraph cIass is tagged as
follows:
/*<a name=nclassTypedGraphn>
<a href="GraphsZ.htm#GRAPHOn>Z spec (GRAPHO)c/a>,
<a href="GraphsZ.htm#TYPEDDGRAPHn>Z spec (TYPED-GRAPH)</a>,
<a href="graphs-cpp.html#classTypedGraph">i/a
class TypedGraph : public RefCountingObject

*/

{ * . .

The code may then be converted into HTML documents (which oniy involves copying

them to files with extension ".htmi"since the HTML markup tags are already included as
cornments) and the specification and Ci+ files refer to one another. This makes it easy
for programmers to browse the specification, then look at the corresponding C u code
quickly and easy by foliowing a hypertext link. Likewise, if programmers use WWN
browsers to browse the C++ code, they can quickly and easily retneve the full
specification in context. The reader may be interested in seeing uiis documentation at

6.6 Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the Cons~aintGraphs program design and
implementation. The most important point is the clear separation between the abstract
Constra.int Graph and the user interface - the visuaiization of the Constraint Graph.
Section 6.2 describes the CMap library that acts as the interface and Section 6.3 describes
the cIass library design for Constraint Graphs itself.

Section 6.4 is more pragmatic and describes the actual use of the Constraint Grapbs

program: how to create a type lattice within the constra.int Graph, how to constrain the
types of the objects at arc terminais, how to use ad-hoc constraints, and how to use
ontological Ievels to enhance the user interface for an end user.
Section 6.5 picks up on some of the more interesting technical details including:

the multi-part MIME storage format, which separates Constraint Graph concerns from
user interface concerns

the library pattern used in the program, which is used extensively to enhance Bexibility
and extendibility.
caching of arc relationships, which is a dramatic speed optimization over the
"O bvious" implementation from the

specification

hypertext documentation, which helps to keep the association between the parts
specification and the corresponding parts of the implementation.

This chapter serves as documentation of one possible design based on the specification
given in Chapter 5. There are always many possible designs that may anse from a good
(not over-specified) specification. This design illustrates the many tradeoffs between
conflicting "soft" goals such as clear conformity to rhe specification, easy-to-understand
code, run-time efficiency, modularity, rnodifiability, flexibility, reuse of pre-existing
components, and production of reusable components. For example, the design placed
higher priority on clear conformity to the specification than on easy-to-understand code,
which resulted in a very clear correspondence between specification and implernentation,
but less-than-desirable class hierarchy where unnecessary CU classes were introduced to
match the (necessary) corresponding Z schemata (as discussed in Section 6.3). In another

example, the design placed higher priority on clear conformity to the specification and
easy-to-understand code than on an-time efficiency, but this had to be compromised
when it was found that the frequent following of isa arcs in the style of the specification
lead to unacceptably slow run-time performance. Caching of isa arc references had to be
added to aileviate the problem (Section 6.5.3).
On the other hand, reuse of well-designed pre-existing cornponents took place without
compromise both at the design and at the implementation levels. Several of Gamma et
ai's (1995) patterns were reused in the design which served to cl-

the design and heIp
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document the code. The C++ Standard Template Library was also reused extensively
without any compromise: the STL components are very close models to the constructs of
the Z notation, and so translate aimost exactly while sidi maintaining impressive
eficiency and type safety. For example, the STL set template class corresponds to the Z
set, and the STL vector, dequeue, and list template classes al1 corresponds to the Z seq
(sequence).
The documentation of the design given here is not complete, but illustrates most of the
major decisions. It should be obvious that the design touches on many areas that are not
within the domain of the specification. It has already been stated that the specification
does not cover the user interface, but there are many other areas that the specification
purposefuiiy does not cover but do appear in the design. For instance, the specification
should not (and does not) cover the storage format, or even if the data should be stored;
but this topic is covered in the design (Section 6.5.1). The specification defines what a
concept map is (in tenns of abstract data structures and operations), not how it is
implemented or the specific data formats. Details such as storage formats are merely
design details (unless storage format is what is being specified - whicb it isnrt), and so
these decisions are defemed from specification to design.

Chapter 7
Some Visual Languages Implemented in Constraint Graphs

The previous chapter describes the Constraint Graphs program from a design point of

view. In contrast, this chapter is far more pragmatic and describes how to use Constraint
Graphs to implement several formai and semi-formai visual languages.

The chapter

starts with a very simple, semi-formal language, O
IS (Graphical Issue

Based Information System) (ConHn & Begeman 1987). The descnption of gBIS serves
to introduce the reader to the basic functioos of Constraint Graphs. But the @lS
descnption does not exercise the system's full capabilities. The more advanced feahires

of Constraint Graphs are illustrated in Section 7.2, which presents an irnplementation of
an extension to Concepnid Graphs (Sowa 1984). Conceptual Graphs has many uses in

knowledge representation and natural language representation and has a reasonably large

and active user community. Finally, Section 7.3 presents KDraw (Gaines 199 lb), which
is a visual form of the CLASSIC (Borgida et al. 1989) knowledge representation
language. This language presents a real challenge for Constraint Graphs, serving to
exercise most of its power and showing some very interesting problems in visud
language representation.

gIBTS (Conklin & Begeman 1987) is an acronym for "Graphical Issue-Based Information
System". It is a simple visual language used in business decision making. There are
several versions, and d l are very simple. The language consists of typed nodes and typed
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Table 3: gIBIS arc types, showing the restrictions on the n d e types at the terminais.

1

Arc Type

1

Source Nade Type

questions

I

Issue

is-suggested-by

1

Issue

1

SinkNodeType

I

m y

speciaIizes

Issue

Issue

generalizes

Issue

Issue

responds-to

Position

Issue

supports

Argument

objects-to

Argument

1

Position
Position

arcs only (there are no contexts). The version used in this example has only three node
types:
Issue: usually a decision to be made

Position: a statement of a possible resolution of a particular Issue
Argument: a statement supporting or objecting to a particular Position

There are also seven arc types. Al1 of them are binary, directed arcs and are limited to
connecting only certain node types to certain node types. Table 3 lists the arc types and
includes the arc tenninal restrictions.

Figure 3 1 shows a simple gI6IS map, which may be created as part of making a decision
about which type of cornputer an organization is going to buy. In this map, Issue nodes
are shown as ellipses, Position nodes are shown as rounded rectangles and Argument
nodes are shown as rectangles.
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In order to create a Constraint Graph system to support the construction of O I S maps,
one needs only:
1. Limit the types of nodes to Issue, Position, and Argument

2. Limit the types of arcs to questions, is-suggested-by, specializes, generaikes,

responds-to, supports, and objects-to.
3. For each arc type, resaict the end points to terminate on only the Iegai node types as

per Table 3.
Al1 of this is easily done using Constraint Graphs. The foiiowing discussion will follow

the reasoning th& a visual Ianguage designer might go through when constnicting a
Constraint Graphs gIBIS implementation.

7.1.1 The Top-Level gIBIS Node and Arc
Since Table 3 shows that the questions and is-suggested-by arcs may temiinate on any of
the three node types, it makes sense to capture the notion of a general gIBIS node (the
union of Issue, Position, and Argument). In addition, one rnight want to capture the

Figure 31: A simple gIBIS discussion about buying a cornputer

notion of a general gBIS arc, and specify that it must connect a gBIS node to another
DIS node. (While the need for a "gE3IS arc" might seem speculative at this point, good

reasons for choosing to implement it will become apparent near the end of this
discussion.) The @BIS node is created by lefi-clicking on the background and choosing
New NodeiNODE from the popup menu:

After naming the node glBIS node, the gIBIS arc may be created in a similar way and

both arc terminals may be attached to the O I S node. This yields the following map:

Both terminals of the gIBIS arc terminating on the gIBIS node serve to restrict the
temiinals of any gIBLS arc subtype to terminate on components that are subtypes of gfBIS
node (see Section 6.4.2).

The visual attributes of the @BIS node and the @IS

arc are specifed using the amibutes

didog box. The amibutes dialog box for the glBIS node is shown in Figure 32. The
Nume box lets the user type in the name of the node. The Level box lets the user specify
the level of the component (see Section 6.4.4). Here. level 2 is chosen because "gIBIS

node" is not a legai @BIS node type - it is just a necessary part of the ontology, and must
be hidden from the end user. At this early point, the designer reaiizes certain components
must be hidden fiom the end user, so it is appropriate to choose the leveling structure. A
typical breakdown is as follows:

I

Figure 32: The attributes dialog box for "gIBIS node"

Level 1 is the Constraint Graphs system level. Components belonging to this level are

not normally edited by either the visuai language designer or the end user.
Level2 is the hidden part of the visual language design. Components belonging to this
level are created and edited by the visual language designer, but the end user is not
normalIy aware of their presence because they don't show up anywhere in the user
interface.
Level 3 is the "public" part of the visual language design. Components belonging to
this level are created and edited by the visual language designer and are visible to the

end user, but they are typicaiIy locked from editing by the end user (since editing these
cornponent may disrupt the integrity of the visual language).
Higher nurnbered levels are usually the domain of the end user.

Components

belonging to these levels are created and edited by the end user. The cornponents in

these levels are almost dways subtypes of components in level 3.

The default

component level for the end user is usually set at leve15.

This level assignment suffices for the current purposes. Both the general O I S node and
the general -1s

arc are assigned to level 2. The other, concrete, D I S types can be

assigned to level3.
The attribute box of Figure 32 is where the user c m specify attribute/value pairs. WhiIe
the user may specify arbitrary attribute narnes, the following attributes are used by the

systern for nodes:

borderColor: type COLOR (24 bit hexidecimal value in RRGGBB format).
borders~le:type UNSIGNED LONG INTEGER (maps to dotted, dashed, etc.)
borderwidth: type INTEGER (pixels)
consnaints: type CONS'ïRA.INT(an editable list of constraints)
fillCulor: type COLOR
shape: type SHAPE (ellipse, fiame, none, rectangle, roundedltect.. .)
textlolor type COLOR
Al1 these attributes are set for gIBIS node except for constraints, which is left empty.

The attributes for arcs include al1 of those for nodes, plus
1ineColor type COLOR
1ineSryle: type UNSIGNED LONG INTEGER (maps to dotted, dashed, etc.)
lineWidth: type INTEGER (pixels)
connector: type CONNECTOR (describes the type of connector: bidirected, bidirected
labeled directed directed labeled, plain, plain labeled.. .)

The attributes are al1 specified for the general gIBIS arc.

[ Position k-objcds-to

Argument

supports

Figure 33: The Constraint Graphs definition of the gIBIS mode1

7.1.2 Definkg the Rest of the gIBIS Nodes and Arcs
Finally, the actual glBIS nodes and arcs can be defined. The three O I S nodes, Issue,
Position,and Argument, are f i t defmed as top-Ievel Constraint Graph nodes, then an isa

arc is drawn from each to the general @BIS node. ImmediateIy after the isa arcs are
drawn, the visual amibutes (colors, shape) of the nodes changes to match those of the
general gIBIS node. But Position and Argument are meant to have different shapes, so
the attributes dialog for these two nodes is invoked to change the shape attribute
appropriately. These operations yield the nodes in Figure 33.

The arcs in Figure 33 are created in a similar way, but to actualiy show the isa arcs in the
figure would clutter up the diagram unreasonabiy, so a sIightly different technique is
used. Instead of creathg the arcs as generic Constraint Graph arcs, they are created

directly as subtypes of the general @BIS arc. This is done via the background popup

menu

by selecting "gIBIS arc" from the "New Arc" sub-menu. This has the effect of creating

the appropriate isa arc in the Constraint Graph, but not drawing the isa arc in the

interface. Afier each arc is created in this way, the end-points are merely dragged and
dropped on the relevant nodes, and then the amibutes are appropriately modified to
complete the definition shown in Figure 33.
An alternative approach to creating a glBIS arc subtype without a visible isa arc is to
select "Arc FromîTo.. ." fkom the node popup menu, which starts an elastic line selection

anchored on the node. For example, to create the responcls-to arc of Figure 33, the user
selects "Arc F r o d o ..." from Position's popup menu. This creates an elastic line
anchored on the Position node. The user then drops the elastic iine over the Issue node.

The system will automaticdly infer ail legd arc types between the nodes and display the
possibilities as a menu:

Since a glBIS arc subtype is desired, it is selected; and the system will automaticdly draw
a glBIS arc subtype between the two nodes:

( position

objeds-ta

The narne of the arc is copied £Yom gLBIS arc, but the arc can be edited to change its
name and any other desired attributes. In this case the arc will be renamed responds-to.

Al1 of the giûiS components, except for "gIBIS node" and "gIBISarc" (which are level2)
should be placed in level3, since level3 components will be made visible to the end user.
The level2 components wiU be hidden.

7.1.3 Preventing Further Subtyping
The gIBIS visual language does not include any notion of subtyping and inhentance.
Therefore, end users should be prevented from subtyping any of the nodes or arcs they
create. (They must subtype, or instantiate, the basic O I S types, but they must not create

any subtypes of the instantiated components.) Constraint Graphs provides the
functionality to do this through the "ParentOflndividual" constraint, wfüch is added to
each of the level3 -1s

components.

Constraints are just attributes in this Constraint Graphs implementation, so the attribute
dialog is invoked for each component and the constraint attribute is selected. The
"value:" portion of the attributes didog is an edit button. Pushing the edit button brings
up a special constraint editor shown in Figure 34.
The left-hand pane in Figure 34 contains constraints that are currently applied to the
component, and the right-hand pane contains al1 the applicable constraints from the

Figure 34: The constraint editor, specialized for nodes (arc editors have a longer list

of "possible constraints").
curent constraint library. (Nodes, arcs, isa arcs, and contexts a i l may have different sets
of possible constraints.) The "Explain Constraint" buttons are used to get explanations, in
both English and in 2,of the meaning of the constraint highlighted in the panes. The
"Edit Constraint" button is used to change the parameters of a constraint via yet another
dialog.

In the gIBIS definition, tagging each leveI 3 gIBIS component with the
ParentOfIndividual constraint wiIl prevent the end user from k i n g able to subclass or
instantiate fiom any sub-OIS component.

7.1.4 Hiding the Details fkom the End User
Al1 that remains to do to create the Constraint Graphs gIBIS mode1 is to hide the
unnecessary details from the end user. This is done by using the levels options from the
Constra.int Graphs options dialog as shown in Figure 35. The "New Menu h m Levels"

fields select the levels from which the system will infer types. The types in these Ievels
will be the oniy ones used in the background's (and components') popup menus' "new"
sub-menus. They will aiso be the only types considered when the system must infer the
types of arcs (see Section 7.1.2 for an example). Setting the minimum level to 3 prevents

the end user from seeing the Constraint Graph base types (level 1) and the O I S base
types (level2). Setting the maximum level to 3 prevents the end-user created components
(which can only be levels 4 and above, see below) from k i n g displayed in menus or used
in type inferences.
The "Default Level" field in Figure 35 is used to supply a default for the level field of the
attributes dialog (Figure 32).

The "Lock this level and those below" field in Figure 35 is used to prevent the end user
from editing, deleting, or creating new components in the specified ievels. This prevents
the user from tampering with the visual language definition, and perhaps inadvertently

corrupting the integrity of the language.

Components within the locked levels

automatically have tmncated popup menus: the editing and deletion operations are
dropped.

7.1.5 The Interface for the End User
The end user's environment, after all the above is complete, is specialized to the @BIS
serni-formaiism. The background menu's "New Node" and "New Arc" submenus are
Iùnited to just the gIBIS node types:

Since there are no contexts in O I S , the "New Contexts" submenu is empty. Constraint
Graphs ailows the creation of new arcs in isolation (unanchored to any nodes at ail).
These are displayed in the obvious manner:

Any component rnay be selected by clicking on it, which displays its handes:

The handles at the terminais may be dragged and dropped on another component to
anchor it on that component. But if the terminal is not legal according to its constraints,

an error message is displayed and the operation is undrine. For example, if the "to"
(arrowhead) side is dragged over a Position-type arc (which is not legal, according to the

definition), the connection is refused, and an error message is displayed (see Figure 36).

Figure 36: A refused arc comection.

There are also two other ways to mate arcs. Both are via the node popup menu:

AtaikiteL.
Set Type

1

The "ArcFrom"submenu mates a specific-typed menu rooted at the current node (with
the other termhai(s) free. This sub-menu contains only the arc types that may legaiiy be
rooted at the target node. In this case, there are only four possibilities.
An arc rnay also be created by clicking on the "Arc FroniTTo. .." menu item, then

dragging an elastic line from the current node to another node. The system WUinfer any

legal arc types between the two nodes according to the definition. If there is a unique arc
type, an arc of that type wilI be drawn between the two nodes. If there is more than one

Figure 37: An example concept map created with the Constraint Graphs defintion

possibility, the system will use a menu to query the user for the chosen type, and the arc
will be drawn. If there are no legal arc types between the two nodes, an error message
will be displayed.

Using these techniques, a gIBIS concept map may easily be created. Figure 37 is an

example. Other than dangling arcs, it is not possible to create a syntactically incorrect
O I S map. If the visual language designer wanted to avoid dangling arcs, then the ad-

hoc constraint "noDanglingTerminaIst1
(which is resident in the constraint library) could
have been added to the constraints for the "@IS arc" arc.

It is now possible to explain more of the rationale behind creating the hidden "gIBIS arc"
arc in the first place.

Areglobal constraints, such as the "noDanglingTerminals"

consaaint from the previous paragaph, may be easily added using the "@IS

arc" arc.

Furthemore, other arc-global attributes may be added at "@BIS arc". For example, if
users become very farniliar with the arc types, they may be fluent in recognizing the arc

types by their color: the arc labels would become quite redundant Since di the arcs used
in the concept map inherit their " c o n n e c t o r = t e d labeled" attribute fiom "@SIS

arc",

one only need change the connecter attribute to "comector=cted" to erase ail labels in
the concept map. This makes for a far less cluttered concept map (compare Figure 38 to

Figure 37). The labels may ail be restored by mereiy changing the one attribute back to
its original value.

Section 7.1 has ciescribed the implementation of the OIS concept mapping language in
detail. The -1s

Ianguage acts as test of Consrraint Graphs theory and framework in that

O I S was not originalIy considered during the development of the theory and design of
the framework. @IS

is a fairly simple and straight-forward concept mapping language;

it, therefore, makes a good first example. But its implementation presents no challenge to

the framework. Unlike some of the other languages described in this chapter, it caused no

iterations back to the early design phases of the project.

The other Ianguage

irnplementations are presented in much less detail, but serve to illustrate sorne of the

head office
has
standardited
on Macs
we h m a
-very
limited

budget

we have no
in-hciuse
expertise on

Figure 38: The same concept map as Figure 37 using unlabeled
coanectors.

more obscure features of the fkamework.

The syntax for Sowa's Conceptual Graphs is implemented in a straight-forward rnanner in
Constra.int Graphs. However, there are two major interpretations that can be applied.
Both are logicdy equivalent, but the less traditional interpretation allows Constraint
Graphs to more conveniently capture some of the semantics of the Conceptual Grapbs
language.
The traditionai interpretation is that Concepnial Graphs are bipartite graphs consisting of

concept nodes and relation nodes that may be interconnected by directed arcs. Thus,

there are ody two binary, directed, non-subtype-able arc types: reluiion-to-concept and
concept-to-relation;these support the bipartite nature of the system. In addition there
exists a third, binary, undirected arc type, c d e d coreference, which may only occur

between two concept nodes. This interpretation is easily modeled in Constraint Graphs
(contex?nodes are omitted here):

However, an aiternate interpretation is that relations are arcs (labeled arcs with an

ellipticd surround). This interpretation dispenses with relation nodes and the relation-to-

concept and concept-to-relation arcs and replaces these with a richly-typed set of n-ary
arcs, al1 of which are a subtypes of the prototypical relation shown in Figure 39. The
advantage of this interpretation is that Constraint Graphs can use the intrinsic constraints
on arcs to mode1 semantic typing of concepts and relations, resaicting the arguments of
relations (arcs) to confonn to the type hierarchy (as defined by the is-a arcs). Although
this semantic extension could be achieved using the first (traditional) interpretation, it

would have to be done with parameterized ad-hoc consrraints which would be arguably

"unnaturd" to Constnint Graphs' normal paradigrn. It would also be cornparatively

I

Figure 39: The Constraint Graphs top-level ontology for Conceptuai Graphs
complex for the end user to specify.

Therefore, the alternate, relations-as-arcs

interpretation is judged preferable for Constraint Graphs and this is the one that is
discussed throughout the remainder of this section.

In the relations-as-arcs model, there are only four primary types of components in
Conceptual Graphs: concepts, relations, coreference arcs, and contexrs. Figure 39 is a
Constraint Graphs definition for these four component types. The unusual features (as
compared to the $BIS example) are:

The relation component of Figure 39 is an arc, not a node. Relation is just a labeled
arc where the label has a surround shape. The relation arc starts at concept and ends at
concept.
The coreference arc is the unlabeled dotted iine that appears on the right-hand side of

the concept node. As with relation, it both starts and ends on the concept node.
Conta? is a Constraint Graphs context that inherits from the concept no&.

This is

perfecely acceptable since conceptenode, contextaode, Contextccontext, and
Contexteconcept forms a consistent type lattice:
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The important attributes of the Conceptual Graphs defiaition are given in Table 4. Since

the definition of Conceptual Graphs dictates that aii concepts have rectangular surrounds,
the shape attribute is set as constant for concept. This prevents sub-type concepts from
ovemding the attribute and changing the shape: to do so would interfere with the
readabiIity of the map. Likewise, other shape and connector attributes are also tagged as
constant.
Table 4 aiso mentions one constraint. ParentOfIndividuai is applied to the coreference
arc because the coreference arc cannot be specialized in the Conceptual Graphs
frarnework.

In Sowa's Conceptual Graphs, the ontology (or type lattice) is not included. Instead, the
Conceptual Graphs are assumed to be accompanied by a separate semantic net that
specifies the type lattice. in contrat, the Constraint Graphs version smoothly integrates
these two separate graph structures into a single graphing space. This is very natural for
the Constraint Graphs structure. So, a Constraint Graphs implementation of Conceptual
Graphs might be considered an extension of Conceptuai Graphs' graphitai notation (but

Table 4: The attributes of the Constraint Graphs top-level ontology for Conceptual

Grapbs
Name

Type

Level

Vaiue

Attributes

concept

node

3

shape

rectangle

const

relation

arc

3

shape

ellipse

const

connecter

directed labeled

const

connecter

plain

const

constraints

ParentOfIndividuai

shape

frame

coreference

context

arc

context

3

3

const
&
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not an extension to Conceptual Graphs theory, since Constraint Graphs does not

implement the whole theory -just the syntax and some of the semantics).

In modeling Conceptual Graphs, the "standard level desigoations need to be extended.
In the "standard"designations, there are two human roies: visual language designer and
end user. In Conceptual Graphs, it makes sense to divide the end user role m e r into a
user responsible for the semantic net, and a more tradition Conceptual Graphs user who is
only responsible for the domain. Thus, there are three roles:

visual language designer (responsible for the Conceptual Graphs definition, Figure 39)

Figure 40: A Constm.intGraphs schema for Sowa's Conceptuai Graphs and some of
top-level type hierarchy from Sowa (1984)

Table 5: Suggested level setoiigs for Concephial Graphs
new menu

user type

min

max

defauit level

locked

visual Ianguage designer

1

3

3

I

ontology designer

3

4

4

3

end user

4

4

6

4

ontology designer (responsible for the domain ontology or semantic net,Figure 40)
end user (responsible for using the ontology to construct rneaningful expressions,

Figure 41)
Table 5 gives the suggested level settings for each of the roles.

Figure 41 shows an example of a Conceptual Graph as represented by the constra.int
Graphs program. The graph expresses the sentence "No student read the book the teacher
wrote." The Consuaint Graphs ontology used is shown in Figure 40. This ontology is
taken fiom Appendur B of Sowa's 1984 book (Sowa 1984). The user who constmcted
Figure 41 had to add the new types =<ACT,

READ<ACT, and BOOK<ENTITY.

Figure 41: An example of a Conceptuai Graph using Consbraint Graphs

The ontology of Figure 40 is very straightforward. To avoid clutter, the type hierarchy
omits the isa arc between concept and relation and their immediate subtypes (all of the
rectangles and ellipses that arent at the "fiom"end of an ka arc).

The Constraint Graphs program is capable of informing the user of all legai links between
arbitrary nodes.

A little experimentation with this feature quickly points out a few

problems with the ontology which appeus in the appendix of Sowa's 1984 book. For
example, Sowa defines the LOC (location) relation as IT 1 -> ( LOC 1 -> [ PLACE1as it is
in Figure 40 fl is concept in the figure). Constraint Graphs can infer al1 the possible arcs
that a particular component may participate in. If the user requests this information for

TIME-PERIOD, Constraint Graphs will infer TIME-PERIOD may be at the "fiom" side
of either coreferent or LOC:

Ai-.*.
set Type
ArcFrda,

Clearly, LOC is not appropriate since a TTME-PERIOD should not have a location. This

sarne problem applies to ATTRIBUTE, MEASURE, STATE,and d l of their subtypes. It
would make good sense to introduce a common supertype for E m Y and EVENT to

anchor the LOC relationship to, instead of anchoring it to T (concept). For example CYC

(Cycorp 1996) defines "SpatialThing" as the supertype of "PhysicalEvent" and
"PartiallyTangible" (which roughly correspond to Sowa's EVENT and ENTITY,
respectively).

The implementation of Conceptual Graphs covers only the fundamental syntax and some
of the semantics (type lattice constraints) of the Conceptuai Graphs fornalism. This level
of support presented no particdar difficulty to the Constraint Graphs framework, once it

was recoa&ed

that relations codd be modeled as arcs instead of nodes (as descnbed at

the beginning of this section). However, since much of the syntax of Conceptual Graphs

is captured in node labels, a deeper modeling of Conceptuai Graphs would involve
several ad-hoc constraïnts to constrain the syntax of node labels (which has turned out to
be not particularly difficult either - see Section 7.3.4).

Furthemore, label syntax can

interact with graphical syntax in the Conceptual Graphs implementation: an individual
marker in a concept node label shouid preclude that node being used as a type (as the
destination end of an isa arc). Even this can be handled using ad-hoc constraints,
although not particdarly elegantly. A more elegant method of constraining label syntax,
and allowing label syntax to interact with graphical syntax, would be desirable; though it
is not clear that such a method exists,

It may be feasible to mode1 the full semantics of Conceptual Graphs using only minimal
extensions to Constraint Graphs. This is described in the "funirework" section (Section
9.3.3).

KDraw (Gaines 1991b) is an interactive, visud, term subsumption language. It is based
on the (textual) CLASSIC language (Borgida et al. 1989). KDraw has 6 main types of
nodes, and eieven relationship types as depicted in Figure 42. AU of the KDraw types

(below the heavy h e in Figure 42) belong to level 3. The fundamental KDraw node

types are concept, primitive, individual, constrain?, d e , and rule. KDraw has eleven

relations. The termination rules for these are shown in Table 6.

Figure 42: A Constraint Graphs mode1 of KDraw. The vertical and horizontal arcs
represent the subtype reIation. Objects above the beavy ïine are the types of the

Contraint Graphs domain; objects below the heavy line are system types in the
KDraw domain.

Two of the relations are particdarly interesting: this is the first example of subtypes of
the isa arc being used in language definition.

The considerabte semantics (nibs)

associated with the isa arc (ka arcs cannot form cycles, isa arcs are binary, etc.) are
automaticaily inherited by the subtype isa and instance-of arcs.

Figure 43 shows an actuai Constraint Gnphs schema for the component types in KDraw.
Node labels al1 begin with upper-case letters; arcs (relationships) are pictured as all

lower-case letters. The surrounds (shapes) of nodes are similar in shape and style to those
used in KDntw. Note that although role has no surround, it is a node and should not be
confused with an arc. Constraint Graphs allows nodes with no surrounds (as in the

present case) and arcs with surrounds (as in the Conceptual Graphs example) - it's up to
the visual language designer to avoid the potentid confusion that might arise.

Table 6: Legd terminators for the KDraw arcs

I

Arc Type

1

From Node Type

1

ToNodeType

isa

Concept

Concept

instance-of

Lndividud

Concept

has-role

Concept, Individuai, Rule

Role

has-filler

Role

Individual

has-domain

Role

Concept

bas-constraint

Role

Constraint

if-then

Concept

exception

Rule

Rule

set-contains

Set-Constraint

Individual

I

coreference

I

disjoint

I

I

Rule

Concept

I

Concept

Concept

I

Concept

Arcs in KDraw are al1 uniabeled (they are only labeled here for clarity), and for most part,

are binary directed arcs (arrows) unambiguously distinguished by the (visual) type of their
terminal objects. The cases where arcs types are not unambiguous are those in which the

arc types have both tenninals at concepts: isa,disjoint,and coreferent- These are visually

disambiguated by isa king a directed arc. disjoint being an undirected arc, and corefeeent
being a bidirected arc.
Of course, each of the objects s h o w in Figure 42 must be constrained to conform to the

graphical syntax of KDraw. This is done in the Constraint Graph schema of Figure 43.

For nodes, this is trivial, for the arcs aione suffice to control the syntax. (Any nodes
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could stand alone and unattached without violating any KDraw d e s , though they
wouldn't be very meaningful.)

The oniy predicates appIied to nodes are reguIar

expression constraints, which apply to the labels the end user puts on the various
Cunstraint nodes. For the most part, arcs can be constrained by merely connecting their

terminais to the appropriate type object. These terminais are (aimost) preciseIy those

shown in Table 6. Complications in the actual definition (Figure 43) arke due to the need
to introduce additional types:
to encapsdate the "polymorphic"has-role relationship,
to handle the naturai inheritance of visuaI attributes from Concepts to Individuak

through instance-of arcs without giving Individuals aU the semantics of Concepts (to
be detailed below),
to avoid cycles in the isa hierarchy when definng the ka KDraw relation, and

Figure 43: A Constraint Graphs schema for KDraw

to limit the syntax of labels on KDraw constraint nodes.
The next four sub-sections describe these issues in more detail.

7.3.1 "Polymorphic"Relations
Several different, otherwise unreIated, node types may appea. on the "from" side of an arc
connecting to a Rule node type. A Rule, Concept, Primitive, and Individual may al1
connect to a Role. (But we c m ignore Primitive because it is just a subtype of Concept.)
There is no way to draw the prototype (defuillig) has-role arc with three tails and one
head without distorting its meaning (its arity is meant to be two, not four). One way to
get around the problern is to define three different has-role arcs: has-role-nile, has-roleconcept, and has-rule-individual. But this is not very elegant and seems to be contrary to
the "natural" way of thinking about this relation.

A more natural solution is to encapsulate the commonality between d e s , concepts. and

individuals: they are al1 "things with roles". Une can therefore define a supertype of al1
three called Objects-with-role. This is exactly what's done in Figure 43. The new type
Object-with-role functions as the "fiom" terminal for the has-role arc, and Rule, Concept,
Primitive, and Individual inherit the ability to have a role from Object-with-role.

A second problem has to do with natural inheritance. Note that, in Figure 43, individual

is not a subtype of Concept, but if the Individual George is an instance of Child, it might
be reasonable for the user to expect George to inherit the attributes of Child.

In

particular, one rnight expect that the visual attributes will be inherited: If one shades
Persan by giving it a fiE1Color attribute, then one expects the attribute to be inherited by
Child through the isa arc and then to be inherited by George thought the instance-of arc,
as it is in Figure 43.

Figure 44: An example of KDraw using Constraint Graphs

Naively, one may consider making instance-of a simple subtype of isa, but this will not
work. If instance-of were a simple subtype of isa, then George, in Figure 44, would
inherit the ability, for instance, to be associated with a if-then arc, and this is not allowed
(concepts have d e s , individuals do not have d e s ) . Thus, when the user shows the "Arc
from" menu, the choices would be disjoint, coreferent, hm-role, if-then, i s a and
instance-of. But the only choices should be hm-role and instance-of.
On the other hand, not making instance-of a subtype of isa means that individuals wiU not

inhent visual attributes from the concepts that they are instances of. It seems there is no
solution to the dilemma.
The problem lies in the modeling. Logically, there are two type lanices involved, not just

one. One type Iattice is used to detennine arc termination eligibility, and is called the KR
(Knowledge Representation) ontology. The other is used in attrïbute inheritance, and is
called the domain ontology. The two ontologies are completely coincident except for the
instance-of arc, which is in the domain ontology, but not the KR ontology. In the

software, this scheme is supported by ontologyfilters as described in Section 5.3.

Figure 45: The attributes dialog for KDraw's instance-of arc

In practice, al1 that need be done is tag the prototype instance-of arc with the domain

ontology filter as it is in Figure 45 where only the domain ontology is highiighted in the
filter box. By default, aU isa arcs are tagged with the universai ontology filter (where al1
ontologies are highlighted). This effectively solves the problem: attribute inheritance will

occur though instance-of arcs becaue they are in the domain ontology, but instance-of
arcs will not be considered when the system is performing type inferences, such as in arc
termination eligibility. Using ontology filters neatly solves the problem without undue
work on the user's part because different type iattices are n o d y highly coincident.

By the way, in Figure 43, the instance-of arc is drawn from Individual to Proto-Concept,
and not to Concept, because Concept has its shape attribute tagged as constant- if
Individual were to inherit this shape attribute from Concept, it could not ovemde the

shape to be its distinct rectangular shape. Therefore, the prototype instance-of arc must

be drawn between Indbidml and some supertype of Concept that does not have a
constant shape - Proto-Concept.

7.3 -3 Avoiding isa Cycles
A KDraw isa arc may be drawn between any two concepts. Naively, one would just draw

the prototype KDraw isa from the prototype Concept, back to the prototype Concept. But
this is a cycIe, and cycIes are not allowed in type lattices. Fortunately, there's always a
simple way out of the kiad of dilemma. Just mate a supertype of the target component,
and connect the "circular" arc between the target and its supertype. This strategy has been
used in Figure 43 to solve the problem of cycles.

7.3 -4 Limiting the Syntax of Labels
Uniike most node labels in KDraw, constraint labels must conform to a very specific
syntax.

There are three types of comtraints: cardinality constraints, subset ("in")

constraints, and superset ("incIudes") constraints. Each of these types requires a specific
syntax of their node labeIs. This is easily accommodated by the ad-hoc constraint

"NameRegularExpression", which is a parameterized function object in the Constraint
Graph's standard constraint library.

To attach the ad-hoc constraint, "NameRegularExpression", to a component, the user
brings up the cornponent's attribute dialog box (Figure 45) and selects the attnbute
"constraints". The "value" part of the dialog changes to an edit button, which the user can
press to bring up a constraint editor. Figure 46 shows the constraint dialog for KDraw's
MinMax-Construht

(cardinality)

node.

To

edit

parameters

of

the

"NameRegularExpression" constraint, the user chooses "NameRegularExpression" from
the left-hand panel and then presses the "Edit Constraint" button. This brings up the
NameRegularExpression parameter dialog box shown in Figure 47.

Ad-hoc constraint parameter dialog boxes are custom to each constraint, Figure 47 shows
the one for "NameRegularExpression". It is just a multi-iine edit box where the user may
enter any number of regular expressions, one per line. The constraint merely checks to
see that the component's name conforms to at least one of these regular expressions.
Figure 47 shows the regular expressions needed to describe a KDraw MùtiUaxConmaint. The first two expressions are required to accommodate the default names

that might be assigned to the node upon creation. Including these two expressions allows
the user to create the node without irnmediately specifying the actual constraint. The
remaining three Iines allow the user to express "at most n", "at least n", and "exactly n"
cardinalities, respectively.

Of the fhree languages covered in this chapter, KDraw presents by far the ,matest
challenge to Constraint Graphs. Although KDraw was studied as a mode1 for the initial
theory and framework design, its actual implementation in the framework caused severai
iterations back to the theory and specification stages. For example, the "multiple

Figure 46: The constraint editor for the Min/lMax-Consmint of the KDraw ddimtion

Figure 47: The "NameReguiarExpression" constraiat parameter dialog box foi
KDraw's Min/lMax=Constraintconstraint
ontologies" problem (Section 7.3.2) was unanticipated in the initial design and was only
recognized when testing of the KDraw implementation yielded unexpected results.

This chapter has demonstrateci the Constraint Graphs implementation of a variety of
visual languages. These languages range from the simple to the cornplex, progressing
though greater and greater challenges for constra.int Graphs. The example languages

serve to demonstrate not only the features of the Constraint Graphs systen but also
several strategies that c m be used by visual language designers to implement languages in
the constra.intGraphs system.
The fint example, the gBIS language for argument, is a very simple language. Its

Constra.int Graphs definition is described in detail, starting with the hidden, top-ievel
abstractions and how they are used as the core to describe the concrete elements of the

@IS

language- The language syntax revolves around Iegal arc types, and these types are

constructed to provide a usefuIly constrained user interface for the end user by
speciaiizing menus and specifjing type inferences the systern may make.

Ad-hoc

constraints are used to prevent unwanted subtyping. constra.int Graph's Levels are
demonstrated by using them to hide details of the definition fiom the end user. Finaily,
the outcorne of the @BIS definition is explained by stepping through some of the
operations that an end-user might perform in creating an actual gIBIS argument.
The second example, Sowa's Conceptual Graphs, is somewhat more complex than DIS.
This exarnple is used to describe Contexts, and to present a more complex example of the
use of Levels. The Conceptual Graphs definition also serves to demonstrate more of the
power of the inheritance relationships: inheritance is used by the end user to create a
domain ontology- In contrast, the end-user in the O I S example merely unwittingly uses

a discourse ontology created by the visual Ianguage designerThe third exarnple, KDraw, is a visual, executable, knowledge representation language,

and is by far the most complex of the three languages.

The KDraw definition

dernonstrates the use of abstract types to implernent "polymorphic" relations, the use of
ontoIogy filters to create multiple type lattices in the same graph, the use of abstract types
to avoid cycles in type lattices, and the use of ad-hoc constraints to limit the syntax of
component labels.
The implementation of the tfiree concept mapping languages in this chapter sentes to both
test and demonstrate the appIicability of Constraint Graphs to implementing concept

mapping languages. Al1 of the current features of Constraint Graphs are exercised in the
implementation of these ianguages. The value of implementing these languages in
Constraint Graphs lies not only in the implementation per se, but also in the
understanding of the target Ianguage that comes with the exercise of implementation
itself. For example, testing with the implernentation of Conceptuai Graphs quickly
pointed out some problems with Sowa's published ontology (Section 7.2) and the
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implernentation of KDraw revealed an otherwise hidden structure of arc types. While the
arc-centric structure of Constraint Graphs can be seen as unnaiural with respect to the
original conceptualizations of KDraw and Conceptuai Graphs (which are both nodecentric - see Section 9.3.2), the implementation in an arc-centric paradigm appears to be
quite useM and insightful.

Chapter 8

Extensions and Variations

The previous chapter discussed the application of Constraint Graphs: languages that can
be built on top of Constraint Graphs. This chapter aims at the use of these new

languages and the envïronrnents in which Constraint Graphs may be used.

The fïst section discusses the Constraint Graphs extension that translates languages
defined in Constraint Graphs to Z specifcations. While the ability to translate into Z

specifications is interesting. it is not necessarily particdarly useful. But this exercise
functions as a test case for translating visual languages into more traditional existent
textual languages for M e r processing. For example, the KDraw or Conceptual Graphs
language definitions described in the previous chapter codd be translated into the native
language of their respective engines.

A KDraw domain could be translated into

CLASSIC to create an expert system. A Conceptual Graphs domain could be processed
by PEIRCE (Ellis & Levinson 1992). the Deakin Tool (Lukose 1991). or CGKEE

(Munday et al. 1996).

The next two sections discuss two Constra.int Graph variants. One variant is a Netscape
browser plug-in that allows uses to browse Constraint Graphs as active multi-media
objects on the Web, modify them and write them back to the semer. The other variant is

a multi-user version (which also runs on the Web) that allows multiple users to share the
same Constraint Graphs workspace, interacting with the concept maps, and each other, in

real tirne: each of them gets a constantly updated view of the map, reflecting the changes
made by the othen.

The Constraint Graphs program is capable of capturing the

syntan of other graphitai

formalisrns by inferencing via the type lanice - but the reader should note that it is not
intended to take on the deeper semantic nuances of any arbitrary graphical formalism.
For example, although it can emulate the syntax of KDraw, Constraint Graphs cannot do
the inferences of KDraw.

However, the Constraint Graphs program is relatively easy to extend to "compile" a graph
into the native notation of a target formalism. As a case in point, it took only a single day
to write an extension to output a concept map as a complete Z specification

- this

automatic generation produced the specifications found in Kremer (1996a; 1996b). The
generated Z specification is an extension to the Constraint Graphs Z specification given in
chapter 5.
The Z translator writes its output as an HTML file suitable for posting on the Web using
the ZSL Z dialect (Jia 1995). The original Z language is full of esoteric mathematical
symbols not found in many font sets, so Z is normally not very practicai for viewing in
non-specialized Web browsers. ZSL is an ingenious pure ASCII version of Z that
substitutes very suggestive combinations of ordinary ASCII characters for all of the
unusual mathematical symbols. Although it takes a Iittle practice, it does not take a 2-

Iiterate person long to become familiar with ZSL. The convenience of ZSL being Webfi-iendly makes up for the slight loss in mathematical typographical elegance.
Furthemore, ZSL is also an input language for Jia's ZTC Z type checker (Jia 1995),
which means the Constraint Graphs Z translator output can be type checked by ZïC. An
attribute that keeps the developer honest if nothing else.
By a fortuitous combination of syntactic conventions, ZTL cm be embedded in HTML
documents in such a way that Web browsen can display the document elegantly and ZTL
can type check the ZTC code while ignoring the HTML code as comments. This is
possible because ZTC ignores aU lines that do not begin with a tab character. One only

has to avoid using tab charactes at the beginning of HTML code lines, and place tab

characten at the beginning of ail ZSL iines. HTML's < P R b (preformatted) directive is
used to enclose passages of (tab-prefixed) ZSL code, which maintains Iine-breaks in the

ZSL code,
The Z tmslator's output starts by laying down HTML header information, then it
includes Constraint Graphs' Z specification:

This is a 2 specification for the KDraw4 visual language definition. It has
been automatically generated from a constraint graph by CONSTRAINT GRAPHS
(~11996,Knowledge Science Institute, University of Calgazy. This specification
should typecheck using ZTC (cl1 9 9 3 - 1 9 9 5 , Xiaoping Jia, DePaul University.
<pre>

specification
<a href='graphsz.htm'>
include {graphsz htm) %</a>

-

S

.

*

The Z transistor then outputs a section descnbing the ad-hoc constraints, or vali&tors

that have been used in the language definition, but are otherwise not part of the Constraint
Graphs definition. For example, the KDraw language definition (Section 7.3) uses the
ParentOfIndividuaI constra.int (but the Constraint Graphs specification does not), so
ParentOfLndividual is Iisted in the vaiidators section:
1 P a r e n t 0 fIndividual; VALIDATOR
1 -------------1 fora11 apply, owner: ARC-CObEONENT O forai1 g: GRAPHO
1 ParentofIndividual (apply,owner,g 1 =
1
if (apply /= owner => not (exists c:g.Contents @
(apply->c in g -amestorof 0 1 1 1
1
1
then PASS
I
else FAIL

@

Z requires that al1 identifiers be declared, so the Z translater must make a second scan
through the graph to pick up al1 new identifien used in the concept map. There are two
classes of identifiers: NAMES (used for cornponents) and ATTRIBUTE-NAMES (used

for attributes). Since ZTC is rather particular about identifier syntax (identifiers must
begin with an alphabetic character and contain oniy alphabetic characters, numerais, and
underscores) and Constraint Graphs is very liberai about identifier syntax (viaudiy

anything is aiIowed), the Z aansIator must make up replacements for unacceptable names
and create an identifier translation table. The identifiers section for Section 7.3's KDraw
definition is:

1
1
1

Concept, Primitive, Individual, Cons traint , Rule,
Ro le. mutex. coreferent has-role, has-constraint ,
i f-then, has-f iller, has-domain, exception, In-Constraint ,
1 Zncludes-Constraint, k i i n ~ c o n s t r a i n t .Set-Cons traint ,
] set-contains, Object-with-Role, instance-of, Proto-Concept

1
1

.

: NAEE

bordercolor, fillcolor, shape, textcolor, connecter,
lineColor : ATTRIBUTEUTENAME

Finally, the Z translator outputs the schema that actually defines the target language. The
following schema fragment is a iragrnent from the KDraw schema showing only the
Concept and Primitive nodes and the isa arc. The complete specification is not shown

because it's more than five pages long.
--Wraw4--------------------------------------------------------------

1
1

FIRST-QRDERERTYPEIl-GRAPH;

Concept : NODE-COMPONENT;

1 Primitive: NODE-COMPONENT ;

1 is-a: ISA-COMWNENT;
1 *..
I----------------1 % Node 'Concept' restrictions (id=Ox8)
1 Concept.Level = 3 ;
1 exists x:ATTRIBUTE-VALUE 1 pas-int-x = O Q % (0x0)
1
MakeAttribute (bordercolor,x , 101.()
in Concept .Attributes;
1 exists x:ATTRIBTJTEUTEVALUE1 pos-int-x = 16777215 @ % (Oxffffff)
1
W e A t t r i b u t e ( f i l l C o l o r , x , 100. (1) in Concept-Attributes;
1 $ shape: seq char = 'ellipse' @
1 Makattribute (shape,attribute-value, 101, (CONSTANT)) in

1

Concept .Attributes:
] exists %:ATTRIBUTE-VALUE 1 pos-int-x = O @ % (0x0)
1
MakeAttribute (textcolor,~,
101, ( 1 ) in Concept .Attributes;

I

Node 'Primitive' restrictions (id=Ox9)
Primitive-Level = 3;
exists x:ATTRIBUTE-VALUE 1 pos-int-x = 12632256 @ % (OxcOcOc0)
MalceAttribute (bordercolor,x,101, (CONSTANT)) in
Prirnitive.Attributes;
exists x:ATTRIBUTE-VALLIE 1 pos-int-x = 16777215 @ % (Oxffffff)
MakeAttribute (fillcolor,~,
101, ( 1 in Primitive-Attributes;
exists x:ATTRIBUTE,VALW 1 pas-ht-x = O O % (0x0)
%

Makattribute ( textcolor,x, 101, { } ) in Primitive .Attributes;

s a mr e s t r i c t i o n s (id=Ox401
is,a.Level = 3;
{ U p w a r d , NoDanglingTerminals 1
subseteq is,a.Constraints;
GetTerminal (is-a, 1) = Concept;
G e t T e r m i n a l ( is-a, 2 1 = Proto-Concept ;
Makattribute (connecter,attribute-value, 100, { ) ) in is,a.Attributes;
% Isa 'i

-

% the type hierarchy- .
Concept parentof P r i m i t i v e ;

This schema fint declares al1 the new cornponents, then describes each component, and
finalIy, describes the type hierarchy. Note that the type hierarchy does not seem to be

complete - this is because a large part of it is implicitly declared in the other definitions.

The output concludes by adding standard HTML M e r text. The generated HTML füe
can be displayed as a standard Web document and can be type checked using the Z ï C

type checker.

Future work on this project includes adding an extension to translate a concept map into
the (usually textual) native language of other systems, calling up those other systems for

native processing and then translating the results back into a Consaaint Graphs concept
map. For example, KDraw concept maps could be translated into KDraw's underlying

native notation (CLASSIC), a separate KDraw interpreter could be called (possibly
elsewhere on the Internet), and the inferences could be written back into the original
concept map. Section 9.3.4expands on this concept.

8.2 Consfiaint Graphs as a Netscape plug-in
There c m be Little doubt that World Wide Web

0
browsers have caught on with

unprecedented success as a popular means of accessing information on the Intemet. It
makes good sense to take advantage of this success, whatever cause one amibutes to it,

and use the Web as the base infkastructure for a repository of concept maps. Indeed,
concept mapping tools should be cleaniy integrated with al1 the other objects normaiiy
found on the Web: text, rich text, still images, animation, and HTML forms, to name just
a few of the wide variety of muItimedia objects that have become available on the Web.

8.2.1 Concept Maps Embedded in Netscape HTML Documents
The current versions of the Netscape WWW browser allows concept mapping programs,
written in C*, to be cleanly integrated with the browser such that users can interact with
the concept map as easiiy as they might interact with a clickable image (Netscape
Communications Corporation 1997). Concept maps can be used just as though they were
native objects to the browser program. Figure 48 shows a Constra.int Graphs concept map
embedded in an HTML document. This document and concept map describe part of a

C t t class library. The concept map is actudly an active instance of the Consm.int
Graphs program. Therefore, .this concept map can be scrolled or re-arranged by simple
direct manipulation commands.
Al1 this is possible through the plugin Application Program Interface (MI)provided by
Netscape. Plugins are programs which register themsehes with the Netscape browser in
association with a specific MIME type (Borenstein & Freed 1993), and which are
dynamically loaded by Netscape whenever an object of that MIME type is displayed.
Plugins can be either embedded in an HIML document or displayed as a complete
document themselves.

This section descxibes the class kerarchy used m the Constraint Graphs
implementasion based on the spe&cation is chmer 5.The foiiowing is an active
OMT diagram ofpart ofthe ciass hierarchy @s a Contraint Graphs plug-in),

T h u e is a dose match w i h Fieure 12 on pane 41 (the base type lathce) and &O
very dosely tracks the Z schemata in sections 5.4 thou& 5.o. Techmcally, th=

Figure 48: A concept map embedded in an ElTML document describing part of
a C++class iibrary.

With the version 3.0 release of the Netscape browser, plugins cm masquerade as a Java

(Sun Microsystems Jnc. 1996) class.

This facility is c d LiveConnect (Netscape

Communications Corporation 1996a). Java is an object-orïented programming language
tailored for program migration on the Web, and is fast becoming the "native" Web
language. In presenting itself as a Java class, a plugin program can make public m y
interna1 commands the programmer deems appropriate.

Thus, a Java program can

assume full control of a plugin program and provide specialized interfaces and operations
to a concept map in a way that is convenient for Web programtuers.
Furthemore, LiveConnect ais0 provides open communication between Java and
JavaScxipt (Netscape Communications Corporation 1996b). JavaScript is a scripting
Ianguage that can be written directiy into HTML documents, and is even easier to work
with than Java Since concept maps can masquerade as a Java class, and JavaScript can
talk to Java, then JavaScript can exert control over concept maps. This allows the user to
input elements of Web documents (primarily HTML forms (Grobe 1996)) to act as a large

part of the interface to concept maps, giving the end user (or HTML script &ter) an
unprecedented degree of fiexibility and ease of control.

Figure 49 shows a Constraint Graphs concept map embedded in an HTML document. In
this example, most of the non-direct manipulation user interface elements that would
normally appear as menus or hot keys have been transformed into commands available
through a Java class. HTML f o m input elements, such as buttons and selection boxes,

are scnpted with Javascript to access these commands. For example, the button in Figure
49 labeled "save" is simpIy defined as:
<input type= 'button' name='save9 value='save"

onClick='document .map. save ( ) '>

which will cal1 the saveo method of the plug-in applet.
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Figure 49: A concept map embedded in an HTML document ushg ETML f o m

input elements and Javascript to achieve a custom user interface.

8.3 Groupware: mu&-user, reuï-time interaction
While concept maps can be very useful as Web documents, their usefuiness can be
dramatically increased by making them multi-user interactive documents. That is, the
traditional distinctions between document author and reader can be dissolved to create a
participant role, where (suffciently privileged) individuals can not only browse a concept

map but also change the document and store the modified document back to the serverFurthemore, if two or more users happen to access a particular document at the same

tirne, they should be able to smoothiy rnove into a synchronous shared editing session.

8.3.1 Concept Maps Can Be Stored Back to the Semer
Allowing users to update concept maps from a Web browser is accomplished through use
of the CG1 (Comrnon Gateway Interface) available on most WWW servers. A shared
concept map is not directly referenced by its normal URL;instead, a custom CG1 program
is referenced, and this reference is parameterized with a reference to the actual concept
map document. When the URL is fetched by the client browser, it is the responsibility of
the CG1program to r e m the concept map data on behalf of the server.

When the client wishes to Save the concept map, the same indirect URL is used - but with
the concept map data as part of the post message. The CG1 program is called by the

server, and the CG1progam copies the data back into the original file on the server.

Of course, this simplistic appmach is open to malicious or accidental disruption of the
data

A host of security issues corne to mind.

While these issues have not been

addressed so far in this research, there are many weU-tested sotutions elsewhere. Version
control, which can be as simple as maintainhg a new version of a file every time it is
written back to the server, is one approach; public-key encrypted electronic signatures

k i n g verified on a write-back is another.

8.3.2 "Realtime", Serendipitous Interaction
Merely allowing users to write concept maps back to the server is not enough. Besides
the obvious dangers of users overwriting each others work, users need to be kept aware of

other users concurrently accessing the concept map. Users may also wish to find out
more about various aspects of the history of the map, such as who else has modified it.
Since shared concept map access is through a server CG1 program, this program c m take
responsibility for recording access as part of the concept map's history, and for
coordinating "red t h e " interaction between concurrent participants. Thus, clients can
obtain information about past and current participants fkom the server (as in Figure 49).
Furthemore, since the software architecture uses command objects (Gamma et al. 1995)
to encapsulate dl user updates to

a concept map's state, these command objects can be

sent to the server where they can be re-broadcast to ail concurrent participants. In this

way, each of the participants will

receive d l participants' commands, and d l

participants' concept maps wili evennially amve at the same state. (There are many fmer

points to this kind of interaction, but they will not be discussed here.)

This form of interaction has the advantage of king serendipitous; that is, users need not
go to any special trouble to set up a "conference": instead, interactive sessions are

automaticaily set up by virtue of concurrent access to the same concept map. (See
Roseman & Greenberg (1996) for a discussion of this kind of interaction.)

8.4 Summary
The f~stsection of this chapter discusses the Consaaint Graphs extension that translates a
Constraint Graphs concept map into a Z specification based on the Z specification for
Constraint Graphs itself. This generated Z specification is an HTML document with
embedded ZSL (a variant of 2)and can be displayed using any standard Web browser,

and it can be used as input (in its entirety) to the Z ï C type checker. The Z document

serves as an example of simple translation h m Constra.int Graphs to the native Language
of other systems whose syntax is captured as a Constraint Graphs definition.
A variant of the Constraint Graphs program can be used on the Web. Constraînt Graphs

is embedded in an HTML document or is displayed as a Web document using the
Netscape plugin APL This alIows users to work with Constraint Graphs concept maps on
the Web just as they might work with them on the stand-aione version of Constraint

Graphs. Furthemore, Netscape's recent introduction of LiveComect allows Constraint

Graphs concept maps to interact with other elements, such as HïbL forms objects,
within an HTML document. This is accomplished by wriMg the Constraint Graphs

plugin to emulate a Java class; as a Java object, the plugin can interact with both the Java
environment and with Javascript.

AU of this is a useful concept mapping extension to the Web, but it still conforms to the
Web's traditional authorfreader roles. It is not dificuit to m e r extend Constraint
Graphs, using simple CG1 programs to ailow real-time, multi-user interaction where each

of the users of a particular concept map may be updated with changes made by the other
users in real time. This makes for a conference-like shared workspace environment,
although a secondary voice channel is often necessary for useful interaction.

An

advantage of the scenario presented here is that, unlike many groupware tools, this is
serendipitous interaction, where users do not have tr> spend undue effort setting up a

"conference". Users need only agree to meet at a particular "place" (URL), or may
happen to "meet"at a URL by chance.

Chapter 9

Conclusion

This chapter evaiuates the Constraint Graphs framework and describes several potential
areas of future work in the field. The evaluation addresses the objectives described in
chapters 1 and 4, and describes how these objectives are met by the research work. The
evaluation also discusses several issues related to the framework's efficiency, scalability,
expressiveness, completeness, extendibility, and flexibility.

In addition to the evaluation, this chapter describes several avenues of future research
based on the current work.

The current theory should be chalienged based on the

implementation of other existing and newly designed concept mapping languages. There
are also many possible alternative and variant theories that warrant investigation using
variants of the software framework descnbed in this thesis. It now seerns apparent that
the framework and theory could be easily and profitably extended to implement not just
the syntax (Section 7.2),but al1 the semantics of Conceptual Graphs. Tramlators similar

to the Z translater described in Section 7.3 could be used to link to other server programs
to create systems that encompass both interactive syntax support (Constraint Graphs) and
the "deep semantics" support of a language-specific (but non-graphical) server. A Java
version of the CMap user interface could be used to increase Constraint Graphs

portability to other environments. In addition, there are many avenues of research to
pursue in order to make Constraint Graphs a powerful multi-user, collaborative tool-

9.1 Addressing the Objectives

The primary objective of this work was stated in chapter 1:

'20 provide the basis for concrete theones of concept mapping language
syntax by developing a software framework for the development and
implementation of concept mapping languages."
Two awriliary objectives were derived h m this: formal specification and disciplined
development. The formal specification objective comes from the need for unambiguous
description, since Constraint Graphs can support no theory if they are not unambiguously
understood.

The disciplined development objective comes from the need to have

confidence in the correspondence between the specification and the program.
The requirements for the framework (which constitute a commitment to a minimal theory
of concept mapping languages) were developed in chapter 4. From these requirements
the specification was developed in chapter 5. While the specification does not cover the
whole of the framework software, it does cover the essential part that implements the
corresponding theory of concept maps. This includes the fundamental component types
of a concept map: nodes, contexts, arcs, and the inheritance mechanism, isa arcs. The
specification unarnbiguously documents:
the type relationships arnong the primary component types (CONTEXT + NODE +

COMPONENT t ARC t ISA)
the intrinsic attributes of, and constraints on, each primary component type
the method by which the primary components' srpe lattice can be extended to

implement specific concept mapping Ianguages
the method by which the subtype/supertype relations is computed using isa arcs

the constraints on which nodes of a particular type may appear on arc terminais (based
on inheritance)
the ad-hoc constraints and how they are added to components and computed through
the type lattice

the attribute/value pairs and how they are added to components and how access is
computed through the type Iattice
the legality of components, and how it is caiculated based on inheritance, arc terminal
conditions, and ad-hoc constraints
This specification, given in chapter 5, fdfills the formal specification auxiliary objective.
Chapter 6 describes an implementation of the framework software.

Although the

software is written in a very different language ( C u ) from the specification

(a,the

implementation is carefuily stnictured to follow the specification as closeIy as possible.
Unfortunately, following the Z specification's exact structure yields an implementation far
too slow for practical purposes. This problem forced the implementation to cache the isa
arc references, which was a slight divergence from the structure of the specification.
Fortunately, taking only tbis shortcut was enough to increase the speed an average of two
or three orders of magnitude (the computationai complexity of the subtype caiculation
was reduced from fourth-order polynornid to alrnost linear). The vast majority of the
implernentation closely follows the specification structure.

Both specification and

implementation have been annotated with HTML anchor tags such chat their trivial
conversion to HTML documents ailows two-way hyperlinks between the parts of the
specification and the corresponding parts of the implementation.
However, there is an efficiency cost associated with maintaining the close correspondence
between specification and implementation (see Section 6.5.3).

Reducing this

correspondence couid siamcantly reduce the overail computational complexity, and may
be necessary in the future as the framework is applied to Iarger data sets or is extended to

different kinds of constraints.

In addition, chapter 6 describes the conceptuai framework used in the design and
implementation to make the program more understandable and high-level. Gamma's
design patterns (Gamma et al. 1995) are high level organizationai descriptions used in the
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design of the software. The C++ Standard Template Library (Nelson 1995; Stepanov &
Lee 1995) is a very abstract and type-safe container Lbrary that was used in the
implementation to avoid "reinventing the wheel" and offer a direct higher level of
abstraction in the programming language.
The implementation has an (almost) direct correspondence to the specification. It also

makes use of hi&-levei concepnial frameworks in design and implementation. This
disciplined approach yields an acceptable Ievel of confidence that the implernentation is a

reasonable "concrete" facsimile of the specification.
Chapter 7 serves as a test of the primary objective of this work: to develop a software

framework for the implementation of concept mapping languages. Chapter 7 describes,
in detail, three concept mapping languages implemented in the Constraint Graphs

framework. These languages Vary in complexity from the simple @BIS, a decision
support language, to Conceptual Graphs and KDraw, both knowledge representation
languages. The implementation of the syntax (and some of the semantics) of these three
languages demonstrates Constraint Graphs' Mfillment of the primary objective of the
thesis. This should not be taken as a c l a h that the theory will encompass al1 languages
that one might want to inciude in the class of concept mapping languages: that wiIl o d y

corne with M e r experience impiementing more languages under the framework.

9.2 Issues
This section discusses the efficiency and scalability. expressiveness and completeness,

extendibility, and flexibility of the current ftamework implementation. Most of the points
within these areas are discussed elsewhere in this thesis; these are noted in the discussion.

9.2.1 Efficiency and Scalability
As has already been addressed in Section 9.1, efficiency is one of Constraint Graphs'

concems with respect to scaling up to large data sets. Efficiency has been purposefully

sacrificed in favour of achieving a clean correspondence between the implementation
code and the specification. However, the correspondence has k e n compromised because
the early hplementations proved much too slow. This forced references to isa arcs to be
locally cached within component objects. In fact, the implementation maintains both the

cached and uncached strategies by use of conditional compilation. The compilation is
dependent on whether or not the macro symbol FAST1 is defined, as seen in the
following code excerpt of the declaration of the ComponentO class (the superclass of ail
component classes):
class ComponentO : public Subject / / M e r i t for the Obsexver/Subject pattern
#ifdef -1
,public Observer
teadif
i

f riend class TypedGraph;
public :
typedef
set<Ref2<Attribute>,less<Attribute> > ~01ySetOfAttributes
;
PolySetOfAttributes::iterator AttrIterator;
typedef
# i fdsf FAST1
typedef
list<IsaComponent*> Isas-type;
typedef
Isas-type~riterator IsaIterator;

teadif
.*.

protected:
ID-type
Id;
string
Name ;
unsigned ht
Level ;
PolySet~fAttributesAttrjbutes;
#ifdef FAST1
Isas-type
ParentIsas;
Isas-type
Childisas ;
lenaif

1;

Here, the Observer ciass is a superclass of Componento only if t h i s is a cached
compilation. Likewise, the two iists of cached LFa references and their relevant typedefs
are only declared in a cached compilation. This measure d o w s for checking the cached

version against the original uncached version during testing, and increases confidence in
the equivalence of the specification and implementation. Section 6.5.3 discusses more
technical details on cache optimization.

As Constraint Graphs is appIied against larger and larger data sets in future work, it will

undoubtedly show performance probiems. The caching of other (non-isa) arc references
are obvious candidates for efficiency improvements. Other efficiency strategies inchde:
The use of STL maps (red-black crees) and other time-efficient (but cornplex)
structures instead of STL lists for such structures as attribute lists and gaph
component Iists.
The flattening and reordering of nested iteration structures that mode1 the
specification's nested universai and existentid quantifiers.

9.2.2 Expressiveness and Completeness
The design of Constraint Graphs concentrates on arcs and which node types they may
terminate on.

A coroilary of that is the attention to the type Iattice and the

subtype/supertype relationship, since typing is the basis of arc constraints. CompIex arc
constraints, based on more information than just the type of the arc and the type of the
termination node, are not supported except by ad-hoc constraints. An example of a
cornpiex constraint might be the modeling of sex in type Person by attribute instead of by
subtyping:

fi
Fernale

When modeled this way, the relationship mother is restricted to king from a Person to a
Person whose sex reiation terminates on Female, which could be drawn this way:

where the context box indicates the secondary restriction on the Person at the terminal of
the mother relationship.

Allowing this kind of specification c m Iead to arbitrarily

complex structures, which leads to very high computational complexity in the constraint
validation algorithm.

Since this sort of specification appears to be fairly unusuai

(although itrshard to tell how much it wouId be used if it were readily available), it does
not seem worth the additional complexity at this time - particularly since ad-hoc
constraints cm be used for the (apparently) rare cases where cornplex arc constraints are
required.
Contexts have been specified as being hierarchical (nested) in Constraint Graphs. But
there is no inherent reason why concept mapping languages need only hierarchical
contexts: overIapping contexts are aIso possibIe (and more generd). However, the author
knows of no concept mapping language that allows overlapping contexts (few even ailow
contexts), but there are other graphitai languages (Venn diagrams (Hammer 1995), for
instance) that do aUow overlapping contexts. While there is no current compelIing reason
to aUow overlapping contexts, it may be necessary to roll back this cornmitment in the
future. Fortunately, this would be easy: the nested contexts restriction is implemented as

a simpIe ad-hoc constraint (Sections 5.6, 5.8, and 5-10). and could be removed or
replaced by some other appropriate constraint. Even an end-user could remove the
constraint, since it's a simple matter of removing it from the ContextComponents's
"constraints"attribute: there is no programming involved.
Contexts are aIso probIematic in another way: there is no obvious "right" way for context
boxes to behave in the user interface. Currently, moving a context box moves al1 the

components it contains as weil as includes a l l components its post-operation geometry
happens to contain. Resizing a context box includes (or excludes) all the components the
post-operation geometry includes (or excludes). But there are compelling alternatives.
Moving a context box could move a I l the contained components and "burnp" all the
components fkom its new location to maintain its containment state. Resizing a context
box could cornpress all contained components or "bwp"aIl excluded components to
maintain its original containment state.

9.2.3 Extendibility
Besides the expected extendibility that cornes with the object oriented programming
paradigm, Constraint Graphs is easily extendible in at least three respects:

Ad-hoc constraints
Attribute/value pairs
Library pattern

Ad-hoc constraints are implemented as instances of the abstract class Validator.
Arbitrary constraints may be easily added to the system by sub-classing Validator and
adding an instance of the new class to the global constra.int library. (Since Validator is
clonable, the system can produce exact-typed copies of a specifc Validator subclass
without knowing the specific type

- see Section

6.5.2.) The system calls the bool

operator()method to check for pasdfail status of the validator. The system does not have

to worry about details of the validators: it merely keeps iists of validators and applies

thern as necessary in its validation algorithm (see Section 6.4.3). Thus, it is relatively

easy to extend the systern using validaton with very minimal disruption to the program
code.
Validaton are stored in attributelvalue pairs, as are all of the visual attributes (such as
shape, fil1 color, and text color) used in the user interface. Attributelvalue pairs are type-

safe, identifier-indexable places where other programs or moduIes c m easily store
inherïtable data within a Constmint Graphs concept map. This allows, for instance, the
CMap user interface to store data (of which Constraint Graphs has no semantic

knowledge) in a concept map; that data cm be accessed fater, or used concurrently by
other views using the same concept map (see Section 6.1). Amibutes and their values are
dso automatically inherited by subtypes of the component in which they are stored.

The library pattern, discussed in Section 6.5.2, alIows for the easy extension of
constraints and various graphical object types.
These three features, ad-hoc constraints, attribute/value pairs, and the library pattern,
dong with object-oriented design and implemeniation, combine to make the Constraint

Graphs framework extendible and very flexible, as noted in the next section.

The points in the previous section on extendibility are also relevant to the issue of
flexibility. in addition to those points, the Conscraint Graphs design is flexible in its

impIementation of its intrhsic model. The model is ver- easy to m o d e because most of
the component constraints, such as "acyclic isa arcs" and "strictIy-nested contexts", are
implemented as ad-hoc constraints, which are very easy to mod*

if the need aises.

These constraints exist as part of the constraint library and are added to the base type
objects (node, arc, isa arc, and context) during program initialization. This not only

makes it trivially easy to remove or replace these consh-aints, but also makes it easy for
other type objects to re-use the same constraints (without any prograrnming).

9.3 Future Work
This section describes potential future work to be undertaken to extend Constraint Graphs

beyond its present functionality.
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9-3.1 ChaIlenging the Theory
The theory of concept mapphg languages presented in the Coustra.int Graphs theory
invites challenge. The implementation of new languages under the fkamework acts as a
concrete test of the theory's appiicability to each new language. If a language cannot be
implemented under the framework, the language does not f ' under the domain of the
theory. Either the language is not a concept mapping language, or it represents a failure
of the theory and invites a revision or extension of it. Of course, the judgment of whether

or not a particular visual language is rightfully a concept mapping language is subjective;

but this is to be expected in the classification of complex phenornena such as visual
languages.

Such challenges have played a major role in the development of the Constraint Graphs
theory. For example, the theory was extended to include multiple ontologies when the
implementation of KDraw showed the need for both a semantic and a visual ontology (as
described in Section 4.3.6).

The frarnework failed to aUow the desired behaviour

(individual's inheritance of attribute-value pairs fiom concepts while baring the

application of concept's constra.int behaviour).

In this case, the failure indicated a

deficiency in the theory, which lead to its extension to include multiple type lanices,
which was implemented as ontology Nters in the frarnework.

In addition to the languages described in Chapter 7, several other languages have been
defined using the Constraint Graphs framework with varying degrees of success. One of
these languages was a new language (which was originally designed using Constraint

Graphs) called Annotated Row Chart (Kremer, Lukose & Gaines 1997). This language is

an extension to flow charts and presented no challenge at all for Constraint Graphs. In
contrat, some of the object oriented notations were also implemented, and these
presented some challenge to Constraint Graphs. The problem here involved contexts,
which are probably underdeveloped in the present theory. In these implementations,

methods where modeled as nodes that could only be contained inside classes or objects

(which were modeled as contexts). Whde ad-hoc constraints could be used to solve the
problem, it seems naturai that there should be a way to mode1 such constraintts visuaily,
just as arc texmination consrraints are visuaily specified in a natural way- Exactiy how
this codd be done, or even v i t should be doue, is open to debate.
Contexts thernselves present an issue in the theory. It is debatable whether or not
contexts belong in a theory of concept maps. Many concept mapping languages Iack the
notion of context; for example, neither gIBIS nor KDraw contain any notion of contexts
(although KDraw ailows one to draw a context, it has no semantic meaning whatsoever).
On the other hand, Conceptual Graphs embraces context as a fundamental notion. The
current theory ailows for the use of contexts, but contexts can be easily constrained away
for languages that do not use context. The contexts in the theory folIow Conceptual
Graphs in that contexts are strictiy nested and cannot be "overlapped (Section 4.3.2.4).
This is a contentious point since using this constraint does not admit such languages as
Venn diagram and Euler circles (Hammer 1995). However, elimination of these
Ianguages is probably justifïed in that it is easy to judge Venn diagrams and EuIer circles

as not being concept maps since their semantics (and Iack of arcs) is substantially
different from most "obvious" concept mapping Ianguages.
There is much future work in implementation of both existing and new concept mapping
languages in the frarnework. The expectation is that this will lead to a better and more
complete theory of concept mapping languages.

9.3-2 Altemate Theories
There are many aiternate possibilities in formulating a theory of concept mapping
languages. Several alternatives have already been mentioned:
Omirting contextsfrom the theory: This possibility does not admit Conceptual Graphs

as a concept mapping langage.
admitted.)

(But Conceptual Graphs shodd probably be
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Relaxing the theory's conrtraint on hierarchical contexts (Section 4.3.2.4): This rnight
admit languages Iike Vem diagrams and Euler circles, which are questionably

classified as concept mapping languages.
Accommodating c o n t a conmaints: The present theory says nothing about

constraining components to exist only in a particular context type or restricting a
context type to contain only particular component types. W e this can be done
through ad-hoc constraints, supporthg this ability through some "native" method
(analogous to arc constraints) might be more appropriate.
There exist alternative theories that are far more fundamental than these. One of the more
important possibilities is the theory implied by both KDraw and Concepnial Graphs: that
nodes should "connol" the graph syntax while arcs take a subservient role. In both these
languages, an:types are Iargely neglected in favour of a rich set of node types. In KDraw,
arcs are all binary and untyped and their meaning can oniy be inferred from the types of
the nodes at their tenninals (the exception is arcs between concepts which have three

relations [subtype, coreferent, and disjoint] and are visual distinguished). In Conceptual
Graphs, nodes take on the role of relations in a (almost) smctiy bipartite graph and smcüy

binary arcs are untyped (except for the coreferent arc, which also breaks the bipartite
nature of the graphs). Indeed, the arc-centric theory put forward in this thesis may be
viewed as a challenge to the unstated node-centric theory implied by these and other
concept mapping languages. Constraint Graphs takes the view that syntax (and some
semantics) is constrained via arcs instead of nodes.
One may also formulate a theory that is the extreme opposition to the node-centric theory.
It is possible to eliminate nodes from the theory entirely and view nodes only as arcs with
an arity of zero.

This arcs-only theory has the appeal of greater simplicity and

homogeneity, since it eliminates one of the four fundamental types (nodes) in the theory.
It dso allows for a straight-forward description of arcs whose type label is an entire
subgxaphs, since such an arc is merely a context with arity greater than zero. The main
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drawback of the arcs-oniy theory is that it may be viewed as too radical and therefore
dificult for many researchers to accept. This theory is viewed by the author as important,
and will be tested by a variant of the framework in the near future.

9.3-3 Semantics of Conceptual Graphs
The description of the Constraint Graphs implementation of Conceptual Graphs in
Section 7.2 models the syntax and some of the semantics (the type lattice) of Conceptual
Graphs. Jn fact, of the four parts of a Conceptuai Graphs canon (graphs, type lattice,
conformity relations, and formation mies) Constraint Graphs very naturaily models

three

of them. The graphs are easily expressed in Constraint Graphs and both the type lattice
and conformity reIacions (instance-ofrelations) are modeled using Constraint Graphs' is-a
arcs within the graphs themselves. The one part of the Conceptual Graphs canon that isn't
modeled in Constraint Graphs is the formation rules. But, in fact, some of the formation
rules are currently irnplemented in Constraint Graphs; other niles are easily and naturdy
modeled in simple implementation extensions to Constraint Graphs; and the remaining
d e s could be added as graph operations that rnight just as well be applied to other
concept mapping languages.

It is therefore very compelling to add the remaining Conceptual Graphs formation rules as
Constraint Graphs manipulation operators.

This would achieve a compIete

implementation of Conceptual Graphs within Constraint Graphs. The four Conceptual
Graphs formation d e s and their likely implementation under Constraint Graphs is as
follows:

Resmkt: The restrict operator is aiready implemented in Constraint Graphs since one
of Constraint Graphs fundamental operations is subtyping by drawing an is-a arc from
the subtype to the supertype. Any constraints violated due to the addition of such an
is-a arc cause an immediate, run-time refusai of the operation.

Copy: In the graphicai environment of Constraint Graphs, the Conceptuai Graphs copy
operator naturally maps ont0 a standard copy-and-paste operation. While copy-andpaste has not yet been implemented in Constraint Graphs, it is a naturai operation that
would be implemented regardless of its need in a Conceptuai Graphs implementation.
Simplify: The Conceptuai Graphs simplifv operator could be implemented as an
intrinsic function of the system: it would automatically be appiied whenever the
system detected two identicaily-typed arcs benkreen two nodes. The implementation of
such an intrinsic operator could be done trivially as a "noDupIicates" ad-hoc constraint
on the Conceptual Graphs' top-level arc type, relation.
Join: The join formation rule is the hardest to implement, but could be implemented
either by an intemal coreference arc or by merging two components into one. The fust
alternative would involve extending the theory to include the concept of coreference
where the semantics of

coreference arcs wouid be as conduits through which

constraints are automatically propagated. The second implementation wouid merely
involve a merge of two components into a single component with a single unique ID

and changing ail references in the graph to the new ID. The first operation seems
slightly more appealing because it keeps more information about the history, and is
therefore somewhat more "undoabIe" (without a command history list

- both are

equaily "undoable" in the presence of a command history iist).
One must cautiously avoid "polluting" the theory (and framework) with language-specific
features, so a conservative evaluation of the generality of these new operators is in order.
Howcver, these operators al1 seem v c j gcneraily applicable to most concept mapping
languages (with the possible exception of join): remkt already exists; copy seems very
natural in the graphicai environment; and simplfi can lx implemented as a take-it-orleave-it ad-hoc constraint. Join is the only one of the formation d e s that is "active", in
that it would involve the user actively issuing a new command to the system; nonetheless,
it does appear to be a command that could be applicable to many other languages. As a

case in point, it is semantically very similar to the KDraw coreference relation. It could
be argued that the theory should be extended to encompass coreference as a fundamental

concept, and this would subsume the join operator. Whether this shodd be graphicdy

shown as a coreference arc or a merge of two components (or either) is more an issue of
implementation and user interface than an issue of the theory.

9-3.4 Translators
A relatively simple translator has already been shown in Section 8.1. This translator

converts a system developed in Constraint Graphs to a Z specifcation. While this rnay be
usefui for Z-Literate users in understanding a system, the generated Z notation is
considerably more verbose and hard-to-undentand than the original Constra.int Graphs
definition. Although it is a useful demonstration, it is of lirnited utility.
More useful would be translators to other systems. For example, the KDraw Constraint
Graphs system described in Section 7.3 could be translated into the KDraw version of

CLASSIC, and passed to a KDraw engine where inferences could be made. If the
translator could also translate back to native Consmaint Graphs format, the inferences
could be used as updates to the original graph, giving the user the impression that the
graphical interface "hows" how to do inferences.
Figure 50 shows just such a situation. The Constraint Graphs process is using the KDraw

definition described in Section 7.3, which describes KDraw syntax. The translator, built
sirnilarly to the Z translator, converts the user's definition into KDraw's CLASSIC-like
representation language and sen& the result to a KDraw process. The KDraw process is
a server that may reside on the same machine, or may reside elsewhere on the Internet. A

simple server protocol modeled on the IirrP protocol would suffice. The translator
could d s o easily invoke the KDraw process (on the local machine) if it where not already

running. This is not unlike the current KDraw "compilation" in the current version of
KRS .

Constraint Graphs

KDraw lnference Engine

I

define-concept [CRïME,

,translation from CLASSIC
to Const. Graphs

(PRIMTrVE
(AND (AT-LIAÇT 1 perpetr;
(ALL perpetrator PEi
(AT-LEAST 1 victim)
(AT-LEAST 1 site)
(AT-MOST 1 site1 1
crime1 f .

Figure 50: An example of Constraint Grapbs as a gDraw front-end

9.3.5 Java Integration
Platform portability is not a large issue for the main part of Constraint Graphs since it is
written is ANS11 C++ and avoids the use of platform specific features. On the other hanci,
the CMap interface portion of Constrauit Graphs is highly machine dependent because it

cannot avoid using graphical routines and system routines (such as menu manipulators)
that are highIy platform-dependent.

Steps have been taken to isolate this pladorm

dependence: dl system-dependent calls have been abstracted to platform-independent
generalizations, and are contained in a code library and accessed indirectly by the

programs through this library. This ailows one to accomplish most of the work of a
porting the framework to another platform by simply replacing the platfonn-dependent

library.
Nonetheless, porting the interface to another platform still entails considerable effort both
in terms of the initial work and ongoing support. Most of this work could be avoided by
rewriting the interface in a platformindependent language, as Java is currently shaping up

to be. As discussed in Section 8.2.1, re-writing alI of Constraint Graphs does not seem to
be a viable option; but, forttmately, Java is well equipped to interface with other

languages, thanks to its "native method" facility. Java native methods are methods that
do not have a Java body, but cail a fbnction in a nui-time library using a standard
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protocol: they act just like Java methods, and so present a very clean interface to methods
written in other languages.
It would not be ciBicuit to interface a Java version of CMap to the current version of
Constraint Graphs, where the two system communicate through "native" Java methods.

In support of this goal, Java versions of the CMap library and the CMapper program have
been developed at the University of Calgary (Fiores-Mendez 1997). Since the Java
programs include both a stand-aione version and a Web-browser embedded version, these
programs form a good basis for Java-integrated Constraint Graphs versions.

9.3.6 Groupware
The Constraint Graphs groupware version described in Section 8.3 should not be viewed
as anything more than a prototype. Much more work needs to be doue to make
Constraint Graphs a viable groupware application. Among the needed irnprovements are:
Constraint Graphs' current undo command is appropriate ody for single-user
application. A more realistic multi-user undo protocol would not be diEcult to
impiement, but it is still unclear which protocol is appropriate.
The current synchronization mode1 for the current multi-user Constraint Graphs
version uses an optimistic protocol that incurs virtuaily no latency for the local user,
but can incur very high overhead when more than a few users are involved. No

dependency andysis is done when another user's cornmand with a "past" tirne-stamp
arrives; instead, the command list is unwrapped by undoing ail the cornmands until the
appropriate time for the new command is reached, and then the new comrnand is
executed, and al1 the "undone" comrnands are re-executed.

In contrast, JMapper

currently uses a pessimistic protocol that does not have the overhead problem, but can
incur very high latency for the local user's cornmands on slow networks.

Other-user awareness is an issue for ail shared-workspace groupware systems. Users

must be aware of other users in the workspace. This is particularIy important for
applications where there is no conference setup, and users may enter and Ieave the
workspace asynchronously (like they can in the current Constraint Graphs model).
This has been only superficially addressed, and considerable work must go into careful
design of user awareness for a Constraint Graphs groupware version.

This thesis has described concept mapping languages as a sub-kind of visual tanguages.
Even though concept maps are characterized by simple nodes and connecting arcs, the
design space of concept mapping languages is large. This contention is supported by the
large number of concept mapping languages in existence and the number of fields that
concept mapping languages have been applied to.

In order to design new concept

mapping Ianguages and to investigate variations on existing concept mapping languages,
one must avoid the significant effort usually required to build graphicai languages. This
thesis addresses the problem by developing a general-purpose fiamework in which
concept mapping languages can be quickly prototyped to a working application where the

new (or modifieci) languages can be investigated.

The thesis has described visud languages, their value, semantic models, and
~Iassification. Concept rnapping Ianguages are distinguished from the more generai
visuai Ianguages by their distinct nodes and arcs. Several concept mapping languages are
descnbed in some detail. Since component type is an important concept in all formal
concept mapping Ianguages, the thesis describes type theory in the context of object
oriented programming, graph grammars, and hypergraphs.
A detailed requirements analysis for the Constraint Graphs framework is developed in

chapter 4. The formal specification (in Z) of Constraint Graphs is described in chapter 5,
which amounts to a minima1 theory of concept mapping languages. The design of the
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h e w o r k software is described in chapter 6. These chapten serve to describe the
fiamework in detail.
Chapter 7 describes how the h e w o r k can be used by defining three diKerent concept
mapping languages: glBIS, Conceptual Graphs, and KDraw. New languages can be
defined by visually adding new nodes and arcs to the type Iattice. These represent the
component types of the defined language. Subtypdsupertype relationships are visually
defuied by drawing isa arcs between the subtype component and its supertype component.
These components will be used in type inference in the final language. A layering
consmct ailows a language design to fdter out generalization and other details that
should no be available to the end user. More advanced language constructs can be
defined using attributelvalue pairs and ad-hoc constraints.
Chapter 8 describes extensions to Constraint Graphs, including translation of Constra.int
Graphs definitions into Z a Netscape plug-in version of the framework, and the

groupware version.
This final chapter has described how the research has met its original objective of

creating a concept mapping framework by implementing several existing concept
rnapping languages. It also describes issues of efficiency, scalability, expressiveness,
completeness, extendibility, and flexibility. Findy, some possible avenues of future

work are described:
challenges to the current theory based on the implementation of existing and newly
designed concept mapping languages,
alternate and variant theories,
semantic extensions to the framework to accommodate the semantics of Concephial
Graphs,
translaton to (and from) the languages used by knowledge representation semer
programs,

integration with a Java concept mapping interface, and
advances in the groupware interface.
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